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CHAPTER I 
STATE:MENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The Loyola Language S'r,udy is a modified form of the Kent-Rosanoff Word 
Association test in which subjects are asked to predict the most common free 
Associations to each of eighty stimulus words. It has been the subject of a 
number of research projects during the past few yea.rs. Scoring norms have 
been developed, and its relAtionship to such variables as nge, sex, education, 
intelligence, vocational choice, and psychiatric condition has been investi-
gated. However, some more fudnamental questions ebout this t.st remain unan-
svl€red, and at leas1~ in the fory: of published experiments, they remain unasked. 
No one has discovered what skill or quality is measured by the Loyola Language 
study. If there is such a skill, we do not know how it is related to other 
personality and behavioral characteristics. We hr,ve only 1iLited knowledt:,e 
about the relationship between the Loyola Language Study and other tests. 
The question which appears likely t.o contribute most to our understanding 
of the wyola Languajte Study is th,:,'; question of its reletionship to the wftnole 
area of social perception, and particularly to what has been termed perception 
£!. ~ generalized other. This latter terl:' was borroweci from G.H. Mead and 
used by Bronfenbrenner ~~. (6) to include any collection of persons to 
which a perceiver attributf's common c:"laracteristics. 
Interest in this question of the relationship between the Loyola Language 
stuo..y and social perception was stimulated by observing the strikir-g similari,t 
between the Loyola Language Study and the classical methods of meosuring socia 
1 
perception. Bronfenbrenner at ~. point out that 
sensitivity to Ue generalized other involves an awareness of the 
social noI'1;"' or fu t~;pical response of a large cla~'s or gruup. Thus 
it is sensitivity to the generalized other that is being tapped when 
a judge is askec topreaict such phenolT'"ena as cowrunity attitudes, 
the results of public opinion polls, or the "typical res~)onse" for 
sorr:e special class of people, S8;" college students, on a series of 
items on 3 personality questionnaire. (6, p. 37) 
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On the Loyola Language Study the judge, or subject, is asked to predict th 
"typical response" of a large class of people to a series of items: the list of 
stimulus words. Since sensitivity !:£. ~ generalized other has practically ac-
quired an o~rational definition as the "accuracy score" on such a test of pre-
d:\.ctive abiUty, and since the classical methou of testing for this skill is so 
s:i.'Tilar to t he method used in the Loyola Lanruage Study, it is clearly logical 
to infer that the Loyola I.angua["e Study is in SOrl,e sense a measure of sensitivj.. 
~ to ~ ~eneralized other. If this is tru(;~, then the Loyola lanEuage study 
would take its place as a formal and standardized measure of thifJ "skill," con-
tributing to our understanding of it as a hypothetical construct, and sharing 
it: the relatively la.rge amount of interest and activity surroundi~ it. 
Logical as Ue relationship may appear, it remains to be shown empirically 
that the Loyola language Study does, or does not, meHsure sensitivity ~ ~ 
gener<11ized other in the traditional sense. And this caL only be done by 
administering it together with a classical measure of such sensitivity, and 
observing the &i1,l"ilarities and differences between the two measures thcli,selves, 
and between their relationships with other characteristics. 
One major aim, then, of the present research will be to examine more closE-
ly the concept of social perception, pa.rticularly that type of group social per-
ception called sensitivity!:£. !:.!2! generalized other, to investigate some theo-
V'€Ucal formulations about this skill or quality, and then to sec in what ways, 
if any, the Loyola Language Study can be shown empirica.lly to be related to 
that general concept. 
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A second major aim will be to cyamine more clof;ely the Loyoln IPnguage 
~~tudy itself, in the light of the relatively extensive l":cthodological research 
about sirr:ilar rr'easures in the field of social perception. By dOing this ano 
also by studying the correlates of accura,cy on the Loyola IPrli;,'Uage Stud.y, we 
may find relationships which are meaningful in themselves and not dependent 
upon any direct rebtionships with the other measures of social perception. 
In pursuing these aims we must formulate scrr:e specific hypotheses about 
the Loyola Language Study itself and about its relationshi!: to various concepts 
in the field of social perception. Then we wUl sub-iect the hypotheses to 
empirical tests which will allow lis to accept or re!ect them on the basis of 
inforrl'atton we will gather. 
The first and most obvious hypothesis which presents itself is this one: 
H;rpotheeis!: The Loyola Languar;:e Study score is octually an accuracy 
score, measuring t, he accuracy with which an individual perceives the general 
publio (~ gener;.\Jized other). It does this by measuring his Hbility to 
,'stimate what words are most frequently associated to those in the stimulus 
list. As such an accuracy score it should be positively correlated with other 
accuracy scores of this n8ture wh 1 ch have been designed to measure tr i!;; sal':,e 
ability to perce:ve the general public (.!:!!! generalizea other). 
'!his hypothesis will be testee: by edministering both the Loyola Langua[e 
study a-nd a traditionally accepted measure of sensitivity ~ ~ generalized 
~ to the seJrc group of 5ub,iects and examining the correlation bt:tween the 
two measures. A positive correlation Ylould strength,n our sus;dcion that the 
Loyola Language Study d.oes measure sensitivity .12 ~ generaJ.ize'! other, and 
so deserves a place in the field of social perception along With other such 
measures. 
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Failure to find such a correlation would be open to a number of possible 
interpretations, which can be explored later, after a review of the literature. 
It would suggest that the Loyola Language Study does not measure accuracy of' 
social perception, or sensitivity ~ ~ generalized other, but we would want 
to speculate as to Why it does not do so. Perhaps this sensitivity is not 
general enough to be measured in a variety of ways. Perhaps word-associations 
are not "perceivable" enough to allow for accurate estimates of how others 
would respond. Perhaps the Loyola Language Study measures something quite 
different and unrelated to this skill. The review of the literature Will help 
us select the most meaningful interpretation of our findings. 
Another obvious, but heretofore unanswered question about the test is 
this: To what extent are the Loyola Language Study scores related to the 
"typicality" of the subjects' own free associations, and to their tendency to 
give these free associations when asked to make their predictions of group 
responses? In other words, we might suspect that people who get high Loyola 
Language Study scores do so because they tend to give their own free 
associations as their e~timates of group response, and their free aSSOCiations 
happen to be typical of the aSSOCiations of the group. To the extent that this 
is true, we can say that Loyola Language Study sCOJ'eS do ~ measure a skill 
or sensitivity 12 ~ senerali2ed other, or at least the skill is not 
independent of these other tendencies. This can be put in the form of a 
testable hypotheses: 
Hypothesis g. The Loyola Language Study score is influenced in a great 
, 
degree by the "typicality" of the subjects' own free a.ssociations and by their 
tendency to give these free associations as their prediction of the group 
response. 
This hypothesis Will be tested by administering both the Loyola Language 
study and a free-association test using the same words, and observing the 
correlations between Loyola Language Study scores and these two measurable 
tendencies: 1) the tendency to give their own free associations as predictions 
and 2) the tendency to have "typical" free associations. 
Significant positive correlations between Loyola Language study scores 
and these two tendencies would substantiate our hypothesis and give some 
indication as to the degree of influence present. 
Significant negative correlations would point to the existence of a 
genuine skill or ability to predict group response in this setting, a skill 
which is independent of the other two tendencies. 
A third question which arises refers to the relationship between Loyola 
Language Study scores a.nd the subjects' "typicalitylt in personality 
characteristics. In other words, Within a "normal" group of subjects, do 
those With high Loyola Language study scores tend to be more "normal" than 
those With low Loyola Language Study scores? To the degree this is true, the 
Loyola Language Study could be considered a measure of "normality." This, 
then, is our third hypotheSis: 
HypotheSis m. The Loyola Language Study score is influenced in great 
degree by the subjects' "typicality," or similarity to group norms in overall 
personality characteristics. 
This hypotheSiS Will be tested by administering both the Loyola Language 
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Study and a standard personality questionnaire to the same group of subjects, 
noting the correlation between Loyola Language Study scores and the degree 
of agreement With the group's answers to the questionnaire. 
A significant positive correlation here would suggest that the Loyola 
Language Study is, in a sense, a measure of ttnormality," and is not a measure 
of a skill in social perception independent of "normal.ity." Negative finrlings 
'Would show that something besides "normality" is responsible for higher 
Loyola Language Study scores, which might lead us to postulate the eXistence 
of a special skill or sensitivity. 
In considering this quest10n of "typicality" or real. similarity to the 
group, we are led to wonder to what degree "typ1cality" in personality 
characterist1cs 1s related to "typ1cality" in free associations. Do those 
people who tend to follow the group norm in their answers to the personality 
questions also tend to follow the group norm in their free aSSOCiations? 
Common sense woult1 lead us to an affirmative anSlrer. The free-association 
technique as a projective test developed under this impliCit assumption. We 
have here an opportun1ty to test this hypothesis: 
Hypothesis .!y. The tendency to give free associations which are the same 
as those given most commonly by one's peer group is related to real similarity 
to the group in personality characteristics (as measured by questions on a 
standard personality questionnaire). 
This hypothesis will be tested by adlltinisteri.ng a free-association teat 
and a personality questionnaire to the same group of subjects, compiling group 
norms for both, and comparing real similarity on the free-association test With 
real similarity on the personality questionnaire, measuring both in terms of 
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the number of responses which a.re identical to the r::nst common response of the 
group, 
A positive correlation would be expected here. But failure to find a 
positive correlation would indicate that typical people (personality-wise) do 
not ~ecessa.rily give typical responses on a free association test. This would 
make the task of predicting typical free-associations difficult to understand 
and aS63y. Such a finding could have a significant effect on the interpreta-
tiOD of other findings about the Loyola Language Study. 
Past research With the Loyola Language Study has shown us that people 
tend, in various degrees, to give their own free associations When asked to 
predict the most common responses of the group. Similar tendencies have been 
stud ied in social perception research under the label "assumed similarity. II 
In the case of the Loyola Language Study this label may be misleading since it 
implies a co~scious or unconscious assumption on the part of the subject that 
he is similar to the groUll in that regard. When a subject gives his ow free 
association as his prediction ot the most common response of the group, he is 
not necessarily assuming that he is Similar to the group. He may have 
misunderstood the directions, be may be careless or disinterested, or he may 
be unable to think ot other associations. We do not know. This leads us to 
the formation of another testable hypothesis: 
Hypothesis y. The tendency of a subject to give his own tree associations 
When asked to predict the most common tree association to a given word (e.g., 
on the Loyola Language Study) is related to the tendency to assume similarity 
to onels peers by predicting directly that a majority would agree With him in 
answering questions about themselves. 
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This hypothesis w:Ul be tested by computing an "assumed similarity" score 
for the Loyola Language study by comparing free associations With predictions, 
ana comparing this score with a traditional "assumed similarity" score, 
compiled by asking the subjects directly what percentage of their peers would 
agree with them in answering a number of questions about themselves. 
A significant positive correlation here would help explain the tendency 
that has been noted in past research With the Loyola Language Study, for 
subjects to give their own free associations as predictions. It would suggest 
that they are indeed assuming similarity to their group. Failure to find such 
a correlation would suggest that some of the other factors are at work, such as 
carelessness, inattention, misunderstanding of the directions. (This 
interpretation presumes, of course, that the tendency to assume similarity is 
itself a general one.) 
Although it does not relate directly to the Loyola Language Study, 'We are 
also interested in the ability to predict group answers to a personality 
questionnaire, and how this ability is related to both real similarity to the 
group and the tendency to assume similarity to the group on these same 
questions. We can formulate this hypothesis: 
¥ypothesis Y!. The ability to predict how the majority of a group will 
answer questions on a personality questionnaire (which has been called 
sensitivity ~~ ~eralized other) is related to the subject's similarity to 
the group on these questions and to his tendency to assume he is similar in 
this respect, but it is related to a lesser degree than With the ability to 
predict word-associations. 
This hypotheSiS Will be tested by administering a standard personality 
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1,Gt'Gcnt~.l.ce of thei!" peers would answer the (lUestions the name as they die. 
~)icnificant positive correlations between the ability to predict ans~rs 
and both real similB.rity and ass1.l!!'led similarity tc· the group 1muld su:.;::.dJcntiate 
our hypotheses and sholl that this ability, or sensitivitY!2~ generalized 
other is n~t independent of these two factors. Failure to find such 
correla .. ::-'J.ons llOuld strenGthen the evidence for the eXistence of such an 
independent skill. 
We are also interested in the question of the relationship between Loyola 
I..e.ngua.ge Study scores and various dimensions of personal1 ty a.s they ax'e 
measured on a standa.rd pe~sona11ty questionnaire. And we will observe how 
they are related to measure.s of intelligenoe and school achievement. Rather 
tp~n fOl~ulate any hypothesis in this area, we Will look for correlations as 
they appear, report tholie which are significan t, and t,'y to make meaningful f 
interpretations of them. 
In summary, then, this thesis Jroposea to examine the entire field of 
group social perception with an eye toward possible relationships between it 
and the Loyola Language Study. Then it Will set up empirical tests designed to 
reveal evidence of this relationshipl if it exists. Finally, it 'Will examine 
the Loyola. Language Study i tselt in t!le light of our knowledge about sim1l...9.r 
tests. The final discussion of the results Will center around the siX basic 
hypothes(;.s, but Will take note of any other meanineful correlations 'Which 
appear among the many relationships to be studied. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
THE LOYOLA LANGUAGE STUDY 
More than ten years have passed since O~of Johnson and Louis B. Snider 
conducted the orig1na~ research project on the controlled-association test 
vhich has come to be known as the Loyola Language Study. Working at Boston 
State Hospital in ~950, they se~ected eighty words from the Kent-Rosanof! 
~ist, and gave them to the subjects With instructions to respond not with the 
fiI'st vord that occurred to them, but With the word they be~ieved most persons 
woul.d associate With the sti~us vord. As a measure of controlled associatioll 
it yaS expected to have some advantages over free-association tests, and 
aroused enough interest to become the subject of a number of research papers 
in the ensuing years. These papers can be divided roughly into three broad 
categories: (~) Normative studies, to study and determine the effects of such 
variab~s as geographic ~ocation, age, sex, education, and occupation upon the 
l'esponses of ttnormal SUbjects,," (2) Predictive studies" to see if the Loyola. 
Language Study might be useful. in predicting some other factor". such as 
college achievement, or voul.d discriminate between "normal" and "abnorma~" 
subjects" and (3) Comparison studies" comparing the responses on this 
controlled-association test with free-association responses to the same 
stimul.us vords. Some of the studies" such as Johnson and Snider's work (5~) 
~O 
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fall in more than one category. Their work established the first set of norms 
for normal subjects und also furnished results indicating that the mea.sure 
could discriminate between "normals ll and hospitalized schizophrenics. 
To establish the norms, they selected a sample of four hundred men and 
four hundred women from approximately two thousand records of persons living 
in the Boston area. The samples were stratified according to age and 
education, maintaining the same proportion amoug the various groups as was 
found in the general population, using the 1950 census statistics for ~e 
Boston area. They used a twelve-celled distributiou, With four equal divisions 
with respect to education aDd three equal divisions with respect to aga. 
The hospitalized psychotic patients wre matched, person by person, With 
normals from the same area With regard to both age and education, because the 
possible effects of age and education were not known at the start. They were 
all inmates of a state hospital, diagnosed predominately as schizophrenic, 
wi th a small percentage of "manics" and a very small group of involutional 
patients. 
The responses were scored according to a standard score method and it vas 
found that seventy per cent of the hospitalized schizophrenic females fell 
below the tenth percentile of the normal sample, and with one exception, all 
the patients fell below the fifteenth percentile. 
Another normative study was done by Stanek (56), who followed the same 
stratified-sampling procedure, selecting his tour hundred men and women from 
the Chicago area (metropol1 tan), using the 1950 Chicago census figures. 
Stanek treated each sex separately, and used a twelve-celled distribution, 
with three groups for age, four for education. He used a much simpler scoring 
.i2 
system than the standard-score system used by Johnson and b~ider. He merely 
computed the square root of the percentage frequency of each response. 
Stanek was able to show that age, sex" and education had a significant 
effect upon the character of responses given to the Loyola Language Study. 
~,iora specifically" he fotmd that age of both sexes bears an inverse relation-
ship to test scores. That is, older persons of both sexes tend to give more 
unique responses, younger persons more common responses. This trend is 
slightly irregular, however. Sex showed a. significant relationship sJ.nce 
f~~les tended to give more common responses, but stanek suggests that this 
may be due to uncontrolled selection of cases. Education showed a direct 
relationship to Loyola Language Study scores; greater education leads to 
greater communality of response. 
Stanek did DO'!:; cOllpare his results with those of the Boston sample" but 
he collected his data in such a way that comparison would be possible when 
both sets of raw (lata were scored by the same method. So, although he did not 
draw any conclusions about regional d1fferences" he suggested that 
geographical factors might influence the test results. 
In a fUrther investiGation of the influence of geographical factors, 
Guppy (32) selected a stratified sample of four hundred men and four hundred 
women frOll the Seattle metropolitan area, using the 1950 Seattle census data. 
Using the same type of standard score system, he derived norms Which could be 
compared directly With norms from the Chicago study. 
To do thiS, he selected from the Chicago sample a group of fifty-two men 
and fifty-two women, chosen in such a way as to be representative of the 
various age-education categories. He matched these booklets with those of 
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subjects from the same age-education categories in the Seattle sample. Of 
coux';;e, he 'Was al.so able to compare al.l the responses in the Chicago sample 
with all the responses in the Seattle sample With respect to the raW frequency 
of specific responses. A chi-square test vas made to determine if the 
frequency of the responses to each stimulus word given by the sample of Chicago 
subjects differed significantly from the f~equency With Which the same 
responses to the !!!! stimulus ~ were given by a sample of Seattle subjects. 
Thi3se two appraisals, using different approaches and different approaches 
and different statistical procedures, forced Guppy to tva conclUsions not in 
perfect agreement With one another: 
1. Some of the stimulus words in the Loyola Language 
Study excited some responses given by stratified samples of men 
and women from Chicago and Seattle that differed in raw frequency 
of appear&nce. This difference was significant at or beyond the 
.01 level of con!idenoe. 
2. With but one exception, the comparison of mean 
Chicago and Seattle standard scores ••• failed to show ~ 
significant difference •••• 
Thus it _y be said that when the frequency of a.ll 
I'esponses to a. stimulus word are taken into considerationTn 
scoring, as is the case vhere standard scores are used, the 
standard scores computed for those responses, whether given by 
persons in Seattle or Chicago, are essentially the same. (32 pp. 63 .. 64) 
Another normative study designed to explore the possible influence of 
geog::.aphic location on test responses, and al.so to extend the norms to 
6~igbt~y younger age groups I was that of Smola (51). Using the standard-scot'e 
method of scoring, he administered the test to five bundred senior boys from 
five private bigh scboo~s in four large Cities, in Obio, Michigan and l~inois. 
There 'WaS ao mucb difference between tbe two scbools in Chicago as there llaS 
bet~en the two schools most distant from eacb otber. Since none of tbe 
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differences was significant, Smola concluded that geographic location has no 
slgn .. flcant systematic effect upon the test scores. This is in agreement with 
Cuppy's later finding. 
Smola also founa a 1011 positive correlation (r= .ll) between Loyola 
Language Study scores and intelligence, using the Henman-Nelson test on one 
hundred subjects from one school. He founa a slight negative correlation (r • 
_ .21) between Loyola Language study scores ana scholastic achievement as 
indicat3d by grade-point average. 
The question of the relationship between Loyola Language Study scores 
and intelligence and school achievement was also taken up by Stewart (58). He 
selected one hmldrea male and one hundred female freshman students from Loyola 
Univex'sity, and administered the Loyola Language study as part of the freshr.Jan 
guidance examinations. The booklets were scored using Stanek's geometr1c-
progression scoring systl.!w. At the end of the academic year, the total hours 
and grade-points earned and the quantitative linguistic and total scores on the 
American COUDeil on Education Psychological Test were obtained for the two 
hundred students. 
No significant correlations were found between Loyola Language Study 
scores and ACE scores, linguistiC, quantitative or total. As a further check, 
"discrepancy" scores were computed between linguistic and quantitative 
standard scores, and the experimental sample was split on the basis of high va. 
Ie'v discrepancy score. But again no relationship was found with Loyola. 
Language Study scores. It was concluded that the Loyola. Language Study cannot 
be used to rredict scholastic success during the freshman year of college. 
These negative findings were considered to be valuable nevertheless, since they 
indicate that IQ and scholastic achievement probably do not affect Loyola. J 
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r.,aoG-uage study scores and so w4...ll not be llkeJ.y to vi-d.ate results in futw:'e 
expe:'ittents. 
Auother factor found to have no significant effect upon Loyola. Language 
study scores is occupation. Dinello (18) found that wile accountants tended 
to be slightJ.y poorer at every age and educational level, the differences were 
all ~mall enough that future samples probably ueed not be matched for 
vccupation. In his study age was found to be nega.tiv~ly correlated and 
euucation positiveJ.y correlated With Loyola Lan~e study scores. 
The original question brought up by Johnson ana snider was taken up again 
by Del Vecchio (17), who set out to test the discriminatory power of the 
Loyola Language Study in ;Jcb1zophrenia. He selected samples ot 108 normals 
and 108 hospitalized schizophrenics, matched as to sex, age, and education. 
He administered the Loyola Language study and analyzec the results with the 
Chi-Square One-Sample tCGt. :-net.hod, using the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signea-
Ranks technique to test for significant differences. 
His r8suJ.ts were generally positive. He found that the Loyola Le.nguage 
Study does discriminate between normaJ. and sch1zophre1.1ic populations, both male 
ano female. He found less communality of response among males -than aruuuG 
fcmaJ-es in each population. He found that educatioc does not affect the 
disc:'iminatory power of the test" but age does. The discriminatory power 
increases With age in females, decreases with age in males. 
Much of the research up to this time was summarized in an article by Hez'r 
(37). He discussed several systems of scoring Which have been used, along with 
validity ant reliability studies. 
The original scoring method was the standard-score method, in Which all 
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the responses to a given stimul.us word wex'e aligned ou a descending scale .. 
according to the amount of agreement among the normative group in choosing each 
:!:'esponse. Then the mean root frequency and the standa.rd deviation for each 
stimulus-response distribution were calculated, and standard scores computed. 
E~ch bool(Let could then be given a single score, based on these standard scores 
Obviously, this method was costly in time and effort. One Simpler method 
devised used double-root percentage-frequency values, which save each response 
0. value absolutely determined by its faw frequency, Without taking into account 
the relationship between any given frequency and the other frequencies in the 
same distribution, or the varying top trequencies from one stimulus word to a.n· 
other. It was tound that With these absolute root-frequency scales, the vari-
ances were proportional to the means, which would preclude the use ot certain 
statistical procedures. 
Finally, an even simpler scoring syste1D was devised, the Herr-Rimoldi 
llmedian" system. starting With the response ot highest frequency, other 
responses (in descending trequency) were accumuJ.a.ted until 50% of the 
population ot responses was included. Then, each response was scored 1 or 0, 
depending upon whether it was included or excluded from this group. 
The correlations among these different scoring systems were high. Between 
standard scores and double-rooted scores it was .96. Between standard scores 
and median scores, it was·.93. This substantiated earlier findings by Carter 
(10) and Sorenson and Carter(53) that insignificant differences result from 
different methods of scoring word-association tests. These findings led to the 
use of an even Simpler scoring method in the present experiment. 
Herr next summarizes the resul.ts of the above studies on the 
discriminatory power of the Loyola Lan~ge Study With schizophrenia. He pOintl 
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out that the mean difference between norma~s and patients \laS significa.nt 
beyond the • OO~ ~eve1 of confidence. But there was considerable overlap on 
the extremes. An item analysis was then made, and at ~east 25 items were found 
to discriminate at the .01 level of confidence. Shortening the test to these 
25 items raised its screening efficiency markedly. 
The indices of screening efficiency for the shortened tests were computed 
by a method which consists in subtracting the proportion of normals incorrectly 
identified from the proportion of patients correctly identified. These indices 
of screening efficiency were found to be consistent and relatively high: for 
Chicago men, .64; for Chicago women, .70; for Boston men, .70; and for Boston 
women, .71. Other validity measures produced results which were significant 
also, ~eading Herr to conc~ude tbat 'the shortened test seems suitable for 
differentiating between various degrees of menta~ illness." (37, p. 261) 
Herr reports two estimates of reliability. By correlating the odd-
numbered items with the even-numbered items for samples of 400 men and 400 
waaen in groups of 100 each, a split-half reliability study was done. The 
estimates, corrected by the Spearman-Brow formula, ranged from .88 to .94 
With a median at .92. 
The test-retest reliability, with intervals from four to eight weeks, was 
not nearly so high. Tbe correlation for the eighty items was .49, which rose 
to .55 When the number of items was reduced to those with top screening 
efficiency. Herr says, "the values for both (vaJ.1dity and reliability) 
presented in this study f~ we~ within the suggested ranges for tests of this 
type." (37, p. 26~) 
I"""" 
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Herr next discusses the relationships between the Loyola Language study 
and age" education" intelligence~ The studies he cites have already been 
discussed here. His summary paragraph provides a succinct resume of what had 
been found up to that time: 
The Loyola Language Study distinguishes betl'1een schizophrenics 
and normals" using any of three systems of scoring" namely 
standard scores" doubled-root frequency scores" and median scores. 
The screening efficiency of the test is increased by using only 
high validity items scored by standard scores. Such scores also 
permit of parametric statistical operations. There is a tendency 
for older persons to make poorer scores" and for this effect to 
be counteracted by education. Intelligence" apart from age and 
education is not a significant factor. (31, p. 262) 
We now come to the pair of research papers most relevant to the p:t:escnt 
experiment, namely those comparing free and controll.ed association techniques 
administered to the same subjects. 
In the first of these, Trainor (64) administered the test to fifty male 
and fifty female subjects under both controlled and free conditions. His 
subjects were all adults, ranging in age from nineteen to fifty-eight y~ars 
who had from thirteen to twenty years of formal education. One group took the 
free-association test first, the controlled-association test second. The 
other group took the tests in reverse order. Four to eight weeks elapsed 
between administrations. 
By varying the order of presentation as he did, and using statistical 
tests, he ~s able to show that order of presentation ~s not a factor Which 
had to be taken into account when analyzing the differences between free and 
controlled association. The two tests he used were these: A chi-square test of 
the number of persons receiving higher scores on the first administration, 
whether free or controlled, and the number of persons scoring higher on the 
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Gecond administration, free or controlled, was not significant. Rank-order 
cm::'relations 'Were computed to determine 'Whether the coefficients obtained were 
Gifferent between the first and second administrations regardless of method of 
udministration. The differences between these cOrrelations were not 
cignificant. 
Having established that order of presentation has no significant effect 
here, he turned to the question of the differences betveen free and contl'olled-
~ssociation instructions woula produce greater communality of response. 
Trainor first selected one column of words and computed Herr-Rimoldi 
median £cores for this column in each boolu.et. No significant difference 
bet~n free and controlled-association was found with this method, though the 
trend was in the expected direction. Trainor hypothesized that these negative 
findings were due to the relative crudeness of this scoring method, which does 
no'1.; distinguish varying degrees of difficulty among items which are kno'Wto 
vary 'Widely in this regard. 
He then applied a nonparametric statistical technique called the Wj~coxon 
~·iatch.ed ... Pairs Signed-Ranks Test to the data, to test tor significance of 
difference in results of the total. test. With this tt:clmique, which he felt 
vms more valid, the difference between free and controlled association methods 
·uas significant at the .02 level of confidence. 
A similar study was undertaken at the same tioe by Even (22) using 200 
"tiomen from underGraduate colleges in the Chicaso area. Even found a 
significant difference in favor of greater communality of controlled associati~ 
over free association responses, as was expected. Because she used Stanek's 
scoring norms for both sets of data, and they had been derived With the 
controlled-association instructions, she ~elt these results might be 
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que~tioned. So ahe verified the results, using the standard error of 
proportion applied to raw frequeucy counts of only the top frequency re~ponses. 
Her findings were tl~t significant differences betueen free and 
cont~olled association occurred; (1) for the total test scores Ji: the entire 
population, (2) for the total teat scores of each school, and (3) for separate 
column scores on the two sets of tests. Controlled a~sociation rospouses 
yielded a higher degree of communa.lity of thought .lhc;wn by differences in 
means and distributions of scores. 
These two studies, as seen, support the concluaiou that subjects in 
general tend tOwal'O ;;Significantly greater communality v~~ :::espouse on the 
Loyola Language Study than on a free-association test using the same ~tioulus 
·wo:cds. However, these studies did not investigate il:ldividual clif:f'€I'enCes among 
subjects in this regard. They did not question Whether subjects With high 
froe-association scores also got high controlled-association scores, and vice 
versa. It is this further step, aJ.ong with athe.'s, Which is undertaken in the 
present research. So, although these last twa studies form valuab~e back-
ground for the present research, they are not in any sense duplicated by it, 
nor are any of the other foregoing research papers GO duplicated. 
The GuU:.e'ord-Z1mmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS) can be traced bacl~ as 
fat' as ~930, when Guilford suggested that Spearman's technique for testina 
general, group, and specific factors might apply to an analysis of personality 
traits (29). Here he was merely discussing the concepts of extraversion-
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introversion, but three years later he published perhaps the first attempt 
to apply the new factDr-analytic methods to a personality questionnaire in 
order to determir>e what COr.ll;:on per so:!:" Uty variables Idght be r<..:presented 
therein. Thurstone's method of factor analysiS, which was then in its earliest 
staGes of development, was adapted to the problem, and four factors were 
tentatively identified. 
By 1936, Thurstone had greatly extended and developed hit> technique of 
factor analysis, and Guilford decided to re-exRmine his data, utilizing the 
improved techniques. As a result of these factorial stullies over a period of 
f'everal years, the Guilford-\{artin Inventory of Factors STDCii. was developed, 
and later, the Guilford-Martin Inventor~ of Factors GAilliW. It is not 
necessary to der;cri be his ten factors in any great detail here, but their 
naIres give an indication of their nature: Social Introversion, Thinking 
Introversion, Depression, Cycloid, Rhathymia (carefree va. serious), General 
Acti.vity, .scendancy, 'laaculinity, Inferiority Feelings, Nervousness. 
Severa.1 factor.-analytic studies are reported which have identified factors 
similar to tl'ose defined by Guilford. Lovell (lUl) factor-analyzed correlations 
found between the subtests of the STDCR and GAMIN and identified four "super 
factors" or "second-order" factors, which describe general habit systerr.s: 
"drive-restraint,," "emotionality," "realism, n and "social adaptibility. tI 
TI1urstone (63) re-factored the correlations reported by Lovell. He interpreted 
his findings as indicsting that not more than nine linearly independent factors 
are represen ted. Seven of these were given tentative interpretation and the 
follOWing nam es: "Reflective, fl "Dorninant," "SOciable," "Vigorous, H t1Emotional 
Stability,!! "Impulsiveness," and "Active." 
~~--------------------------~ 
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The Guilford inventories STDCR ana GAMIN have been used in a Wide variety 
of practical situations, chiefly in counseling services and research 
uctivities. Steinberg and Wittmer (57) in a differential study of 
characteristics of normals and psychiatric patients, state that, "as a measure 
of personality type, the Guilford inventory ~R was used (a) because it was 
carefully developed on the basis of factor analysis studies and (b) because of 
the definite value found in its use over a period of years both With paychotic 
patients and 'With employee personnel at the Elgin State Hospital." (57, p. 129) 
~nurstone (63) chose Guilford's schedules for a study of the dimensions of 
temperament because "they represent careful analytic work." Cattell (11) a1.so 
praised Guilford's inventories: " ••• the work of Guilford is outstanding for its 
technical skill ••• and the thoroughness with Which the research was carried for-
yard from study to study •••• " (11, p. 38) 
Guilford continued his research and eventua.l.ly combined the STDCR, GAl.Wi, 
and another of his inventories, the Gu1lford-~mrtin Personnel Inventory into a 
single instrument, the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS). As he 
explains in the manual: 
There bas been a growtng tendency to administer the ~CR, 
GAMIN, and Personnel Inventory in oombination, il1 order to 
obtain comprehensive pictures of individual personalities. The 
time requ1r~d to administer and score these three inventories has 
called attention to the need for a single inven"or;), which \"ould 
provide similarly comprehensive coverage in a more economical 
manner. Inter-correlational studies of the 13 trait scores 
Uncluded in the three instrument~ have indicated that some 
practical consolidations and omissions could well be tolerated in 
the interests of economy. (30, p.l) 
The new inventory yields ten factor scores, of which some represent 
exac,tly the same factors as 'WeN ee!'ived in the ea.rlier inventories, and others 
a.re combinetions of these. In the development of the final form, new item 
~~. ----------------------------~ 
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analyses were made because a number of years had elapsed since the previous 
analyses bad been completed. The i teas are general.l.;y reworded and the 
positions of the items are changed in the new inventory. 
The form of statement of the items is unusual for inventories 
of this type. Items a:::'e stated affirmatively rather than in question 
form, using the second person pronoun •••• The avoidance of the 
personal pronoun should do something to allay resistances and to 
increase the operation of the projective principle. The second 
person pronoun was preferred to the first-person pronoun because 
it vas believed that the statement wo'lild seem thus less personal 
to the examinee •••• It is a historical fact that the personality 
inyentory grew out of the interview method. It i61 in essence, a 
systema tie" impersonal interview" which can be scored. ( 30" p. 4) 
In the GZTS" the alternative responsE's to each item are "yes," n'l,,11 ana 
!lno• Guilford prefers these to "true and "fuse" for the reason that with 
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the latter responses some examinees become too concerned with the actual truth 
of the statements. The specific use of the "?" alternative 'Was determined by 
the results of an unpublished study which suggested that the use of this third 
alternative 'Was advantageous. A subsequent study by Li~den (42) found that 
forced-choice forms prov~Qed essentially the same results" however. 
In most cases" optimal scores do not extend to the top of the scale, but 
are at some moderate position between the mean and the top. 
Guilford is satisfied with the new form" claiming that "the internal or 
factorial validity of GZTS scores is fairly well-assured by the founda.tion of 
factor-analysis studies plus successive item analyses directed toward internal 
consistency and uniqueness. It is believed that what each score measures is 
fnirly well-defined and that the score represents a confirmed dimension of 
personality and a dependable descriptive category. II (30, p. 1) Tetrachoric 
intercorrelations of the ten GZTS trait scores computed with data obtained from 
266 males students in a Southern California university are presented by 
r' '---------.24 Guilford, With the comment: "In general" they are gratifyingly low, indicative 
of the prevailing uniqueness of the scores. Only two a.re uncomfortably hiGh: 
those between S and A, two scores pertaining especially to social behaVior, 
and bct~~en E and 0" two scores pertaining to emotional behavior •••• In either 
p~ir) however, each score accounts for less than half the variance of the other 
so that there is considerable unique contribution made by each." (30" p. 6) 
Jones (38)" in an investigation which was part of a larger study to in-
vestigate factrt;rs contribution to "the authoritarian personality," administered 
the California F Scale and the GZTS to 628 Naval Aviation Cadets. He obtained 
correlations between the ten trait scales and the F scale. Among these, only 
those of E, Q, !, and ~ are significant beyond the .01 level. The ~ and 0 
scales suggest a heavy loading of items related to a~~iety, the F and E scales 
reveal a common factor of hostility. 
Leed s (40) used the GZTS in his study, which sholled that teachers as a 
group differ from college seniors in shoWing more restraint and seriousnes9" 
greater emotional stability and objectivity, more friendliness and a more 
cooperative spirit in personal relations. College senors" on the other hand, 
possess more drive and energy and show more social boldness. 
Cottle and leWis (13) used the GZTS along With theMMPI in a study of 
differences between counselors and a college student sample. On the GZTS, 
counselors scored significantly higher in adjustment than did the college 
student sample. 
Murray (45) used the GZTS and the MMPI" along ·~th the Strong Vocational 
Interest Blank, in a study of priests and seminarians, finding certain aifier-
encca between college groups and clerical groups. 
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Gay (27) used the GZTS to confirm his hypotl1esis that active members of 
fra'ternltles tend to select from the available candidates persons who are, 
with respect to certain personality traits, already much like themselves. 
Hedberg and Baxter (36) tried to use the GZTS to discriminate successful 
life insurance salesmen. They found no significant differences between 
criterion groups in terms of an item analysis or mean scores on the subscales. 
But raw-score distributions revealed a useful difference, namely in heterog-
eneity on two of the scales. 
Age was shown to be a factor on some scales by Bendig (4), who tested 
different age groups With the GZTS and found that the 9, !, ~, and ~ scales 
showed significant decrease with incresing age, while scores on the Rand P 
~cales increased with age. 
Socioeconomic status was found to bave a significant effect on some 
temperament traits in a study of high school seniors' responses on the GZTS, 
by Singer, Stefflee and Thompson (50). 
Several studies sought to establish relationships between intelligence or 
school performance and GZTS scores. Webb and Goodling (72) used the GZTS 
along with the MMPI and several other tests in an effort to assemble a battery 
which would predict grades for theology students. Some multiple correlations 
of value were obtained, but nothing of direct interest regarding tbe GZTS. 
Witherspoon and Melberg (73) did find significant, though very low, correlation 
between grade-point averages of college freshmen and three of the GZTS scales, 
the purposive, personal relations, and masculinity scales. They yielded r's 
of .13 or better, significant at the .05 level. Klugh and Bendig (39) found 
that "three of the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey Scales,Objectivity, 
Fl'iendliness, and Personal Relations apparently show a. low, but statistically 
significant, positive relationship With intelligence as measured by the Ace 
test. II 
Two studies were found Which dealt With construction of the test: The 
first, by B~ndig (5) challenged the orthogonality of three of Guilford'G 
first-order factors, defined by the GZTS 0, F, and P scales. He found these 
- - -
factors to be oblique rather than orthogenal, and found that 0 and F showea 
some relationships to the second-order EI and EM factors defined by the 
- -
Extraversion and Neuroticism scales of the Maudsley Personality Inventory. 
Barrow and Zuckerman (1) cbari.~nged the validity of the 110f scale. They found 
that ::.:; ~~a not correlate With the M-F scales on the ~ and the stroy 
Vocational In'l;erest Blauk, which did not COl·rel.a.te With one another. They 
conclude that M-F scales need further study and c~rification. 
Voas used the GZTS and the W·~I in three studies about test-taking be-
havior. In one (70) he found that most of the trait scales on the MMPI and 
GZTS were strongly affected by three types of bias; the tendency to use one 
category more than another, the tendency to give normative responses, and 
the tendency to give socially desirable responses, In a study of reading 
speed (68) he found a correlation of .72 between the times required to complete 
the GZTS and the MMPI. He also found some correlations between reading speed 
and some of the seales on both tests. He used the same two tests in a study 
of a procedure for reducing the effects of slanting questionnaire responses 
toward social acceptability (69). By alloWing subjects to give socially 
acceptable responses immediately before or after self-descriptions, he 
reduced the bias in the latter. 
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Neither these studies nor any others found in the literature provide 
evidence of external validity convincing enough to justify the use of this 
test in counseling or in predicting the performance of indiViduals. One of 
the major uses of the test bas been in personality research, particularly in 
master's and doctoral studies, and it is apparently Widely regarded as 
acceptable for this purpose. 
Reliabilities of the scale scores as reported by Guilford (30) range 
from .75 to .87. More detailed description of the ten traits represented 
by scale scores Will be found in a later chapter. 
SOCIAL PERCEPTION 
In 1950, at his presidential address to the American Sociological SOCiety, 
L. S. Cottrell reproached his fellow social psychologists for "ignoring almost 
canpletely ••• one of the most challenging as well as one of the most critical" 
problems confronting the bebavioral scientist: the investigation of "empathiC 
ability." This capacity to perceive What others are thinking and feeling 
impressed Cottrell as a very important form of social talent, vital for 
success in many areas of our eXistence. He suggested that his own work, With 
Dymond, might indicate a promising approach. 
Actually, he was overstating the case a bit. The problem had not been 
completely ignored prior to then. Interest in this general area dates bach 
much farther than that, and research of the very type he proposed can be 
found as early as 1941, When Travers published his work With college students 
(65). He presented his subjects with a set of propositions concerning broad 
social and political issues. He had each individual express his agreement or 
disagreement With every item, and then make an estimate of the percentage of 
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the group and of the general population which would agree or disagree With 
each of the propositions. Error scores were computed for each indiVidual by 
subtracting his estimate on each question from the true percentage .. and 
summing these differences for all the questions answered. Among his findings 
which have particular relevance to the present study are these: (l) The 
ability to judge group opinion had little relationship to intelligence (r--.o4) 
but was significantly correlated With measures of personality adjustment. 
(2) No relationship was found between an individualts participation in the 
activities of the group and his abllity to judge group opinion. (3) Individ-
uals tended to over-estimate the percentage of the group who thought as they 
aid. (4) Those holding a minority opinlon on a question tended to make a 
larger error in judging group opinion than did those holding a majority 
opinion. 
Travers' study is criticized by Wood {74} because of the academic nature 
of the questions employed .. the restricted range and high level of intelligence 
. 
of his subjects (average IQ about 120) .. and thelr lack of soclal contact With 
one another outside of the classroom. These factors which make his group 
someWhat atypical must be taken into account when evaluating his findings. 
Wood attempted to avoid these shortcomings in his own experiment (74) in 
which two groups of high school students completed an opinion questionnaire 
consisting of sixty-five statements relating to controverslal topics Within 
the school. Each student indicated his agreement or disagreement With a 
statement by enCircling "yes" or "no", and in addltion made an estimate of the 
percentage of his group which would respond "yes" • An individual's error on a 
question equalled the difference between his estlmate and the actual group 
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opinion. A measure of the ability to judge group opinion was derived for each 
individual by summation of his error scores on all of the questionnaire items. 
A sociometric analysis was made of the two groups by baving every student 
select other students withWhom he vould desire to associate in various 
cctivities. Information on the students' a.ge j sex, religious preference, 
nationality, extracurricular activities and intelligence scores was obtained 
from the students themselves or from the school records. The following facts 
and conclusions emerged: (1) Individuals tending to make accurate estimates 
estimates of group opinion on one set of questions, or on one occasion, 
tended to have low error scores on another set of questions or at a later date. 
Thus a reliable ability to Judge group op;inion waG manifested. (2) The 
measure of the a.bility to judge group op5.:ion was Significantly related to 
intelligence, as determined by a standard aelf-administering mental test. 
(3) Individuals receiving a large numb6r of sociometric choices were signifi-
cantly better judges of group opinion than ~tudents receiving few or no 
choices. (4) The Judges consistently over-estimated the number of students 
thinking as they did. (5) Students holding the minority opinion were less 
accurate Judges of group opinion on any question than students holding the 
majority opinion. 
Wood was particularly impressed by the consistent overestimation of 
group opinion in the direction of the judge's personal opinion. This finding 
was noted in Travers' study also. He offers two hypotheses to explain this 
phenomenon and suggests further research to clarify the point. His hypotheses: 
(1) The overestimation is a function of projection--the judge thinks moat 
people in the group would agree with him. (2) The overestimation is a 
function of association with similar-thinking people--the judge bases his 
opinion of the entire group on the smaller clique to which he belongs. 
In his next study, Travers investigated the ability of an individual to 
judge group knowledge (66). He asked his subjects, a group of college 
students, to estimate the percentage of their group that knew certain words 
or certain facts about contemporary history. Among his findings were these. 
Individual judgments of' the knowledge of' a group are WlI'eliable. An indivi-
dual' ~ estimate of the knowledge of a group With respect to a certain fact 
is closely related to the individual's own knowledge or ignorance of the 
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fact. It is possible to obtain a measure of an individual's general a.bility 
to judge the knowledge of the gl'OUp. This measure of the ability to judge the 
?.:nowledge of the group is not related s1guificantly to a measure of intelli-
gence, but it i8 related significantly to c.rtain measures of the individual's 
pel'sanal! ty ad Justment. 
Travers next became concerned with the question of' whether this ability 
to Judge group knowledge was a general abill ty which extended to larger groups 
less wll known to the judge. Thus, in his next experiment (67) he asked a 
group of students to state the percentage of their student group that the¥ 
believed knew the correct meaning of a. number of vords, then asked them to 
make a similar judgment about the word-knowledge of the adult population of 
the United States. He found that the abUity to make the f'ot'DJer set of 
judgments accurately was associated with the ability to make the latter set 
of judgments accurately. 
Another study from this period before 1950 was f'ound to be relevant, but 
it is of only passing interest. WaJ.len (71) had 281 girls in a small college 
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check three statements as to agreement or disagreement and make estimates of 
the percentage of girls .rlthin the school that would favor each statement. He 
found that individuals making large errors of es·l;ima.tion on one question were 
found to be reasona.bly a.ccura. te judges of group opinion on another. This is 
not surprising, oonsidering the small number and t~ abstract nature of his 
:.;,·tatements. This study is not considered of a.ny further interest fur OUl' 
purposes. 
About the same titlle that Wood was doiug his vorlt, Dymond was oompleting 
her original prelimlaary investigation uf the relationship between insight 
ana empathy (19). She attempted to measu:t:e lIempa.thy~! With a rather crude 
measure derived from TAT stories. Perhaps the major value of this study lies 
i~ the fact that it drew attention to the importanoe ot empathio ability in 
social relationships, and perhaps stimulated interest in empathy as a person-
a.lity trait. 
In 1949 Dymond published an account of her own doc·toral dissertation (20) 
in which she -.c1e an exploratory study attempting to develop a test for the 
measurement of empathio ability. In her test, the subjects were asked to rate 
themselves on a five-point scale on each of six characteristics, such as selt .. 
Confidence, superior-inferior, friendly-unf:dendly, etc., then to rate another 
individual on the same six traits, then rate the other individual as he be-
lieves the other individual would rate himself, and finally to rate bimsel1' as 
he believes the other individual would rate him. The results of this experi-
ment are not considered of any value for our purposes, but the study has 
historical interest since it was the pattern for many later stUdies. 
During this same yea.r, Dymond a.nd Cottrell published their paper urging 
r 
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fUl·ther research in this area (14). In it they point out that "empathy" has 
been an important concept in modern psychiatry, getting particular emphasiS 
i"l'om Sull.i van. Then they d iscuso the above study briefly.. and point out 
several implications of the findings: (1) It is possible to develop a 
quantitative index of relative empathiC ability. (2) There are wide differ-
ences in people in this ability. (3) There is a significant relationship be-
t'ueen empathiC ability and insight into one's own behaVior. (4) There are 
interesting and important differences in background and personality charac-
teristics between those who score high and those who score low on the empathy 
'test. 
In her next article (21) Dymond investigates some of these personality 
cha.racteristics, but again we are less interested in her results than in other 
features of her presentation. This time it is her discussion of "empathy" and 
its relationship to other concepts, such as sympathy, insight, identification 
ane projection. Her experiment dealt With rating of peers on a personality 
Gcale, and cOllparing good raters With poor ones in several ways. She found 
'the good raters to be wart'l,outgoing, optimistiC, emotional people, and the 
poor ones rather rigid, introverted people. Even Dymond herself viewed this 
york as preliminary and inconclusive, and was more interested in stimulating 
others to develp her ideas. 
In 1951 Notcutt ana Silva published their study (48) in Which 64 marriea 
couples were given a self-rating scale and were then asked to predict one 
another's selt-ratings. They found that predictions were significantly 
super~or to chance .. that successes were greater on items where subjects rated 
their partners and themselves similarly. They took no notice whatsoever of 
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I'::YP.lond and Cottrell's 'tTork1 nor aid they appear to be concerned uith the 
-:';hC!Dretico.l problems and implica.tions of their study. 
Gince then, many studios hav..:: appeared, moot of thc."m follow-Lng more 0,:' 
':C)GC closely the method adopted by Cottrell and Dymond. The logic behind thiG 
c:.pp:oooch appea.rs sound enough: By a.sking s. n j';.dge" to p:t'cdict the ::esponses of 
c.no-;'hel' person or group of persons on u. questionnaire or rating acue, vre a.:ce 
oeasuring the judge's "social. perception" or his "empathy." But this has ~cd 
'bo a. sort of naive operationalism, as Cl'onbach pOints out (15), in which 
'tompathy" or IIsocial. perception" is defiuea in terms of an accuracy score, 
lfhich is the absolute d1f'ference between the uctuaJ. an':: the preaicted I.'espouses 
~~e deficienoies ano faults of this technique have not gone UDnoticed, as we 
f;baJ..l Gee. But the relative simpliCity oj.' the pI'ocedures and the face vaJ.idity 
of the process have made this method so attractive that a considerab~c portion 
of the research has utilized it Without giving much evidence of concern on the 
part of the authors regarding the theoretical or philosophical problems. 
Th~ results of the earlier research in this area are reported and re-
vieued in two major articles, one by Taft, the other by Bruner and Tagiuri. 
Tuft (60) reviews 30me 81 articles in his survey. HO'tllever, not all of these 
are relevant for our o~ purposes. We are interested in only one of his five 
ca.ta.gories, namely research in the prediction of behavior or life-bistoI'y Loata. 
Specitica..Uy VIe are concel.'nea With what he calls the !lmass-empa.tby" test, in 
which the Judge predicts the combined responses of a g:coup of people. 
He suggests that the Ifmass-empathy" test may measure a somewhat different 
okill than the "empathy" teat, which deals Wi'lih indiv~,,_ 
ztudy by Hall and Bell (33) as evidence of this, in ~Ch Kez'i'tEfmn'ss-etlpathi' \ ,. 
~ 
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t;est and Dymond's "empathy" test were found to be Ul'lC01'related for 81 sUbjects. 
Taft proposes one explanation for this and some other apparantly inc on-
cistent findings about behavioral predictions. He suggests dividing the 
p:l:'edictions into analytic and non-a.nalytic judgments, placing the "mass-
empathy" predictions in the former class because they require more concep-
tualization and less immediate intuition than do the predictions about 
individuals. He would probably classify the predictions made on the Loyola 
Language study, by the uay, as even more highly analytic, since they deal, 
not with feelings or emotional reactions, but With the process of free 
association to stimulus words. 
T ft bas other explanations for the apparently contradictory findings 
among the various studies of social perception. He says these may well be due 
to differences in specific factors, differences in the subjects used, the 
traits being judged, the methodology, the operational definitions, etc. 
Despite all the con'tradictions, Taft concludes that a single generaJ. 
ability to judge others does eXist and is justifiably regarded as a person-
ality trait. The major difficulty measuring this trait, and thus findirlB 
correlates of it, lies in the Widespread tendency for a.J.l subjects to assume 
similarity between their ow reactions and those they are t:t'ying to predict. 
Thus it is often reported that thetbest judge of others is the one who re-
sembles others," a circular statement which teUs us little or nothing about 
the ability to judge others as an identifiable skill. 
From the research studies he included in his survey, Taft enumerates 
these findings. Found to be positively correlated with ability to judge 
personality characteristics of others: (1) age (in children), (2) high 
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intelligence and academic ability (with fla.n~tic" jwgments particu.la.rly), (3) 
special.ization in the pbysical. sciences, (4) esthetic and dramatic interes'ts, 
(5) insight into one's status with respect to one's peers on specific traits, 
(6) good emotiOnal. adjustment and integration (With lIam.lytic lt tests onl.y), 
(7) social. skill (onl.y with tests of ability to predict behavior). Found to 
be negatively correlated with ability to judge personality characteristics ot 
others; the judge's social dependence, and his psychasthenia score on the 
I·IMP!. Found to be uncorrelated: age (in adults), sex, and training in 
psycholoQ. 
'When Taft cOllpleted his owo doctoral dissertation in 1950 (59), be fOl'e-
saw many of the problems be found himself discussing in his review five years 
later. For his doctoral study of "the ability to make accurate social judg-
ments", Taft chose as subjects forty advanced maJ.e graduate students at the 
University of CaJ.1forn:1a. After a wek ... end of living together, they were 
L:,aked to make a number ot j\lds-nts about each other, and each subject Woe 
scored on an index of ability to Judge others accurately. Two tests were 
included in this index: (1) a test ot the ability to predict how one's peers, 
as a group, would respond to thirty personality questionnaire items, (2) a test 
of the ability to rate accurately one's peers on six personality traits. 
The scores on this index were correlated with other traits of the subjects 
thus revealiDg, Taft says, the characteristics that go With ability to judge 
others accurately. The following characteristics were found to be related to 
the possession of this ability in his subjects: American urban origin, JeWish 
origin, previous working experience, being an officer in the Armed Services, 
a.ttendance at a large college, having none or few older siblings, being a. 
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student in the natura~sciences rather than the social sciences, having an 
over-solicitous mother, high intelligence and academic abi~ity, possessing 
an organized, socially passive, serious, unemotional and realistic personality, 
being task-oriented rather than socio-oriented, and being liberal but not 
extreme in political attitudes. 
~ folloWing characteristics that are usually believed to be possessed 
by good Judges of others were not found in this study: artistic ability, abi~­
ity to play social roles, previOUS acquaintance With the persons being judged, 
sociability, femininity, and ability to Judge self. 
The overall impression obtained was that the good Judges of others are 
extre.ceptive persons possessing a "hard-headed" judging attitude tovards their 
peers, while the poor judges are 1ntraceptive persons who view other people in 
terms of their relationship With themselves: they are socially dependent and 
are in the direction of being over-generous in rating their peers. 
Tatt's study is open to some of the same criticisms made earlier about 
Traver' 6 work. His subjects are quite atypical, of high intelligence, and bad 
only minimal contact with one another before the experiment. His conclusions 
are nevertheless interesting, and can be discussed along With other findings 
in similar studies. It is his methodology, howver, in which "We are most 
interested at present. 
The procedure he used was the one first used extenSively by Travers, 
requiring each subject to estimate the percentase of his fellow graduate 
students who would auswr questionnaire items in a specified way. {As a 
separate exercise, the subjects were also asked to estimate what the responses 
of the general population of the U.S.A. would be to the same ite\'!w. 
,..--.,...-----------------.. 
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F :)1' ea.ch subject, ea.ch set of' predictions (prediction of' assessment group and 
p:,,'.::diction of general population separately) was sco:'ed on three indices: 
(1) Discrepancy-a neg'd.tive index of accuracy obtained by totaliDg the amount 
of error in each estimate, without regard to sign. (2) Projection-the 
albebraic sum of the errors. A positive score on projection indicates that 
the subject has erred by assuming that the opinions of others will be the 
same a.s his owo to a greater extent than they really are. (3) Self-Insight-
the number of items in which the subject correctly predicts whether the 
oajority of his peers (or the general. population) agree or disa.gree With his ow 
opinion. 
These scores are similar to, but not identical With, the scores for the 
Guil:f'ord-Zilll1D8rman Temperament Survey in our present experiment. Our Social 
Perception Accuracy Score contains elements of Taft's Discrepancy Score a.s 
'!:lell a.s of his Self-Insight Score. It resembles the Discrepancy Score in that 
it, too, is a negative accuracy score obtained by totaling the amount of error 
in each estimate, Without regard to sign. It resembles the Self-Insight score 
in that the subject is asked to estimate the percentage of his peers who would 
answer the question the same as he did. The reasoning behind this choice of 
method for the present experiment is that accuracy presupposes a degree of 
self-insight, and other research has shown that subjects giving a percentage 
estimate such as that required in Taft's Discrepancy score tend first to deCide 
upon their own answer, then to estimate What percentage of the group would 
agree With that answer. 
Taft'S PrOjection score conte.ins elements of both our Social Perception 
Assumed Similarity and Real Similarity Scores. Taft measured the degree of 
.. :; 
"erroneous" projection, whereas 'We measure merely the subject's tendency to ~'-' 
assume that others Will agree with him, 'Without taking into account (in this 
measure) whether or not this assumption is correct. How much others actually 
do agree With him shows up in his Real Similarity Score. 
Thus both sets of scores, Taft's and our own, provide similar bits of 
information about the subjects, and many of his findings can be compared 
closely With our own despite certain differences between subjects and ex-
perimental conditions. 
Taft includes a lengthy discussion of the reliability of measures such 
as his Estimate of Group Opinion. The discussion is relevant to our own 
problems in this regard, and is woth including here. He refers first to an 
early article by Cronbacb who defines four different meanings for the term 
reliability and pOints out that eacb implies a measuring process that Will 
render a different reliability index. We must decide first on non-statistical 
{Il'oune s in whicb sense we Will use the term . reliab1l1 tll·. Tuft includes 
that in a research project sucb as this, relia9ility refers to the degree 
of accuracy With which the testa measure whatever they are supposed to 
mea.sure. But the concept of "accuracy" of measurement is a hypothetiCal. one 
since 'We cannot observe directly the "true ff measure from which this o.ccw'acy 
can be computed. So, Taft Says, we infer the reliability of our measures, 
using a combination of empirical eviaence and logical argument. Tbe empirical 
evidence normally takes the form of a "coefficient of equivaJ.ence", computed 
by the spli t-balf method. But he dismisses this method as inapplicable here 
beca.use of tbe requirement that ea.ch half of tbe test make a parallel con-
tribution of general and group factors defined by the test. This requirement 
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is tmpossible to meet, he says, partly because in test ability to judge self 
and others, a considerable amount of the total variance is made up of iDterac~ 
tioD between the judge and the trait being judged. He sanctions the ut:>e of a 
test-retest procedure Whenever this is feasible. 
(Taft may bave reached these conclusions after seeing the results of tr..e 
two methods as applied to his test for Estimation of Group Opinion. Using the 
split-half method, he got insignificant correlations of .20 and .22, wh1l.e 
'With another group he used a test-retest method and got a correlation of .82. 
Nevertheless his pOint i& probably well taken). 
A final finding of Taft's should be discussed here because of its impli-
cations for our study. He reports that"predicting the answers to the ?1MPI 
items for the general population is apparently a different task from predicting 
those for one's peer group, since the correlation between the accuracy scores 
for these two predictions was only .31ft (59 p. ll9) He compares this with a 
correlation of .19 which he says was obtained by Travers in his similar study 
in 1949 (65). Taft is mistaken in his reference to Travers. Travers dealt 
With this problem in a later study (67) and found correlations as high as .47 
and .44 between the ability to judge group-knowledge within a peer-gt'OUp of 
college students and ability to judge group knowledge l1ithin the general. 
population of the United States. He bad asked his subjects to estimate the 
percentage of their peer group and the percentage of the general population 
wo would know the meaning of a series of ~locabulary words. Since the n~tut'e 
of the task differs somewhat, there is not necessarily a contradiction be-
tween Taft's and Travers findings. 
In our study we are folloWing Travers and assuming that predicting 
ho 
aDS"re:t's for the peer group ana for the general. popula.tion is eS8entia.J.ly the 
same sort of task. We justify this approach further by pointing out that our 
peer groups differ markedly from those of !raft, ana, to a. lesser degree, from 
those of Travers. Both of these studies used relatively small groups of highly 
a.typical subjects, atypical in intelligence, occupation, background, and otr~r 
fa.ctors. Also, the people in their peer groups had not known one another very 
long or very 'WeU. Our groups on the other hand, were larger and more typical. 
in background and intelligence. Our subjects had lived together for more than 
ten weeks. Thus we are justified in assuming that we might have found even 
higher correlations than Travers did between estimations for the peer group 
and estimations for the general population. Se we accept his conclusion tllat 
both types of estimate probably require one general ability and Will not make 
a differentiation of this sort in our research design. 
In the interval between 1950, when he wrote his dissertation, and 1955, 
'When he published the survey article, Taft apparently shifted his own view-
point somewbat. In the latter article, as we saw earlier, he concluded that 
the ability to judge others is a general one, extending over a variety of 
difieX'ent tasks. 
This view is shared, though With less confidence, by the authors of ' the 
other survey article, Bruner and Tagiuri: 
There is evidence for both specificity and generality of accuracy 
(in social. perceptioril ••• We are inclined to agree With G. W. Allport' 
clain that it woulcl be more errCr.leous to "consider the ability 
entirely specific than to consider it entirely general". (8 p. 645) 
These authors are just as guarded When they turn to the interpretation of 
this trait and its correlations with other variables: 
Studies of "accuracy" of judging others have not progresffed to a 
point at which firm substan~1ve conclUSions can be brought to bear 
upon a theory of judgment. The criteria employed have too often 
been of a consensual kind: accuracy is mostly defined as agreement 
With others regarding a person's characteristics.Given systematic 
biases of judgment ••• these studies may be seriously confounded. 
Accuracy may mean simply that a particular judge shares the most 
common bias to be found among his fellow judges. TAken from the 
point of view of a theory of judgment, relatively few firm con-
clusions can be drawn. Tentatively, the most reasonable seem to 
be these: 
(a) Accuracy is aided by similarity between judge and judged •••• 
(b) Accuracy depends upon ll&ving cues to work on •••• 
(c) Certain systematic errors in judgment---halo effectl logical 
error, and the like---account for much of the error involved in 
judgDJeDt. other sources of error are more dynamically explicable, 
notably in terms of the tendency to project. 
(a) There are systematic relationships between various person-
ality variables and Judging ability •••• 
(e) A global or intuitive a.pproach seems to improve judgment •••• 
(8. p. 649) 
These conclusions are based upon a thorough review of the various studies 
up to that time. The authors had divided their review into three areas of 
inquiry: (a) the judgment of emotions from facial and other forms of expressi~ 
(b) the judgment of personality characteristics from various external signs, 
and (c) the formation of impressions of other personalities. They conclude 
tllat "work in all these areas was very much in its infancy, and that growth 
in each is to some extent hampered by serious problems of experimental method 
and design". (8. p. 649) 
These authors criticize the 'texcess of empirica~ enthusiasm" and Itdeficit 
of theoretical surmise" in much of this research.. but they encourage further 
worlt in this general area of social perception because of its importance for 
all social psychology. 
l.m.ny of the studies included in thej.r review are considered in mOl'e detai~ 
below, but these authors provide interesting summaries of the findings, up to 
that time, regarding the relationships between accuracy of judgment and various 
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other factors. Their summaries illustrate well the confusion and lack of 
definitive knowledge in this area. Tbey found the eVidence on the relation-
ship between intelligence and accuracy to be somewhat ambiguous. If anything 
there may be a slight positive correlation between the two, they 3ay. Although 
we continue to assume that experience helps in making accurate jud~nts, they 
found little evidence to prove or disprove this. '.riley did fina that emotional 
detachment was well documented as a characteristic of good Judges. The 
relationship bet ..... n social adjustment or social. adrOitness is apparently a 
complex one. Some studies have shown the introverted, Withdrawn person to be 
the best judge, while others have found the SOCiometric "star" to be the best. 
r.fany of these same questions have been taken up again in later studies, 
a.s we shall see. But the same methodological problems have perSisted, and 'We 
shall find tba t their conclusions may be as valld today as they were then. 
Some of the early research foUoWing Dymond and Cottrell was done by 
Bender and Hastor:f', Whose ~~rk is worth noting even though they are concerned 
With individual social sensitivity rather than group predictions. In their 
first study (2) they found that their outjects were poor at predicting re-
spouses of others on personality scales, that they wex'e inconsistent, and that 
they sometimes clearly projected their own responses onto others. 
This finding of projection aroused their concern and led to the publica-
tion of their next paper (34), the purpose of which vas 11 to search out the 
psychological implications of this {deviation-measurement} technique for 
operationally defining empathic ability". (34. p. 574) In this exceUent 
paper they report a new experiment in which their subjects first took the 
Allport-Vernon Scale ~ Values and then predicted the responses of a close 
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associate on the same test. Then, after deriving an "empathy" score by 
measuI'ing the deviation between the predicted responses and actual responses 
of the associates, they measured the deviation between a subject's predictions 
and his own scores, and called this a "projection" score. Using the projection 
score, they corrected the "raw empathy" score and arriveo at a "refined 
empathy" score. They realized at once that their method vas imperfect, but 
they regaroeo it as an important step in the right direction. As they say., 
(34. p. 575) "Without some correction for projection, attempts to measure 
empathy 00 not seem to make psycho~ogical. sense lt • They suggest further study 
of the projection factor and its inf~uence on empathy. 
Following their own advice, they next publisheo a study (3) in which each 
subject predicted responses of four associates rather than one. They then 
derived deviation scores for sim~ritYI proJection, raw empathy, and refined 
empathy. They found that the raw empathy score 'Was cOI'rehted 'With s1m::l.a.rity, 
while the refined empathy cJcore was not. They al.so found a generalized 
tendency for some of the subjects to project conSistently and for others to 
have empathic ability. Their findings confirmed their belief in the necessity 
to correct empathy scores for projection. 
!hey remained convinoed of the deficiencies of the raw empathy score, but 
by ~955 they had become disenchanted al.so With their own refined empathy score. 
As they report (35) their c~oser examination of response patterns in the above 
study showed that these latter act through the scoring system to i'c.::;'luence to 
a large extent the refined empathy score. itA subject receives a high refined 
empathy score, not necessarily because of his empathic ability, but be(!~llAe 
of his pattern of response and the pattern of response of the aS8ociat3 he 
I 
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chooses (to mal,.e his precictions a.bout]. II (35 p. 343) They express their 
grOlling conviction that some other measur.'es of empathic ability must replace 
the deviation-scores technique. 
Another pair of authors concerned about the Dymond method, ana e~so ai-lUre 
of the influence of response patters, were Lindgren and Robinson. In their 
study (43) they used a variation of Dymond's technique, and we):e impresseo 
with their subjects' tendency to tollow cultural norms in their predictions of 
hO'\-1 other individuals would respond. As a result, they say, until this 
tendency to follow norms can be measured separately, or at least accounted for.' 
in some way I "the use of the present revision!Qf Dymond' s methoaj as a pre-
dictive measure of ins1aht or empathy appears inadvisable". (43. p. 176) 
They realized that "conventional people get good scores on empathy tests 
because most of their partners (or referrants) in the test are also conventiona 
(43. p. 176) 
Cronbach was another critic of the studies on empathy, regarding them as 
largely wasted effort, partly because of their "myopic operationism"" in which 
they correlate a deviation-type "empathy" score with some other measure of 
behavior. His paper (15) continues With a complex theoretical analysis, 
pOinting out that these accuracy scores are actually the sum of four com-
ponents, and failure to recognize this leads to confusion in interpretation. 
Tbe four components: elevation, differential elevation, stereotype accuracy, 
and differential accuracy_ Elevation is the average of judge's preoictions 
over all items and all observers: it reflects his vay of using the response 
scale. Differential elevation reflects how closelY the Judge's average 
prediction for a referrant corresponds to the referrantts central tena~ncy 
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I of' l'esponse, all items pooled, and the judge' 6 centx·a.J. tendency of response 
held constant. That is, it reports the Judge's ability to judge deviations 
of' the individual ref'errant t s elevation from the average. Stereotype a.ccw'a.cy 
describes the judge's ability to predict the nOI'lD for all the rete;rr&nts. It 
might be called accuracy of predicting the generalized other. Differential 
accuracy retlects the judge's ability to predict differences between refe~rants 
on any item. This cOlllponent is averaged over items. This approach of' 
Cronbach's is a more retined approach to the same question ot response patterns 
and assumed similarity or proJection and the influence of' these factors on 
accuracy scores, Which bad previously been interpreteQ by others as pure 
measures of' empathic ability. 
In another article" with Gage (25), Cronbach tried to clarify the relation 
ships among the three scores, Real Similarity, Assumed Similarity, and 
a.ccuracy in social perception. They say, 
Only two of these are independent relations. That is, when two 
of these relations are knoWD, the third may be inferred •••• 
What we regard our test as measuring tberefoz'e depends on how 
we choose to conceptua.lize the problem, as has been pOinted out 
by Tagiuri, Blake, and Bruner. Empirical studies bave reported 
relations between the scores •••• But this may result merely from 
the linkage represented in the operations defining the scores, 
for when AS is constant and greater then RS, ACC and RS are 
correlated. Such.a conclusion is a logical necessity, not a 
psychological finding regarding any superior insight on the part 
of the more typical Judge •••• 
While the ACC acore has a simple operational definition, it 
clearly does not correspond directly to any simple construct or 
trait. (25 p. 415) 
Gage and Cronba.oh also criticize Hastort and Bellper.'s refined empathy 
score, and present a method for showing the influence of Assumed Similarity 
uhen dealing with predictions which range along a single continuum. Their 
method is based on the tact that all predictions 01' this sort can be claSSified 
rf::der tile ... i"our head ina": (l) Warranted Assumed Similarity, 
i 1 (-
(2) Unwarz'a.nted 
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ASsumec Similarity, (3) Warranted Assumed Dissimilarity, and (4) unwarranted 
Assumed DissimilaI'i ty. Accuracy is made up of (1) plus (3). Real Similarity 
of (2) plus (40), and Assumed Similarity of (1) plus (2). They go on to 
explain that a positive correlation between Warranted Assumed SimilP.rity/Real 
Similarity and Warranted Assumed Dissimilarity/Real Dissimilarity 't-Tould £110,\1 
that some sort of skill is iufluencing the accuracy scores, and not just 
Assumed Similarity. A negative correlation between these values would show 
the influence of Assumed Similarity. Unfortunately, this method is not 
applicable to a test like the Loyola Language study, where there is an un-
limited number of possible respooses which are not ranged along a single 
continuum. 
The question of assumed similarity was ,also taken up by Fiedler in two 
studies during this period. He found, (24) as might have been expected, that 
people aSBume more similarlty to inDividuals they like best, than to those 
they like least. In an earlier study, with Warrington a.nd Blaisdell (23) he 
had found that they also perceive thoee they lll"e best as more :;ll.ailar to their 
ideal self than those they like least. These ax'e, of course, circular state ... 
ments 'Which add little to our knowledge about empathy. T'ir.'O hypotheses 'Which 
he expected to be supported wre not supported by his I.'esults: (1) Subjects 
Will actually be more similar to those they like in self-or idea.l .. self-
descriptions. (2) Subjects liked by a group v.Ul perceive their fellow 
group members in a different manner from relatively disliked SUbjects. 
Groolund performed an experiment (28) somewhat related to this latter 
hypotheSis. He first save his subJeots a sociometric questionnaire, t~en 
explained to them that a compilation. of their choices would indicate the 
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u::,'(h:r. The subJocts included themselves in the ranking. His results ind:i.cated 
a positive relationship betwen sociometric status and the ability to percei"le 
the GooiQletric status of self and others, though the relationshi:) i'1 con-
taminatecJ by other factors. The correlation coefficients between soc=i.ometj:ic 
s'catus and a.ccuracy of sociometric perception ranged, for the most pa:rt, 
ar.oung .40, which is significant at the 5% level. 
Gage and Exline (26), on the ether hand, found no relationship between 
sociometric status and SOCiometric perception. 
Another study of individual empathy and its relationship to projection 
was done by SpUka and LeWis (55). They took the concepts of tlassimilative tl 
and "diso'WDing" projection described in detaU by Cameron and ~-1agaret (9) ana 
gave them opera tionaJ. definitions in terms of a procedure similar to Dynoua 's. 
Their tlIethod was this. Their subjects first answered a personality 
questionnaire, then answred the same questionnaire as they thought it woulc1 
be answered by a reference persen well known to them. Finally) the reference 
person tilled out the questionnaire himself. These are the opcl'ational 
aetinitions derived for the various concepts: 
Empathy. The score derived """as the number of it-ems in which the 
referent's form actually agreed With the Judgets record When the 
latter filled out the questionnaire as if he were the reference person. 
ASSimilative 'projection. The score 'WaS the n\Cocr of items wh1ch the 
judge assigned to the referent and which the former also perceived in 
himself, but which vere not assigned by the referent to himself. 
Disowning projection. This ~s the number of items attributed to the 
referent, but not assigned by the Judge to himself, and also not 
perceived in the referent in himself. 
Error. This was the remaining possibility for :relating the JOOSt: f 8 and 
referent t s protocols which did not fall Within the scope of the a.bove 
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cxpe:l'iment designed to reveal more about the relationships bet'Ween el!'lpa.thy 
:::,no similarity between judee and refeI'ent, between empathy and judge's self-
acceptance (used as a criterion of emotional health), and between empathy ana 
juuge's emotional health as evaluated by other~. B~pathy is defined here in 
ter~s of the judge's ability to predict personality characteristics of others, 
by predicting their responses on an adjective check-list. The subjects, 100 
military officers, also described themselves on the sarae instrument. ThUG 
measures were obtained for accuracy of prediction and similarity of judee and 
I'efez'ent. Measures were also obtained for emotional health in terms of self-
acceptance and rating by others. His results (54, p. 215): ItContrary to 
expectations, accuracy was found to be unrelated to similarity of judge and 
social object, to self-acceptance, and to the rated soundtless of the judge. 
Accuracy scores were related, however, to a combination of similaI'i ty and 
self-acceptance variables. 1I 
A 120st ~ explanation 'WaS given for this last finding, using Cameron o.no 
:.'!urgaret's (9) concepts of disowning and assimilative projection. Similnt'ity 
and self-acceptance in Spannerts study interacted in this way: A self-
accepting judge tends to be accurate only with regard to similar referents, 
mlile a self-rejecting judge tends to be accurate only with dissimilar 
rei:'erents. The fil'st assumes "I am a nice person, so are others," and is 
right when others are Similar to him. The second assumes "I a.m not a. nice 
person, but others o.renot like me," so is right when others are dissimilar to 
him. 
Norman (46) was also interested in interrelationships such as these. lIe 
utilized peer-I'atings in conjunction with his measuz'es of socill~ perception 
:;":.15 aeI'ived the folloVling indices: (1) Net Acceptance, computeo as total 
:.)(;Ciometl'ic choices minus sociometric rejections by othr;;I'S in the group, (2) 
;:,cli'-Other Identity I comparing t'ating of self witt. rating of others (compara.ble 
to the more common Assumed Similarity Score), (3) two InSight scores, z'efer-
l:ing to the subject's knowledge of himslef'" and (4) two Reality scores,:! wh(::h 
are meaSUI'es of his a.ccura.cy in rating other people. lie found a positive 
correlation between self-insight and sociometric acceptance, and between 
"elf-insight and accuracy of perception of others. 
In a later study with Ainsworth (47) he verified these two hypotheses: (1) 
~aat projection would be negatively related to both reality and empathy, but 
that the latter two variables would be positively related to each other, (2) 
That l'eality and empathy would correlate more closely vlth adjustment than 
'twuJ.d projection. In this study they used the Guilf'o:nl-Zimmerman Invento!'y of 
Factors GAMIN" having each subject answer the questions for himself first, 
then make judgments about the most common responses of other normal people. 
Consistent intra- and inter-test correlations in the direction predicted 
supported the first hypothesis. The second was supported by correlations 
giving a hierarch of relation to adjustment from greatest to ~east of empathy, 
l:'eali ty" and projection. 
In 1957 a symposium was held at Harvard University to which vere invited 
Gome tl~nty-five people who had published research on social perception, 
including that already discussed in this review. By bringing together the 
authors of these independent research studies" this lIarvard-Officer of Naval 
Research Symposium on Person Perception would hopefully encourage interchange 
of results and ideas" and perhaps ~ead to the development of a more unified 
nna meaningful approach. 
:;1 The papers pZ'esented at this symposium were published in 1958 (62) ana 
:':'8)resent a cross-section of the experimenta~ worlt in this area., as well aG 
SOlllC cogent theoretica~ formulations. On~y a few of these artic~es, howvm:', 
concern themBe~ves 'With the type of experiment l,resented in this disse:ctation, 
UflU these present criticism of' the approach, from both theeretica~ and 
oethodo~ogical viewpoints. Their ideas may he~p in the interpretation ana 
GXi?J.ana tien of' our res~ ts • 
Bronfenbrenner's contribution to this vo~ume (7) examines, in the liGht of 
theory and method, some recent attempts to emp~oy meaoures of interpel'sonal 
perception for the study of identification. We are concerned ~ess with the 
study of indentification itself' than With Bronfenbrenne:r's evaluation of the 
measures of interpersona~ perception used. He begins with an overview: 
For an American psycho~ogist, nothing is so attractive as 
an operation definition. And when such a definition can be 
combined with an "objective" pl"ocedure yieMina a. numerica~ 
score, the temptation to gather data is Virtually irresistib~e. 
Uowhere is then tendency more c~early eVidenced than in the 
field of interpersona~ perception, where the ready avai~bi~ity and 
adaptabi~ity of questionnaire methods for measuring conespondence 
and discrepancy in socia~ perceptions have resulted in the Wide, if 
not always Wise, app~ication of these techniques to a variety of 
prob~ems. A case in point is the use of social peI'cept1on measures 
for the study of identification, where the similarity between a self-
description and, say, a description of one's father, is taken as a 
measure of identification with the father. (7, p. ~O) 
These measures, typically emp~oyed in empirical studies of identifico:tion, 
repl:esent specia~ insta.nces of two more genera~ indices widely used in stuClies 
of interpersona~ perception (inc~uding our own), namely assumed and real 
~imilarity. Bronfenbrenner next pOints out the circularity involved when 
meuoures of rea~ and assumed similaI'ity are correlated with measures of 
pel'sona~ity adjustment. He explains tho.t 
it is a we~ estab~ished fact t~~t peop~e tend to describe themselves 
.':".'lorably on questionnaires or ra.ting sca1.es •••• Ho:reover, most 
people, when asked to estimate the typical response of others, 
predict a favorable self-picture. Accordingly, ••• the person who 
does not assume similarity is typically one who predicts that most 
people Will rate themselves favorably but nevertheless rates himself 
unfavorably •••• Moreover, being in fact atypical in his self-
picture, be also bas a low real similarity ScOI'e.... Thus, the 
striking correlations frequently reported between measures of real 
and assumed similarity on the one hand and measures of social and 
psychological maladjustment on the other reflect little more than tire 
simple fact that maladjusted persons are deviants from the norm and 
describe themselves accordingly. (7, pp. 112, 113) 
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Having called attention to one of the major problems involved in many uses 
of :'eal and assumed similarity measures, he goes on to discuss the concept 
or iDentification itself, and then proposes an alternative index of correspon-
uence, employing a modified correlational technique which measures the 
parallelism in profile between two sets of ratings. The measure is so 
contructed as to minimize the influence of extraneous response sets such as 
!lexpressiveness" or favorability vhich act as confounding variables in conven-
tional measures of real or assumed similarity. '.reus he proposes that measures 
of real and assumed similarity be discarded for purposes of studying identifi-
cation, because of the distortions and artifacts induced, largely by the 
tendency toward favorability and the tendency to follow norms, which have 
already been discussed in mcn.c det::.il earlier in this review. His objections 
do not necessarily ;J,!,Ply tu the use of these measures in a study like our 
own. In fact, he was at the time he wrote this, engaged in a similar study 
of hiL ow which employed these measures. 
The next measure to undergo critical attack in this volume is the accuracy 
[:core itself. Tagiuz'i reports a study (61) in which his subjects named theil' 
o~ro SOCiometric preferences within their peer groups, then named those in the 
gl'OUp who would choose them as SOCiometric favori ten. A parallel set of 
:<; 
questions was asked about dislikes. He does not diecuss the exact method of 
calculating his accuracy scores here, but we can see tr~,t, while they are 
quite different from those used in the present experiment, they possess some 
~imilarities which make Tagiurits comments worth considering: 
In present·day studies of person perception the issue of 
accuracy i:r often the focus of interest. unfortunately, accuracy 
in the sense used here is a problem fraught with pitfalls, as 
Cronbach shows in this volume and in other writings. Consequently, 
the results of these studies have been inconsistent and difficult 
to interpret. Jlor a number of reasons, attempts a'C studying cOl'I'elates 
of accuracy have, with very few exceptions, produced negligible 
correlations and yielded little insight into processes. First there 
is not single satisfactory criterion against which h :'Ia.tch the 
judgments. The criteria used.--objective behaVior, self-ratings, 
by the obJect person, ratings by experts, consensuul ratings by 
peers---do not alvays agree and have very different psychological 
implications. Second, the disparity of tasks and abilities subsumed 
under the variQU6 operations called measures of accuracy have been 
glossed over. It is also probably that different Judgmental skills 
may be involved in different situations. In addition, most accuracy 
scores contain some seven different and not necessarily correlated 
components. There is, furthermore, the extreme dependence of results 
upon judgmental sets and upon the distributions of the variable that 
are to be judged. Finally, most of the studies are inconclusive 
because of the lack ot representativeness in the design employed. 
In sum,investiga.tions yield data. that are difficult to interpret 
and impossible to compara. (61, p. 324) 
Is he advocating abandoning the study of social perception, then1Ho" he 
only suggests a shifting of our attention. 
It is the process, rather than its achievement, that one must 
investigate if a broad understanding of the phenomenon is to be 
reached. This point cannot be stressed sufficiently. It is also 
important to realize that the difficulties encountered in quantitative 
studies of accuracy cannot be eliminated by resorting to gualitative 
approaches. Such phenomena as real and assumed similarity, 
stereotype and d1fferentail accuracy" favorability sets, and 
artitactual relationships, to mention but a few, apply to any kind of 
inquiry into person perception. (61, p. 324) 
Though Tagiuri has successfully described many of the difficulties 
invoJ.ved With the accuracy score, be does not provide an alternative to it. 
Instead, as we see, he urges researchers to concentrate on the processes, 
i 
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'uhich are, if a.nything, even more complex. His own study as reported in this 
volume will be disappointing to a.nyony seeking "results" in the form of tables 
of correlations betveen social perception SCOl'es and various personality and 
beha.vioral factors. Instead, he presents fincUng and observations about the 
processes of perceiving social relationships. And he observes that, even 
'tr.:l.th a simple design such as he has choseu, the volume of observations and the 
variety of points of view are extremely laI'ge. He could not hope to exhaus·;. 
them in this paper, nor does he attempt to do so. His study might stimulate 
others to look at their data in a similar fashion. 
A strikingly similar approach is taken by Cronbach in the final paper of 
the volume (16). Cronbaoh begins With another critical appraisal of the 
present status of research in SOCial perception: 
Contemporary social psychology is properly 1;' :<~occupied with 
interpersonal relationa, interpersonal communication, and perception 
of others. In the recent epidemic enthUSiasm for ~mpirical' 
exploI'ations of these processes, the J.iterature 003 broy.en out with 
a rash of results Which are interesting, statistically significant, 
and exasperatingly inconsistent. All this work mayor may not haVG 
turned up facts Which Will ultimately be a basis for theory but the 
results defy integration now. (16, p. 353) 
Cronbach goes on to attack more specifically the "diutance" score Widely 
used as a m~asure of social perception. Having pOinted out flaws and 
suggested analy7iug it into components in his earlier papers, ~ow he proposes 
eliminating it entirely. 
One of the difficulties with the distance score as used in measuring 
I1seositivity to the generalized other" is that it is a gJ.obal score, says 
Cronbach. 
By 6lobal scores w~ mean those whicb compress many aspects of 
personality into a single index. The chief difficulty with the 
global index 1s that unless. there is a clear rationale for the 
manner in which tx'ai ts are cOl'llined, significant 'Wi thin-trai t effects 
obscure each other. (16, p.355) 
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Aa a result, diffe'rent CCOI'es representing the :::o.mc conntruct are fOUllO to 
have negligible correlations, und findings in general ere left in a highly 
ambiguous form, ~~en a more penetrating analysis might rJlve produced 
meaningful results. 
Cronbach enumerates two specific consequences of using a s!obal index: 
1. Observed effects are interpreted as general, ~~thout sufficient 
evidence. An effect may be due to one or two prominent dimenEions and not 
represent any overall real or assumed similarity, for e)~p1e. 
2. Significant relations are overlooked. Different aspects of the 
crlobal composite may cancel themselves out and lead to acceptance of a null 
hyr,othesis wen a true relationship actually exists! 
Again, the stUdent who looks for a simple ready~,ade solution to these 
problems Will be disappointed with Cronbach's paper. He Su..3gests, howver, 
a more analytic approach, and gives some examples of this approach as applied 
to sets of data from other experiments. He analyzed responses to a 
questionnaire item-by-item and found differences betwen "favora.ble" and 
IInon-favorable" items as regards a.ssumption of simile.ritY1 for example. 
Cx'onba.ch concludes by saying he: 
might appea.r to ilnply that the research to this point has been 
unmitigated follY, but that is a.n urduly severe juaZt!lent. studies 
employing global indices have performed a vaJ.uable exploratory 
function; analytic methods might have impeded this exploration at 
an earlier stage. By adopting enthUSiastiCally a methodology which 
ve question today, investigatoru sstablished enough teasingly 
promising relationships to justify a much more intensive study of 
social perception. Studying interpersonal perception ntill seems a 
most hopeful line of a:ttack on social relationchips. It 'muld be 
foolhardy to state What has been shown by studies to date, but non-
chance relations of some sort have been found in the ~~jority of 
L 
studies. If these results al'e inconsistent 1'1'00 study to study, 130 56 
much greater the reason for a determined effort to find out Which ones 
are dependable and What they mean, by replication and by intensive 
analysis. (16, p. 318) 
The critical tenor of the articles cited from thin volume reflects the 
culmination of several years' self-examination on the pel't of social 
rsychologists, many of wbom agree they should refine their methods ana 
develop nev ones where they can. That this is no easy task can be inferred 
i~:c'om the absence of any report on an extensive "breakthrough," in this 
volume or in later literature. In the next study to be reported, (6) 
Bronfenbrenner, !! !!., take note of the shortcomings of the methods, but go 
uhead to use them, urging caution in the interpretation of their findings. 
A major contribution towa.rd the measurement of sl;:1ll in social perception 
\10,8 made by Bronfenbrenner, Harding, and Gallwey (6). Having taken into 
account all the research described thus far, their goals were these: 
1. The formulation of a conceptual framework for the analysis of 
skills in scetal perception. 
2. The development of methods for measuring skill in interpersonal 
sensitivity and sensitivity to the ·generalized other, which are 
(a) operationally independent, and (b) uninfluenced by the degl'ee 
of similarity between the judge and the person or group being 
Judged; or lacking this, accompanied by an estimate of the degree 
to which the measure reflects--over and above such similarity--
bona fide recognition of properties of the "other." 
3. Investigation of the general hypothesiS that interpersonal 
sensitivity and sensitivity to the generalized other represent 
different abilities or skills (i.e. , their intercorrelation is 
low). 
4. Investigation of the general hypothesiS that persons scoring high 
on interpersonal sensitivity Will exhibit different personality 
and behavioral characteristics from those scoring high on sensi-
tivity to the generalized other. 
5. Analysis of the personal biases affecting Judgment of others and 
the conditions under which such biases may leas to accurate 
prediction. 
6. A re-evaluation, in the light of 1 to 5 above, of the problem of 
measuring sll:ills in social pe:!:'ception, vlth z'ccommendations of 
strategy for future research. (6, p. 41) 
The authors were not consistently successful in achieving each of these 
goal.s, as we shall see. 
':;7 
1. Tbeir success in formul.a.ting a conceptual framework for the analysis 
of skills in social perception cannot be measured in objective terms. Instead, 
the framework itself can be presented briefly" with the personal. opinion that 
it is meaningful" logical" and capable of translation into operational 
constructs" thus usable in psychological research. They divide SOCial sensi-
tivity into several hypothetical skills, according to the SOCial object to be 
judged and the type of Judgment to be made. As regards social object, they 
hypothesize these skills: (1) sensitivity to th~ generalized other, which 
involved an a~reness of the typical respoose of a large class or group, 
(2) sensitivity to group differences, and (3) sensitivity to individual 
differences. Predicting the responses of a small face-to-face group would 
require both (1) and (2). Predicting the responses of a particular individual 
would require (1), (2), ana (3). As regards the type of judgment to be made, 
they distinguish the following (1) lion-personal. sensitivity, by which we mal~e 
pl.'edictioo which have no personal reference. (The Loyola Language Study 
would fit into this classification.) (2) First-person sensitivity, by which 
we predict others' reactions to ourselves. (Predicting one's own sociometric 
status, for example.) (3) seconu-person sensitivity, by Which we predict 
others' reactions to themselves. (Predicting others' responses on a 
I~rsonality questionnaire.) (4) Third-person sensitivity, by Which we predict 
another's reaction to a third person, or the group reaction to someone outside 
5(:; 
the group. (Predicting the popularity of our President in South America, for 
example.) The authors suggest that each of the various comLj.[)<J.tioDS of social 
object und type of judgment may represent a separate skill in social percep-
tion. If this is true, we sho~ not look for a general trait of social 
sensitivity. Nor should we be surprised at finding a lack of correlation 
between various measures of sOCial perception. They may be measuring sl~1lls 
'~lich are quite different among themselves. 
Another part of their conceptual framework involved the process of pre-
diction itself. They point out that accuracy of prediction is a function of 
at least four factors: (1) direct oQservation by the Judge of the objective 
properties of the person or group being Judged (the social object). (2) 
Previous knowledge not based on personal observation. (3) The feelings or 
the judge toward the social object. (4) The Judge's owo uttitudes or 
perceptions With respect to the content and the referent being evaluated. 
When information is available from either (1) or (2) I accuracy of 
prediction Will be influenced in large measure by the accuracy of this 
information. To the extent that previous information is lacking, accuracy 
becomes a function of (3) and (4). More specifically: 
The more favorable the judgets orientation towards the person or 
group being judged, the more likely he is to predict that the attitudes 
or perceptions of this person or group toward a particular content 
Will be similar to his ow; that is, the more the Judge likes the 
other, the more likely he is to assume s1m~larity. (6, p. 93) 
The authors take no notice here of the circularity of this last statement. 
Insteaa, they go OD to discuss in detail the interactions amand the Judge, the 
social object, and the content of the judgments, and how these affect the 
results of a test of social perception. These are essentially the same 
interactions discussed by Hastorf, Bender and Weintraub (35), and by Gage and 
C:;:'onbach (25), but presented here in a. zomewbat different form and integratedS 
into their own conceptual framework: 
(a) If the judge and Judged have similar views a.bout the same content, 
and if the former is favorably disposed to the latter, the Judge is 
likely to assume similarity a.nd be corl'ect. 
~compare Gage and Cronbachts Warranted Assumed SimilaritY~7 
(b) If the views are Similar but the judge is unfavorably disposed, 
be is likely to assume dissimilarity and be incorrect. 
~Unwarranted Aosumeu Di6similarity~ 
(c) If the views are dissimilar and the judge is favorably disposed 
toward the person or group being estimated, the outcome is determinate 
only if the predictions are made in terms qf a polar scale, i.e., one 
which varies along a single continuum. Under such circU!Dstances the 
predictor will assume dissimilarity and turn out to be correct. 
Warranted Assumed Dissimilarity. (25, P. 93) 
Thus, while their conceptual framework is not entirely original, it 
performs the service of organizing the contributions of earlier researchers 
intoa useful and meaningful outline. 
2. In their second goal, the aevelopment of a "pure" measure of social. 
sensitivity, uncontaminated by Similarity, real or assumed, between judge and 
object, they were no more successful than those who bad tried before them. 
They tried various statistical maneuvers, for partialing out Similarity, for 
calculating "level," "spread, 11 "profile accuracy, If etc., but found their "pure.' 
measure to have as many f'aults as any other measure. They conclude with Il 
qualified endorsement of the conventional accuracy score as the best of' an 
inferior lot. 
In summary, we have a certain measure of success to weigh 
aga.insta certain measure of failure. For unsuccessful in our 
a.tteurpt to develop e. satisfactory "pure" measure of ability in 
sensitivity '~o the generalized other, we have been able to 
deruonstratft that ~n our experiment the conventional accuracy score 
was predominantly a function of genuine skill in social perception. 
Although factors associated with the judge's characteristic pattern 
or response (level a.nd spread) and with his aimilarity to the groUt? 
affected the accurooy score, these influences a1'e always over-
shadowed by the component attributable to recognition of objective 
properties of the external social world. In the light of these 
facts and in the absence of a satisfactory "pure!! mcasUI'e, the 
accuracy score must remain our best choice for assessing ability 
to recognize the generalized other. Clearly, it is preferable to 
such other indices as the Simple or 'partia.l cOl'relation coefficient 
or the "a.djusted" score, on grounds both of reliability a.nd of ease 
in computation. Some caution must still be exercised in its use as 
~n ability measure, of course, in view of its susceptibility to 
extraneous influences. (6, p. 92) 
3. Their results 5upported the hypotheses that interpersonal sensitivity 
and sensitivity to the generalized other do represent different abilities or 
skills. The correlation between measures of the two skills was essentially 
zero. 
4. BehaVior correlates of the two variables 'Wel'e also quite differeo",7 
strengthening the evidence for the eXistence of two different skills ra.ther 
than a single generalized ability. 
5. The analysis of personal biases and how these can lead to accurate 
prediction was discussed in the section on their conceptuaJ. frameworlt a.bove. 
6. Their sU8Sestions fur future research include utilizing social 
situations rather than questionnaires as the context for research operations, 
and securing data on the spontaneous observations and behavior of subjects. 
In the next chapter 'We shall discuss the d(.;sign of the experiment and the 
procedures used. Before doing so we should acknowledge the limitations of 
this design as they have been pOinted out by Cronbach (15, 16), Gage and 
Cronbuch, (25), Hastorf and Bender (34), Hastorf, Bender, ane Weintraub (35), 
Tagiuri (61), and Bronfenbrenner (6, 7). Such sharp criticism might have 
tempted us to abandon the design altogether in favor of a better one, if a 
better one had been presented. But in the absence of a proven alternative 
method we have decided to go ahead, keeping in mind the artifacts and 
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extraneous influences on the correla tiODS we will compute, and using extreme 
caution in our interpretations. This sa.me practical conclusion had beer. 
reached by Bronfenbrenner; et a1. (6), who after theil:' unsucceseful attempt 
to develop a "pure" measure of social sensitivity by pUl'tialing out simi1.a:i:'ity, 
eventually returned to the conventional methods and the conventional accuracy 
score as an acceptable approximation to a "pure" measure. They were not 
unaware of its shorcomings, but they justified continued use of it, using 
these lines of reasoning based on their own el..1>erimental results. First, they 
pointed out that: 
As expected, the correlations between Real Similarity, on the one 
band, and Total and Profile Accuracy on the other, are positive and 
significant (.21 and .35 respectively). The coefficients are 
suffiCiently low, however, to suggest that the accuracy scores are 
substantially independent of the judges' own seli'-x'atings and hence 
reflect the operation of genuine sensitivity to group response. (6. p. 88 
Next, they found a "sharp" drop in the average level of their score for 
Real Similarity (.66) compared to that for Px'ofile Accura.cy (.80). This is 
taken as another bit of evidence that sensitivity or 51'ill influences the 
accuracy score along with similarity to the group. 
They also found such evidence in the strikingly high correlation (.$7) 
between Assumed Simi~qrity and Real Similarity. Although his subjects did 
assume similarity, as vas expected, they did not do so uncritically. The 
typical person knew he was typical, and the ecc~ntric person knew tie ~~s 
eccentric. 
Finally, when they had developed their index of Differential Profile 
Accuracy by partialing out the Judge's similarity to the gr.oup, they found 
that, besides being relatively high itself (.65), it also correlated 
substantially Wi'l;;h Profile Accuracy and Total Accuracy (r: .69 and .62 
.>espectively). This led them to conclude that t'Vil'tuoJ.ly any type of 
o,ccuracy score--incluoing the conventional score--i~J lil~cly to reflect in 
Gubstuntial degree the opera.tion of a genuine ability in social pe;H'ceptlon li • 
(6. p. 91) 
There are other reasons for our retention of the conventional method-
ology. One of our major hypotheses 1s that the Loyola Language Study score 
is essentially an accuracy score of the same sort as :.the Conventional accuracy 
ccores in social perception studies. We wanted to test this hypothesis by 
utilizing methods similar to those used in these same social perception 
Gtudies. (We will a.lso investigate the possibility that some of the criticisms 
of the conventional a.ccuracy scores should be applied to the Loyola Language 
Study accuracy score). 
Also, we felt that this was not the place to attempt to develop a 
superior methodology, a formidable task at which several very competent 
investigators have failed in recent years. At best, this 'would constitute 
a I'esearch project in itself. 
We will keep in mind that most of the criticism falls upon those who 
make unwarra.nted interpretations of the correlations because they are unava:rc 
of the artifacts involved. Our a~reness of these will prevent such a 
mistake. ~~e can follow the suggestions of some of the critics who urge the 
direction of attention toward processes and interactions, substituting 
discuosion of inter-relationships for blind interpretation of the correlations. 
Finally, not all our conclusions need depend upon the correlations 
cI'iticized. Our hypotheses differ from those in many of the studies criticized 
because of our focus on the Loyola Language Study. 
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:~'t:;;: •. ' u .. c in the L;:;yola Lu.nbilO-ge st~y) {~l'L8C:ltcd in c.. f01,1e1' \lith tho follow-l.ng 
When the people see ur hear a V01'a, thoy often think of ""nothc~ 
word. If you say the word stem, many people woul1 think of flower. 
Thiu ::;tudy wants to find out what word you think of when you see -each 
of the vords on the next two pages. Please v1!'ite next to each of the 
·,;ords the .2!!:. vord you think of vhen you soethe YOl'U in the list. 
2. The Loyola Langu:.ge study. The same eighty stimulus wordG as useQ 
~bove were presented in the standard LLS folder with it~ instructions: 
When people see or hear a word, they often think of another vord. 
If you say the vord stem,most people would think of flo~l·. Some, 
but not the greatest-number, might think of ~, grass, stop; and so fort 
This ctudy 'Watlts to find out what word you think 'the greatest nUJ:l)ber of 
people would be most likely to think of when they see or hear each of 
the words on the next two pages. Please 'Write nc;;;t to each of the \lOra:::; 
the .2!!! ~ which you think the ireatest numbez: 2! people would be moot 
likely to think of when they see Oi::' hear the 'Wol'cl in the list. Take U~ 
much time as you need to think about the word which seems to you to 
"go along" with each printed word. Then choose the one word which you 
think the !reatest number ~ people would be most likely~think of 
when they see or bear the given word. Write the one word which you choose 
beside the printed word. Do not skip any word. Reiiembe'r 1 you are not 
asked to write dow Just any word that comes to your mind. You should 
write down the .2!!! ~ which you think the ireatest number ££ :e,eople 
wo'.1ld be most likely to think of. 
3. The Guilford-Zimmeruan Temperament Su~:vey. The design of this 
experiment would have ?ermitted the use of any set of questions which could 
be amnrel'ed by the subjects, who would then be aslreo to p;;.:'eaict the responses 
of ,the group as a whole to the same questions. It w.:;.s decided to use question.s 
from a nonproJective personaJ.ity inventory for severa.~ reasons: (1) The 
questions would have high interest value. People enjoy answering questions 
a.bout themselves. (2) The questions would have no "correct" answer in the 
uuual sense. They would not be a measure of intelligence or achievement as 
ouch. (3) The questions would have "face validity" in the sense that the 
cubjects would see that they were taking a standardized test through which 
~I 
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'Ghey might learn more about themsll,;J.vtls. U~) Juch a test pz'OVi002 ::;co;::ec on 
various personality traits, which , to the degree '(;hey are valit.i, proviae 
additional intol~tion about the subjec~s themselveG. 
nave been used extensively in past studies on SOCial perception, and one of 
the aims of this experiment; is to compare the LoyoJ.,a Language Jtudy With these 
past studies. 
For these reasons, the questions on a non-projective personality 
inventory were deemed clearly superior to any other set of questions Which 
might bl..ve been assembled for this purpose. T'o.e pI'ook~s of which pel'sonality 
inventory to select was not so easily solvea. All the available inventories 
,vere coneiderea carefully. Among those conSidered ana rejected for val'iOU3 
reasons were these: ~ Empat]!l~, the California Psychological Inventory, 
the California Tests ~ Personality, the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, 
the Gordon Personal Inventory, the Minnesota Multiphasic PersonaJ.1t~--mventoq~, 
and the Sixteen E!rsonal Factor Q.uestionnaire. 
The attributes sought in an inventory vat'e these: (1) It should be 
designed to measure Itnormal" people, and not psychia.tric patients. (2) It 
should not be excessively long. (3) It should be carefulJ.y a.nd sCientti'ice.J.ly 
deSigned, according to accepted standa.rds of test design. (4) It should l~ve 
found acceptance as~ research tool, as evidenced by its repeated use in other 
studies of this general type. (5) It should y1ela scores Ubich show some 
promise of being meaningful in relation to performance on the Loyola Language 
Study. (6) Its val.id1ty and reliability must compare favorably With those 01:-
other inventories of the same type. 
Without discussing in detail the rejection of each of the other tests, 
,~ cun point out that the Guilford-Ziwmerman Temperament Survey meets all 
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we~e as~ed to predict the response ci the g~oup as a whole tv th~ same 
questions asked on the GZ1l'S itself. ~his is a task comparab~e to the Loyola 
Language Study, in which subjects are asked to predict the mOBt common :response 
to the eighty stim~us vords. 
Originally, it YaS p~nued to fo~ow the same procedure, to ask the 
subjects to predict the mOI'e eommon Nsponee on each of the 300 GZTS questions. 
But the survey of the ~iterature showed that other studies of this type 
f::>lloved a somewhat different procedure. It had been discovered that subjects 
tend to ask themse~ves first, "Bow would I respond?:: then they estimate to 
what extent peop~e in genera~ would agree with their own response. Thus we 
find, in studies by Travers (65), wallen (7~), Wood (74), and ~uft (60) tllat 
the subjects are asked first to respond to each question, then immediately 
afterward to estimate the percentage of the referent group who would answer 
the same as they did. This procedure, though much lUore difficult and time-
coosuming to score, 'WaS felt to have several. advantages over the original. 
method. It gives us the opportunity to observe to what extent their own 
answers vary from one administration to another. It provides more sensitive 
accuracy .-asures. 
Since this i6 a re~tively dU'f'icult tasl .. , it was fe~t that 300 questions 
were too many to inc~ude in this measure. Attention and mo~ivation would be 
very diffioult to maintain over such a ~engtby task. The tendency to guess 
wildly would be increased. General accuracy and the v~aity of' the measure 
'tioul.d suffer if all the questions were used. So it was decided to use only 
~oo of the 300 GZTS questions for the GZTS Prediction Study. 
Severa~ requirements governed the se~ction of the 100 questions to be 
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a mean preference value for the entire test of .5795, With a mean deviation of 
.1462. The mean preference value for our 100 questions 'WaS .5885, 'With a 
mean deviation of .1558. Thus, in terms of these variables which might affect 
our results, the 100 questions selected for the Prediction Study are comparable 
to the 300 questions on the entire test. There is a tendency for the answers 
on all. the questions to be split rather evenly between "yes" and "no." 
The 100 questions selected tor this study were mimeographed and placed 
in a four-page booklet, With the following instructions on the first page: 
In this study you are given 100 questions to answer "yes" or "no". 
(Although there is a space on the answer sheet to mark (1), this space 
is not to be used. You must choose either "yes" or uno". 
After you have marked your answer sheet "yes" or "no", write beside 
your answer the percentage ot male HCS students you think would an awe l' 
the same as you did. For example, a question might read: "You have very 
few heaoa.ches". Suppose you answer "yes". Then estimate what percentage 
of your tell.ow male ncs students would also answer "yes". It you thin 1;: 
all of them would, wi te l~. If you think none of them would, wi te ()i~. 
If you think they would split somewhere in betwen, write some percentage 
between (JJ/o and 100%. If you answer "no" to a question, then estimate 
what percentage would also answer "no". Always write the percentage you 
estimate would answer the same as you did. Howver, you must not use 5O:-~ 
for your estimate. If you think it would be an even split, choose some 
percentage near the middle, but do not choose exactly 50i~. 
You Will notice that the questions are not in strict numerical 
order. They are in groups ot five, skipping ten between groups. This 
means that on the answer sheet you go across the first 11ne, then skip 
two lines to the arrow, go across that line, then skip two more lines, etc 
This Will not be as hard as it sounds, because the answer sheets are 
marked in this manner for your convenience. 
RetDember, you must not use the (t) space in the answer sheet. 
Answer "yes" or "nolt , whichever is more correct for you. And for your 
estimate of wbat percentage of male HCS students would answer the same 
as you did, you may use any percentage between ~fo and 10~~, except for 
exac tly 50t%. 
Standard IBM answer sheets were used for this test also, With an arrow 
placed beside each line Where the answers to the 100 questions belonged. 
I ! 
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After each answer a percent sign was placed, to remind the subjects and to 
save them the trouble of writing that symbol each time. 
Thus, a total of four tests were administered to each subject: 
1. The Free Association Test. 
2. The Loyola Language Study-
3. The Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey. 
4. The Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey Prediction Test. 
On the basis of this group's responses to the "self-report" forms of these 
tests (#1 and #3), t\ro sets of group norms were assembled to make a total of 
siX measures. 
5. The Word-Association Group Norms. These were assembled by tabulating 
all the tree-associations ot this group to all the words on the Loyola 
Language Study. When these tabulations had been completed, the single word 
given most frequently by the group became the norm. Deriving separate norms 
for our own St'0up ws deemed desirable because it avoided many problems which 
might have arisen in comparing our group with norm groups in other studies. 
The selection ot this particular method ot tabulation is discussed below. 
6. The Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey Group Norms. These consist 
mere~ in the percentage of "yes" and "no" answers given for each GZTS question 
by our group ot subjects. 
Relationships found between various combinations of these six measures 
will provide us with the scores we are seeking. 
A. The Word-Association Assumed Similarity Score. This score is a 
measure of the relationship between (1) and (2), between a subject's free 
associa.tions and his predicted association (on the LLS). It was determined 
by counting how many times the subject gave the same word both as his own free 
I 
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association and as the word association he estimateu to be most common among 
1:1.is peers. Tbe name "Assumed Sitaila.rityt~ which is the standa.rd name for this 
type measure, might S~ to imply a conscious or unconscious assumption of 
similarity to the group on the part of the subject. But obviously this is 
not necessarily a valid 1mp~ication, since there are other possib~e explana-
tions of a. high !'assumed similarity" score. For example, lack of interest, 
fai~ure to understand the directions, fai~ure to maintain the proper set, 
inabi~ity to concentrate, lack ot motivation, all might cause a subject to 
give the same answer both times, and thus get a high Itassumed similarityll 
score. Neverthe~es8, this score is usually taken as a measure of a. subject's 
tendency to project his answers upon the group as a Who~e, or to assume that 
his answr is the same as that ot the majority of people. 
To arrive at this score, the subject's Free Association answere were 
placed side by side With his Loyola Language Study answers, and all identical 
pairs were counted, using a Veeder-Root mechanic~ counter. In order to be 
counted as identic~, the tvo vords had to be the same in every way. 
Different forms of the same vord, such as present and past tense, singular, 
and p~ura~ number, were Dot counted as identica~. Minor differences in 
spelling were disregarded, however, if the vords were otherwise identic~. 
The possible range for these scores was, of course, 0-80. They actually 
ranged between 4 and 54. 
B. The Word-Association Re~ Sim1~rity Score. This score is a 
measure of the rea~ similarity between (1) and (3), betwen each subjec t ' s 
free associations and the most common free associations of his fellow students. 
Before this could be measured, of course, all the free associations bad to be 
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tabulated. It was decided to do this and derive no~s for this group rather 
than use frequency tabulations from other studies. Tllis avoided the problems 
that might arise from comparing this group with others which might differ in 
crucial aspects. 
Once the tabulations were made, there were, of course, various possible 
ways of comparing each individual's free associations with the master lists 
to arrive at a real-similarity score. Several scoring systems have been 
described by Herr (37). These include the standard-score method, the 
geometric progres.ion method, and the median method. Rmmver, since all that 
was desired here was scores wb,lc~ ('ould be compared 'With one another by 
ranking, these relatively complex systems were rejected in favor of one which 
merely required comparing each free-as.ceiation given by each subject with 
the one most common free-association for the group as revealed by the 
tabtLUations. Even with this simplified method, 21, 920 word-comparisons 
were necessary to derive this and the folloWing score, and it 'WaS felt that 
the greater accuracy which coulC be achieved With a simp~er method would 
compensa.te for any sacrifice in refinement which might have resulted from a. 
more c~plex scoring system. The scores Will not be compared with those in 
a.ny other study, but only ra.nked among themselves, and there :I.s no reason to 
consider the rank resulting frOll this method as any less valld than the rank 
obtained using a more complex method. A pilot study using 25 subjects frCl'tn 
this group showed that this method correlates .86 With the median method. 
Of course, for some stimulus 'WOrds, there was no overwhelming preference 
for anyone free aSSOCiation, but there was al~ys one 'WOrd which was 
, 
preferred over the others more often. Each subject was given a score 
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inDicating the number of times his own free association was identical to this 
most common association in the group. These scores had a possible range, then, 
between 0 and So. They actually ranged between 3 a.nd 43. 
C. The Loyola Language Study Score. Relating (2) and (3), this is a 
me~sure of the accuracy With which each subject is able to predict the most 
common word associations of his peers. It was determined by Simply counting 
his predictive successes, that is, counting how often his prediction was 
identical With the word actually found to be the most common free association 
of his peers. These scores, too, bad a possible range of 0-80. The actual 
range was 11-44. 
D. The Guilford-Zimmerman AsstlDed Similarity Score. 
This is one of the standard measures of the degree to which a. subject 
ass'UllJOS that his own answer Will be the same as the ans'Wers of the others in 
his peer group. Although they have the same name, this score is not 
necessarily comparable to the Word-Association Assumed Similarity Score, as 
vlll be seen from t~ way it WSI(; derived. To obtain this measure, each subject 
was asked directl1, after eacb question, ItWhat percentage of your fellow ReS 
students do you estimate answered this question the same as you answered it?" 
Each time his estimate exceeded 5~, that is, each time he estimated that the 
majority of his peers answered as be did, he was given one credit. The credits 
'Were then simply sumiaed to determine his GZ Assumed Similarity Score. The 
possible range of these scores was 0-100, the actual range 15-100. 
A much more detailed, and possibly more accurate method of arriving at 
this score would be to give each subject credit for the actual percentage of 
l~op1e agreeing With him on each question. But, again, the subjects were 
rr,.aJll;;ea on tho basis of tho.e 
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scores, and the more complex procedure would not 
necessarily result in a more valid ranking of the subjects. The method 
selected is the one used by Taft (59) in computing his "self-insight" score, 
and is regarded as satisfactory for our purposes. 
E. The Guilford-Zimmerman Real. Similarity Score. 
This score measures the relationship between (4) and (16) above. At the 
completion of all the testing, the 131 GZ IBM answer sheets were scored at the 
Naval Examining Center, Great Lakes. At the same time the various scale scores 
wet'e being recoroed, the scoring machines a.l.so recorded the nw:ober of "yes" 
and "nolf answrs given for each question. With this info1"t'lJ8.tiOD, the papers 
wre all scored again to determine how otten each subject gave the same answr 
as the maJority (over 5OCp) of his peers ga.ve. The possible range here 'WaG 
0-300, the a.ctual range 131-232. 
F. The Guil:tord-Zimmerman Accuracy Score (GZ-ACC). 
This score measures the relationships between (5) and (6) above. On the 
GZTS Prediction study, each subject was asked to answer 100 GZ questions and 
to write beside his answer the percentage of his fellow students he estimated 
'Would answer the same as he did. The actual number of answers having been 
recorded above, it was a simple matter to determine exactly what percentage 
act~y answled the same as each subject a.nswered each question. The 
predicted percentage was subtracted from the actual percentage for each 
question, and each subject was given a score Which was the mean difference 
between his own estimates and the actual peroentages. These mean differences 
ranged from 10.87 to 44.01. 
G. Trait Scores on the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey. 
I 
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Obviously, any set of questions about personality and behavior ,mula 
h;J.ve been suitable for deriving scores for Assumed Similarity, Real SimilaI'ity, 
ana Accuracy as above. One of the main reasons for selecting the 300 
questions on the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey was the potential. 
usefulness of the ten trait scores. These were carefully identified by 
factor-analysis procedures which fairly well assure their internal or factorial 
validity. The question of their practical validity is discussed in the review 
of the literature. The ten traits do represent fairly well-defined dimensions 
of personality, though there are a fev relatively high intercorrelations, 
indicating some overlap among similar traits. The fact that this group of 
subjects was forced to answer either "yes" or "no" and not permitted any "?!! 
answers, might be expected to influence the tra.it scores. Since the It?" 
answers are ordinarily given a weight of zero, they influence a trait score 
in a negative direction. So the forced-choice method might have a tendency 
to raise all the trait scores somewhat. In his study with forced-chOice 
forms, Linden (42) did not find this result. But even if this were true in 
our experiment, the trait scores obtained were then ranked for purposes of 
comparison and any distortion would not influence the ranking substantially. 
Our mean trait scores were not, as a matter of fact, conSistently above the 
norms as reported :tn the manual 
The ten scores are deemed to measure the following traits: 
1. (G) General Activity. Energy, as opposed to inactivity-slowness. 
A high score indicates strong drive, energy, activity. 
2. (R) Restraint. Seriousness, as opposed to impulsiveness. Optimal 
scores here fall somewhat below maximum, which show over-restraint. The 
I, , 
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h;:;"oy-go-lucky carefrE';c inaividual f~ets a low score. 
3. (/I) Ascendancs. Social boldnE:'ss ;s OP:)O[3tO to submissiveness. 
"igh scorers tend to show leader,hip hd)its, enjoy speaking in public, and 
rxrsuading others. 
h. (S) sociability. Social interest, as Op;josc:c ,,0 sh:mess-seclusive-
ness. The hi,f,h and low scores indic,:-;,te the contrast oetween thL' pt'3:'SO who 
is at ease with others, enJoys their cow,pany, ar;c readily establishes 
intimate rapport and the 'withdrawn person who is hard to get to know. 
5. (f) Eitotional stability. A high score indicates optimisr;~ and 
cheerfulness as well as stability, and a very low soore is a sign of poor 
rnental health, depression, neurotic tendencies. 
6. (0) Ob.iectivity. High scorers here arE: less sensitive and self-
involved. Low scorers are touchy, hypersensitive. 
7. (F) Friendliness. This is opposed to hostility in one form or 
another. A high scon, fDl:ty reflect an urge to please, a desire to be liked, 
or even pacifir:t tendencies. 
8. ('1') 'I'houghtfulness. Hif,h scores indicate introversion, reflective-
ness as opposed to the thoughtlessness and lack of tact found in many extra-
verts .. 
9. (p) Personal r,;lations. High scores here indicate a gener81 ability 
to get along wFh others, tolerance, non-crit,icnl at+,itudes toward others. 
10. ( M) Masculinity. A high score indicates that ~ he person behaves in 
ways characteristic of men. He is interested in masculine flctivities, not io-
terested innclothes and styles, hardboiled, not ea1dly {lisgustod. These are 
the ten traits identified by Guilfordts f."lctor-analytic procedures. 
H. other scores.. Besi.des all the a:ove scores. c,rtain other variables 
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~;C':c thought ·to ~ve intc;:cst becG.usc of "Cheir pOtwible ;r'ela:i:;iouship to social 
Jc:;.'ception or the Loyola. Language Study. Such ethel:." i'actc.:cs us inteilieencc ,. 
(:;,;.; :J<;;8,.sured by the Navy (..!.enero.l ClassifieD. tiun Test) ano final grades in the 
llOGpito.l Corps School were recorded and the subjects ranked with respect to 
these variables. 
Statistical Treatment 
The next step, atter all these scores were obtained, was to find a vay to 
compare them With one another in a meaningful way, to obtain the correlations 
needed for rejection or nonreJection of the hypotheses. The usual measure of 
correlation, of course, is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient r 
But this statistic requires scores Which represent measurement in at least an 
equal-interval scale. And if we wish to test the significance of an observed 
value ot !) .. must not only meet the measurement requirement, but we must also 
assume that the scores are from a bivariate normal population. 
Since the scores in this study do not clearly meet the first criterion, 
it 'WllS decided to use a nonparametric correlation coefficient. The two 
measures which would be applicable here are the Spearman rank correlation 
coei'tioient ~ and the Kendall rank correlation coefficient~. Both are 
suitable for use with variables whioh can be measured on an ordinal scale. 
They are equally powerful in rejecting null hypotheses, baving 91 per cent 
power-efficiency when compared with Pearson's !" 
Tile Spearman coefficient was developed earlier, is perhaps better known, 
and is somewba t easier to compute. It 'Was chosen over Kendall's .E!.!!, not for 
any strong positive reason, but because the Kendall coefficient bad no 
advantage strong enough to outweigh the above assets. 
, 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
It vi11 be recalled that each subject in our experiment vas administered 
four testSI 
1. The Free Association Test (ustng ta.rola Language study vorda,. 
2. The Loyola Language Study. 
3. The Guilfo:rd-Zimmerman T81nperament SurveY. 
4. The Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament .~ey Prediction study. 
On the balds of the group'. respOll .. s to the "original" forms of these 
teete, (Pl and #3), tvo aets of group norms wre assembled: 
5. Loyola Language Study Group Norms. 
6. Gui1tord-Zimme~n Temperament Survey Group Norms. 
Various combinations ot theae me.surel vU1 gift ue the scorel vhtoh can 
then be combined to provide empirical testa of our six 'basic hypotheses: 
A. The Word-Association Assumed Similarity Score. relating (1) and (2). 
B. The Word-Association Real Similarity Score .. relating (1) and (5). 
c. The Loyola Language Study Score .. relating (2) and (5). 
D. The Social Perception Assumed Similarity score. relating (3) and (4) 
E. The Social Perception Real Similarity; score .. relating (3) and (6). 
F. The Social Perception Accuracy Score .. relating (4) and (6). 
In the e.r1ier account of the derivation of the scores, it v88'exp1aine 
that the Sooia1 perception Assumed ~imil.rlty Score (D) doss not directly 
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relate (3) and (4). A different method vas adopted, at oonsiderable expense 
of time and energy. in the hope that more useful information vould be pro-
vided. 
It is in the relationships bet.en various oombinations of these 
measures that. vill find the results vhioh vill allov us to aooept or 
rejeot our basio hypotheses. These relationships oan be visualized in 
Table t., where the Spearman rank-dUference oorrelations are shown for 
each pair of measures. The t tests for significanoe shav that correlations 
of .167 and abwa are significant at the .05 level of confidenoe, while 
correlations of .21S and above are significant at the .01 level of confidence 
Firat ". vil1 look at our basio hypotheses in the light of the 
oorre1ationa in Table I. 
Hzpothesis 1. The Loyola Language Study seore is aotua1ly an aocuracy 
soare. measuring the acouraoy with which an individual pereeives the general 
public (the generalised ~). It d •• this by measuring his ability to 
estimate what vO!"ds are ~oat frequently assooiated to thoM in the stimulus 
list. As auoh an accuracy soore it should be positively correlated with 
other aoouraoy SCONS or this nature whioh have been designed to measure 
this same ability to perceive thl general pub1io (the seneralised ~). 
Table l' shows that the correlation betwen the Loyola Language Study 
soore and the Social Perception Aoouraoy soore is .02, showing eesentially 
no relationship whatsOllver. This suggests that the Loyola Language Study 
SOON is not a meaaure of senaitivity ig the generalised ~. that the 
La,yola Language Study dOllS not measure aoeia1 perception, 01" at leaet not 
the type of sooia1 peroeption meaaured in the traditional way. We v1l1 
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TABLE I 
CORRELATIONS AWN(} THESII BASIC SCORES 
B. Word c. u.s D. SOCial B. Social r. Soc1al 
Association Score Perception Perception Perception 
"Real AsSUJBed Real Accuracy 
Similari t:y" Similarity S1m1larit;y 
A. 'Word 
Msoc1ation 
"Aaawud. .$ .b8 .08 .04 .08 
Similari t;ya 
B. WOrd 
.iseociation 
"Real .50 -.01 -.15 .11 
S1Idlar1t:y" 
C. LLS Score 
.06 .19 -.02 
D. 50cial 
Perception 
Assumed .15 .19 
mJlilarit,. 
E. Social 
Perception 
Real .10 
Simil arit;y 
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want to diseus. this finding, .1rloe it doe. not support our hypothesie, but 
first we v1l1 go on to the other bypotbe •••• 
HyPOthesis II. '!'he Loyola ~. Study 100re ia innuenoed in great 
degree by the .,typicality" of the eubj.otl' tNl'1 fINe •• soeationl and by 
their tendenoy to gi'9" the .. free .s.cei.tion. 8' their predictions of the 
group respan ... 
Two oorrelations are directlY" involftd heN. the oorrelation between the 
Loyola Languag. Study SOON and the Word-Alaoeiation Jleal Similarity Soore, 
and the oorrelation betwen the Loyola Lauguage st.y soere and the Werd-
ASlaciation A • .,..d SimilaritY' ICON. 'rhe .. two oomlationa an .. en in 
Table I to be .SO .nd .48 relpeoti""17. ht.dicatiDg a .ignifioant and 
relativelY" high oarrelation. 'rheee f!!1d1ng1 substantiate our hypothe.is 
and indicate that a con.iderable port1cm of the Loyola Language study soere 
i. aooounted for by the.. two tenetenole.. Thi. doe. not I18ce •• arily msan 
that no .till 1. operating at all bere. The fact that the correlationa are 
not perfect ahove that the intluenae of the .. faotors il not overwhelming. 
In fact. the man higher oorrelation (.65) between real a1m11arity and 
assumed a1milari ty shove that the.. people who 81"8 really .imilar to the 
group tend to "asaume limilaritY'" more than those who are not really 
similar. Be the,. are warranted in their asaumption (if it reallY" is an 
alsumption CI'1 their pan). Tbua Wioan say that to , oonsid.rable degree 
the Loyola LaDguage study me.sures teal Similarity to the group in ward-
aSlociation, but the" 1s probabl1 :Iome lkill operating here, 11rloe the 
.bill ty to score high involves more than jut being 11milar to the group. 
HYpotb!eis III. The Loyola taDguage stud,. ICore 11 in...""1uenoed in great 
8h 
degree by the subjects' "typicality" or real similarity to group norms in over-
all personality characteristics. 
The correlation involved here 1s the OIle between the Loyola Language stud 
score and the Social Perception Real Similarity scare. This correlation i8 .1 
whioh is s~nificMt at the .05 level .. but 1s not very high. Ve oou1d say our 
hypothesis 1s supported except that the influenoe of a person's "typicality" 
in personality characteristics is not large in a group of "normal" subjects. 
Previous etudies .. and extrapolation of our results here, tell us that thiB 
faotor of real similarity to the group has an inoreasing innuenoe as the dis-
perston along this oontinuum inorea.es. The moat "atypioa1" people, hospital-
ized schisopbrenioa, score muoh lower than normals. It is interesting to rind 
that even within our normal group, th1a relationship remained significant. 
So we can .. y that to a limited degree the 10yo1a Language Study is a 
measure of "normality" or typioa1ity in personality character1Btics. J!!ut a 
large portion of the Loyola Language Study score remains unaccounted for in 
theae terme. 
Hzpothe.l. lI. The t,ndenoy to give tree associations vhioh are the same 
as thos, given moat commonly by one's :peer group is related to real simUarity 
to the group in personality oharaoteristics (as measured by questions on a 
standard ))ersonality que stiomla ire ) • 
Here we are looking for the correlation between the two types of real 
similaritYI real sirailarity to the group in VOl"d-assooiations, and real simi-
larity to the group in personality oharacteristics. Common Hns, tells us to 
expect a significant positive oorrelation, and this expectation is strengthened 
by the fact that the Loyola Language study scare vas found to be signifioantly 
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correlated with both. However. in Table 1 we tind a correlation of -.15. 
which is not significant. though it approaches significance in a negative 
dire'ltion. This finding is moat surprising. and difficult to account for. 
Apparently the Loyola Language study soore depends to a great degree em real 
similarity ot wOl"d associations, and to a much lmaller degree (in this popu-
lation, at least) on real simUarity ot personality oharaoteristics. For 
the.e tvotypes of real .1:milarity to be tound not significantly related is 
~ossible. but surprie1ng. we would place the blame for this finding on the 
restricted range of our subjeots along the personality continuum. From our 
oommon sense and" rrom wbat is Jcnown of tree-assooiation tests. we oan hypo-
thesize that this trend would be reveraed in a group vith wider variations 
in personality oharacteristics. 
RYPothes1a I. The tendenoy of a subject to give his <Ml free assooiation 
when as.d to predict the most Oommon free a.sooiation to a given ward (e.g •• 
on the Loyola Languag. Study) is related to the tendency to ass'l1TJl8 similarity 
to one's peere by predioting direotlY that a nl&jority would agree vith him in 
anawring queetiona about themeelves. 
The oorrelation between the .. tvo tendenoae, vh10h are both labelled 
"aesunted simUarity." Is .oa. ehow1Dg .... ntlallY no relationship between them. 
HOII we vill interpret this negative finding depends upon our own assumptions. 
We reoall that what we have oaned the Word-A.sociation Assumed Similarity 
sOerG does not necessarily imply any oonsoious or unoonscious assumption ot 
similarity on the part ot the lubjeot. a. does the Soclal Perception Assumed 
Similarity soare. The Word Association sOaPe beH'S, this name only 'because it I 
is in etreet an "assumed similarity" measure and follows the traditional 
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J1lethodology for such measure8 88 found in social perception literature. We ca 
consider our empirical test here as a test of whether or not this Word-
Association Assumed Similarity score does represent such an assumption on the 
part of the subjects. The fact that it Is not correlated with the other meas 
of assumed similarity CM be taken as evidence that it is not. We sould infer 
then. that the tendency to give one's own tree associations on the toyola 
Language study results from such other factors 8S carelessness. perhaps lack 0 
interest or l'11isunderstanding of the direotions. COmbined with the fact that a 
certain proportion of each man's free associations!!:!!. the most common. making 
it easy far him to give them often. Of course other interpretations of this 
finding are possible. We might infer that the tendency to assume similarity 
is not a general one and would not be expected to appear to the same degree 
with regard to ward associations 8S it does with regard to questions about 
one's personality. 
HYpothesis n. The abUtty to predict how the majority of a group will 
answer questions an a personality questionnaire (vh1ch ability bas been 
labelled senSitivity ~ lh! uneraliled othet) is related to the subject-s sim 
larity to the group on these que.tions and to his tendency to assume he is 
similar to the group in thil respect. But they are so related to a lesser 
degree than with the a'bility to predict word associations. 
In tssting this hypothesia we are asldng if the strong relationShips 'We 
found between real similarity. assUmed Ifmilarlty, and aocuraoy on the word-
a8sociation test are also to be found between thesa measures on the sooial 
perception study using the psersonality questionnaire. (We remember that the 
methoQs used to derive these measures are ~OMeVhat different also., The 
I 
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corre1ation8 between accuracy of social perception and real similarity and 
between accuracy of 8ocia1 perception and asSum.u.s similarity are .10 and .19 
respectively. The latter i8 significant at the .05 level. the former is not 
significant at all. Both are 80 low that we vould infer that there is little 
or DO' relationship shown in our experiment betveen these tvo tendencies and 
accuracy of sooia1 perception. Thi8 1ead8 to the further inference that those 
people who vera accurate in their perception of how others would an8W8r the 
persana1ity questionnaire vere displaying • skill in social perception which 
18 relatively independent of their 01ft1 real similarity to the group. and to a 
1es.r degree independent of their tendency to .ssume similarity to the group. 
In the language of the 800ial psychologists they vere utilising their sensi-
tivity ~ !h! g.Dera1i .. ~ ~. 
We next tum to an attempt to integrate the. findings and interpret t 
in the light of past research. One general aim of this dissertation was to 
see what relationship. if any. exists bet.en the Loyola Language Study and 
the ability to' predict group respon •• 8 it ha8 been studied under the label 
"uitivitl l2 the sener.liled other. We originally hypothesised that the 
Loyola Language Study ¥as just another measure of this general ability to 
pndiot group reepcmH. but our findings v:>u!d not support this hypothesis. 
We are nov prepared to ask why this is so. 
We note that three elements are invo1ftd in the hypothesis, (1) measure 
ment. (2) a general abUity to predict. and (3) group response. Our failure 
to find the expected oorre1ation must be attributed to one or mere of these 
elements. 
First we will oDnsider (3). tM responses themH1v... In the Loyola 
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Language study. the subj.~ts are aSDd to prediot the most common free asso-
ciation to a number of stimulus words. In the social perception study the 
subjects are 8s.d to predict how many people would anaver a number of 
questions about themselves in a certain way. Certainly both of these are. 
in a broad eenee" group reSpOl'lHS to stimuli, but there are several difference 
between them" which may help to explain our findings. 
First of all" they can be oonsidered 8S differing in their degree of 
"obeervability". and some of om" findings can 'be oited as indireot evidence 
of this. From a logioal standpoint 1M can say that a person fS tree associa-
tions are not very observable. Rev oan a subject come to know "hat responses 
would be given as free associations? On what vill he base his predictions 
as to the most common of these? Bronf'en'brenner!l 11. (6) have pointed out 
four possible baHs for prediotion of others' responses: (1) Direot observa-
tion by the judge of previous responses, (2) Previous knowledge not baaed 
upon personal observation. (3) the teelings of the judge toward the soc1al 
object. that 1s .. the person or persons maldng the responees. and (4) the 
judge's own attitudes or perceptions with respect to the content and the 
reterent being evaluated. (By content they mean the response itself. by 
reterent they mean vhatever or vhomever the response refers to. Some 
responses have no rererent.) 
In the case of the Loyola Language study w can all but rule out factors 
(l) and (2). Direct obeervation and previous knowledge about others' free 
associations are not readily available to the judge. Factor (3). the 
feelings of the judge toward the group" may enter in to a degree. affecting. 
for example, his tendency to aAUme similarity to the group. but the innuence 
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i. probably 8inimal. Thi. teavesfaetor (4) a8 probably the primary factor in-
fluencina the prediction. on the Loyola Languaee Study. And .in •• no ref.rent 
i. iawol .. d~ we would .., that the 8ubject'. prediction of the mo.t oo-.on 
fre.-aa.ociation mu.t b. influenc.d to a ~ry er.at delT. •• by hi. own atti-
tude •• nd perc.ption. re •• rd1nl the cont.nt of the prediction. the fr •• -a •• o-
ci.tion it •• lf. In oth.r word., lacking prevlou. knowledae, fro. ob •• rvation 
and other lour ••• , an. in th. abaene. of .trona f.e1ina_ tow.rd th. aroup 
beins Juda.d. the .ubject b •••• hi. ,radiction larlely on hi. own fr.. ".0-
ci.tion to the .t1aulua word. Tbi. 10Ii •• l inference va. expre •• ed earli.r a. 
Hypothe.i. II. and va •• upport.d by our ..,iriea1 £1ndin88. 
What about our ".oci.l perception" .tudy? Ie the ane thina true r.lard-· 
ina tho •• ,rediction.' I think we would be inclined to an8V8r that, if it i •• 
it i. true to a -.oh l •••• r degr •• than with the Loyola Lanluace Study. 
Factor (1) i. inYo1ved. .inee .ome of the que.tiona in the per.onality .ue.-
tionnair. relate I to behft1or, which 1. open to direct oblerv.tion. The r .... 
.. iader of the .... tion. relate to fee line. and attie ..... which are oft.n .x-
pr ••••• in beh89ior, and .0 are indir.ctly ob •• nabl., involvina factor (2). 
Of cour •• factor (3). the feeling. of the judge toward the ,roup. 1. al.o In-
vol .... d. And factor (4), ht. own attit .... toward th. content of the prediction 
i. no doubt influential. 
The diff.renc. between the Loyola Lang.... Study and the looia1 perc.ption 
.tudy, .. could •• y, 1. in the degree of "ob •• rvabUlty" of what i. beina pre-
dicted. Wori-a.aociation. are IIUOh t... "ob •• nable", than per.onauty char-
act.ristic.. foreina tb. JudI.s on the to,0la Lanaue.. Study to rely .are on 
factora (3) and (4). Bronfenbrenner!.t!!. (6) point out that to the .xe.nC: 
previous info~tion is lackina fro. (1) .nd (2), accuracy become. a function 
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of (3) ao4 (4). It it is true that (3) and (4) have a lesser influence in the 
"8ocial perce,tion" study, thia .hould be reflected in re4uc" influences of 
Aa.uae4 S~larity and Real S~ilarity .core. on the accur .. y .core (Hy,othesi 
VI). which i. preci.ely what _ founcl. 
Thi. dlfference between tbe re.pon.e. belna ,re41cte4 on the two t •• t. 
may ba¥e .ffected the .bility to pr .. ict the., and lnfluence4 our fin41na. of 
no rel.tion.hi,. T.ft t • (1"0) .1.cu •• ion ...... t. another way of lookina at 
the r.sponse., which ¥Oul4 ,rovl" an alternative .xplan.tlon. He 4ivi"s .U 
,re4icatlons about otber. into analxtic an4 aon-analytic J ..... nt.. He ,1 .... 
• 11 ' ..... -..,.thy" j __ nt. (j ..... nta about sroup re.ponse •• oppo.e4 to In-
dividual re.ponse) in the foraar c1 •••• beca ... th.y re.uire le •• t.m841.t. in 
tuition and .. re conceptu.lis.tlon. Now even thouah both of our t •• t. are 
' ...... eap.thy" te.ta II a. their ,re4!ctions ,re ... bly ¥Ou14 be 1.beUe4 by 
T.ft ... nalyti' j ..... nt.. there i •• o.e ju.tific.tlon for con.l.erlns wor.-
a •• oci.tiOD J ..... nt. !!!2D. analytic than personality ju4.-nt.. The fact that 
they are IIOre .b.tract .. ob.cure force. the Juclae to conce,tuali .. , to try t 
11nc1 r!MA for ,icktna one wor4 rather t!tan another. OIl the personality t •• 
there is IIOre opportunity for intultlve j-a-nts. 'erh.p. this can be cite4 
•• • .1fference Detveen the two t •• ts auffleient to .ccount for our nes.tlve 
re.ult.. However. lf this cl ... ification of the te.ts i ••• 11 •• it would 1 ... 
to the inference that .bility to ,re.iet worcl •••• oci.tlona i. 4epan4ent upon 
the abl1ity to re.son a. conee,tualise, .akina Loyola Lanauale Study .core • 
.ore .. penelent on intellisenee than ".ocial-parceptlon .. ore.~ which wa. not 
founcl to be true in our .t_y_ The correlation. bet_en the Loyol. La .... e 
Study .core. an. Navy GCT an4 GC:t/ARI .core., both vi .. ly acce"e •• a.ure. of 
intellilenee are -.17 .n. -.OS re.pectively. the fo~r .i&Dificant at the .05 
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l.vel. The 'Mial perc.ption accuracy .cor •• corr.lat •• 09 and .17 with the 
Navy OCT and OCT/ARI .core., the latt.r beina .ianificant at the .OS l.vel. 
Althoulh all th ••• corr.l.tion •• 1". very low, th.y e.n be int.rpr.t.d .. !ot,· 
.ub.tantiatina the inf.renc. that Loyola Lauauaae Stud, .core. are .ar. depen-
d.nt upon the •• reia. of r.a.on than are our .ocial perc.ptiona .cor... So 
we would probably not be ju.tified in adaptina Taft'. conc.ptual fr ... vork to 
explain our Delative r •• ult •• 
Contiauina our focu. on diff.r.no •• betwe.n the r •• pona •• th .... lv •• , the 
obj •• t. of our J ...... pr.diction., we call att.ntion to our findina vith 1".-
lard to Bypothe.i. IV and it. po •• ibl. t.plicationa. v. found th.t r.al .~1-
larity to the ,roup in free ... ooiation r •• pon ••• va. not .ilnlfieantly rel.ted 
to real .1ailarity to the Iroup in per.onaUty· ... et1onnair. r •• pon.... If we 
ace.pt thia findi.. at fac. ".1_. we voulcl conclud. th.t there .1". "typic.l·· 
r •• pona •• to the fr ...... oci.tion vord., .nct th •• are "typical" r •• pon.e. to 
the per.onality , •• tiou. but they are not Dec ••• arily liven by the ._ 
peopl.. '.opl. who are "typical" t perlOnaU,ty-vl •• , do not n •••••• rlly have 
"typic.l" fr ..... ociationa. If thi. i. true, th.n predi.ti .. ODe type of 1".-
.pona ... y be • differ.nt task fro. predi.t181 the oth.r, .alllna for two 
type. of ,redictive ability ~1.h are not ...... arily correlat.d vith on. 
another. 
W. have 4i84 .... d ..... ral vay. of .onc.ptual1a1nl the diff.r.nc.. between 
the arou, re.pen... the judi.' are .. k.cI to preclict on our two diff.r.nt t •• t •• 
H~r ... chOG'. to • .,lain that the cliff.r.ncc. can account in 1.1"1. _ •• ur. 
for our f.ilur. to find &f;rre~:'lt bet .... n the t •• t •• 
Ve t.m now to .l_nt (2) in the vbol. pro..... the " .. n .... l abUity to 
predict ,1"", r •• ponae" which .... 1" •• tt..,tina to __ re em. both t •• t.. We 
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have good reason to presume 8uch an ability exists, but there is by no means 
unanimous agreement among 80cial psychologists on this point. We recall that 
the two major IUrvey article. which reviewed tbe earlier literature on the sub-
ject, concluded that the ability is more likely to be general than speclfic. 
But Brenfenbrenner !S!!. (6) hypothesized just the opposite. that the ability 
was apeciflc, thAt there are many type. ot ".ocial .enlitivity," and they are 
not necea.arily related. In their .tady, for ex..,le, .en.itivity ~S!! 
leneralised other ahowed little correlation with .ensitivity to individual 
41ftereneea. !¥en Tatt (59) origlnally beld, .. we law, that the so-called 
''IIa.s-empathy" te.ta mea.ure a dlfferent skill frOID the "empathy" te.ts, and 
cite. a .tu4y .y Hall and Bell (33) to .upport thil contention. 
Brentenbrenner. ~!!. (6) poltulate the exi.tence of as many as twelve 
dlfferent varietie. of .oclal .ensitivity, cla.sified according to the social 
obiect and referent of the prediction.. Thi. refined classification can best 
be illu.trated by reproducing their chart (.e. ~Iure 1 ~# 9)) and fitting our 
measure. into their theoretical scheme. Note that the more apecific predic-
tlon.a I'fHl\1tre'''aOre abilitie.. Predlcting the respon.e of an individual, for 
eXample, re.uire. (1) !en.iti~ity S£!h! aeneralized other, pl~a (2) .ensitiv· 
ity to lroup dltfgrencec, plus (I) .enaitivity to indivi4ual differencel. 
In their conceptual .ch... our two .... ur.. vould both be con.lder.d 
.... ure. of "n.itivitY!eSh! a~t~rali.ed other, but measur •• of differ.nt 
forma of thi •.• enlitivity. The Loyola Lanauage Study Icore would be conaidered 
a measure of non-per.onal .en.itivity, because it •• k. the judge. to predlct 
vord a •• oclatien., which havr no per.onal reference. The .ocla1 pereeption 
.tudy would be coneidered a ... sure of .acond-per.on .an,itivity, .ince lt 
.. k. the judaes to predict respon.e. which refer. to the group making them. 
9.3 
Social Object Referem 
(with pre8Ulled 
requisite Non-Personal First-Person Second-Person 'third-Person 
abilities) Sensitivity Sensitivit;y Sensitivity Sensitivity 
Generalized Other LLS Score Social 
Perception 
(1) SenSitivil1 to (Word- AccuracY' 
tEe mtner iid Association 
Otlier. Accuracy) 
Face-to-Face Group 
(1) SensitiVit~ to the 
aEtneranze Other-
pjij 
(2) Sensitivity to 
GrouE mrerencea 
particular Other 
(1) SenSit1v1t~ to the 
oeneraliz~ Other 
Piua I 
(2) Sensit1vi3: ~ 
di'our Differences 
Plus 
(.3) Sensi tin ~~ to J:nclli.. 
V1duiI Mr erences I 
Fig. 1. Suggested classification ot accura.cy scores wi thin 
Bronfenbrenner fS theoretical tramework. 
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(Flr.t-perIOD •• nlltlvity would be .... ur •• by qu.stionl which r.fer back to 
the judae, thir'-per.on s.nsitiYity by ... tion. whicb r.f.r to a tbir. person 
or person., .... on. who 11 n.ither the judi. nor a muaber of the Irou, liYinl 
the r •• ponse •• ) Our failure to fin. corr.lation., th.n, ailht b. attribut •• 
to the fact that what hal be.n call •••• n.itiyity S£!h! I.neralize. other do •• 
not .xi.t .. a s.neral ability. It i ... rely a name which r.f.r. to .ev.ral 
.pecific abl1itiesnot n.ces.arily po ••••••• to the .... delr.e by any on. per-
.on. In other worda. perha,. the lack of correl.tion .houl' have been .xpect-
•• bec .... of the nature of the ability (or abiliti.s) bein, .... ur.. in .ach 
c •••• 
What about .lement (1). the .... ur. th .... l ... ? Would r.fin ... nts or 
chana.. in the .. thodololY of .ither on. or both of the .... ur •• by likely to 
,roduc. a po.itive corr.lation? We c.n look iato this po •• ibility. 
Our;; .. th04 of derivina Loyola Laaauaa •• tucly noru .... rYe. SOM .i84u.-
sion. We .i. not follow euctly any of the Icorinl .. tho •• whlcb had be.n u.e. 
in the earlier re •• arch r.ported in the liter.tur.. We choo.e to take only the 
.inlle mo.t ca.-.on a •• 08iatlon a. the no~ wor., r.th.r th.n u.lnl the "'lan 
.. thad or other _thoU ".cribed in ttle review of the lit.rature. We f.lt 
ju.tifi.. in this "ol.ion because Herr (37) had found that variation. in 
.corina .. thad .i4 not have a .ianificant effect on the Loyol. Lanau .. e Stu'y 
.core. th .... lve.. ADd our .ubject. ulttaat.ly rec.ive. rank. rather than 
ab.olut. Hore.. No ca.pariaon "a ..... with .ny other arou,.. To t •• t Herr', 
cont.ntion, we perfOrM' an 'xperiaent uina both .corina _thoU (our _thO. ' 
an. the "'ian _tho') on a ,roup of IS ItJbjecta. Th. eon.lation between t~ 
two .corina .. thoU " ••• 86. The nonua u ••• in .corina were deriv •• froll our 
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ova subject pop.l.tioa. thua awoLtiaa an, probl... of co.p.r.bility of our 
arou, vitia. nona ,rou,. AD infontal ch.ck r ..... l ••• laowyar, tut norma froa 
•• rlier .t"ie. eoul. Ia ... been .... wltla eoafi"nca t becauae tlaa word. wera 
i"atieat la ... t c..... So it ,. not Ukel, tut • cliff.rent .thod of .cor-
ias the Lo701a Laaauaa. St'" it .. lf woul. hage .ff.cta. our findin, •• 
The Baal 8111il.rlt, ......... _. S1II11arlty" .core. "'1'. "rived in • very 
.tr.ilhtfor.ard an4 clear aanner, 1 ... ina littl. to criti.i .. in the .tho' of 
_ri •• tion. Vlaat tlae •• leor ...... 1., h ..... r. open to conai_r.bl •• 18cu •• 
• ion. It i. obyioua tllat the laiah corr.l.tion. ar. J to • "ar •• , '~ilt.ia." 
Por one tlaina. tke thr.e ... una, real .f.ailarU,. ...-' a f.ailarity • an4 
accurac, (clul Loyola t.aaauaa It'" aeon it .. lf) .ra not ia.,.ndent. Any 
two of t .. viii .tanaine the thin. " .. vbo i. re.lly .f.a11.r to the 
,roup ... who ... _. he i •• Wl_ to t'" ,rou, i. bou" to ba accur.ta. W. 
do not Iaaow for aun th.tLla. i. a.ni.ina an, .kill or .bilit, to ,r"ict 
otlaer.' ru,...... Perhap. t ....... biMtion of hi. other two t.Ddenciu acci-
_ntall, live. hia • latah acc • ..,. Mon. Or perhaps po ..... lon of t ..... oill 
u". .. to be cone1ata4 with n.l .f.a1l_it, to t ..... area,. .uina it ne ... • 
•• ry for hla to " ... __ .1II11.rit,." to be accur.t.. Hip .orr.l.tione ..,nl 
t ..... thft •• oon ... not ,l'09i" ua vith their ova interpr.t.tion. lut we C&l'l 
.,..l.t ...... C thea on the b .. i. of otar fiacli.... Our fi_i .. with ft,.r4 
to Rypot1aea'. " 1 .. us to con.l ... th.t our Wor4-AI.oci.tion " .... _. Silli-
l.rit," •• on 4Lt not __ n any coneciou 01' uuon •• ious tencleney to ... _ 
.1II11uit1. V. f.lt tllat a hiah ..... _ •• 1IIil.rit,." .con ... ,robabl, 'ue 
lara-ly to .... 1 ........ inattantioD, ornai.un4er.tan.ina of the 'ir.ction •• 
This coacl .. ioa ... N." Oil OGr ft .. ina tut Vor .... lOCi.tion ,tAl .... 8iai-
l.riC," .con. wn not correlate' viCia •• t.n4ard ... un of ...... . 
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.i.ilarity. We can cite here anoth.r .mall blt of e .. idenG. ln .upport of thi. 
cont.ntion. One of tbe few .llnlfieant correlation. between our .i. ba.ic 
.... ur •• and the factorlally-deri .. d .eale .core. on the Gullford-Zi ... r.an 
Temper ... nt Survey 1. a corra1atlon of -.29 (.ienificant beyond the .01 le .. el) 
betwe.n our Word-Aa.ociation tfAa.~ Stallarity" .core and tha GZTS Re.tralnt 
Sarlou.n ••• Hore. Thl •• cor. 1. de.criHd ln tbe manual a. _ .. urina tha .ub 
ject' •• ario .. -mindedna •• , hi •• apacit7 for ,.r.i.tent effort, deliberate 
action, and •• If-control. Low .corer. are ".cribed a. happy-ao-lucky, care-
free, 1.,.1.1 .. individual., not .uited to po.itlon8 of r •• pon.lbility. The •• 
are tbe peopl. who t.nded to ,et hi,h Word-Al.Gelatlon. "Aa.~d Simnarlty" 
.cor •• , and we .ubalt that lt 1. probably not becau •• of • r.a1 t.nd.ncy to 
a •• um. .1ailarlty. 
The Wor4 AI.oclatlon Real St.11arlty .cor. pr.tty cl.ar1y .... ur.. the 
deare. to which a .abj.ct'. fr ..... oclation •• re .tallar to thoae of hi. peer 
,roup. lut what doe. thla .. ant W •• aw that real .tailad,ty to the ,roup ln 
thi. re.,.ot i. not r.1at.d to real .tailarlty in perlOnallty oharact.ri.tlea, 
at 1.a.t not ln our ,roup. Turlna to It. relatlonehip. with the faotorially-
der1 ... d .cal. Hor •• and oth.r ........ we find an lnt.r •• t1na p.ttern of 
oorrelationa. It haa low nesatl .. corr.latlon. wlth Re.tr.lnS·Seriou.n •••• 
Ihouahtfvlne ••• Refl.ctl .. n •••• !£! •• 04 CCP;/AllI ( .... 17. -.20, •• 20 and -.20, 
re.,ectl .. 17.) All the •• ar •• ianlfio.nt at the .OS 1 ... 1. An. it ha. a 
.1,nlflcant po.ltl .. correlatlon (.19) with m.otlonal S~abll1tl. Thi. p.ttarn 
.usae.t. that it va. tbe r.thar e.efree, illpulalw, unref1ecti ... and not-a.-
brl,ht t but .t."" individu.l who t.nded to ,1... free ..... iatlon. whlch were 
.tanar to tho .. of the Iroup.. Of eour •• the.e Gorrelation. are all low, and 
we .hould beware of over-lnterpret1na th_. 
r 
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So we are faced with a problem of interpretation in the ca.. of all three 
word aa.ociation meaaure., and thi. problem will be discus.ed further. But the 
method. uped 1n derivin, the measurea are probably legit~te, and there would 
be no advantage to altering thoae. 
So such for the three measure, involvina word ... ociations. We turn next 
to the three .. asures involvina social perception. It is in thi. area that 
great controversie. about methodololY have ragecl. and no aaetho401ogy we could 
have .elected would be immune to .arious critici... We have tried, in ganeral, 
to ,elect .. thou which have been uped extens!vely, to enhance the "compara ... 
billty" of our re.ults with tho.e of other .tuelie._ We also hoped thu. to 
avole1 the prob18lll8 inherent iu ... uSinl a relatively new method which i8 untried. 
The fact that the aethocla aost useel were perhaps the ones aost criticizeel val 
an unfortunate, but aa far ae we could lee, unavoidable circumstance. we vil1 
try here to lessen the ~pact of the methodological shortcoming' by callina 
attention to them and keep ina them 1n mind when we interpret our fineling •• 
First of all we vil1 consider the social perception accuracy 8core, which 
vaa compared to the Loyola Lanauaae Study .core in our fir.t basic hypothesi •• 
There are a n .... r of possible .. tho" of mea.urina the .ubject.· ability to 
preeliet how the Iroup would an .... r the aeri.es of per.onality que.tiona. Per-
haps the ai.,leat vould have been to ask the .ubject. to predict the majority 
anewer to each que.tion, just AI we aeked the. to predict the majority reeponse 
to each free ... ociation word. Thie would have been more eaaUy .cored and 
aore ea.l1y coapare. to the word-aseoelation study. We chose inatead a more 
refined method, one much harder to .core and interpret, because we thought it 
ha4 a number of advantage.. The flret advantage, we thought, would be in re-
fin ... nt of the accuracy aeasurement itself. By aakina the .ubjecta, not ju.t .1 
I 
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whether the ma.iority would answer Ilyes" or IIno", but what percenta[e would 
answer in a given way, and comparing this estimate each time with the actual 
percentage, we would have a bett(;r measure of their a~;i1i ty to predict. This 
method has been used many tirr,as before in this type of 50cial perception study. 
'l11e scores thus derived is called a "difference" score, because it measures 
the difference between the predicted percentage Bnd the actual p(:rcentage. 
The "difference" score is found in studies by Travers (65), Taft (59), Cottrell 
and Dymond (lh), and others. CottrelL'iand D;\-'1tlond were among the first to 
recognize and try to correct for the influence of "pro.i ectioni" or "identifi-
ca tion~" or whe.t we are calling "assumed similari ty'l betVl'een a sub.1 ect • s own 
responses and his predictions of the group responses. others followed them 
in attempts to refine the "difference" score, by ;;artial correlation methods, 
etc. But the refinements introduced artifacts of their own and were judged to 
be little better than the original difference score. Probably the best refine-
ment is Gage and Cronbach's (25), which unfortunately is not applicable to our 
method. 
'Ibis has all been discussed in the review of the literature. Suffice it t 
to S<'ly here that the "difference" score as a metwure of accuracy of social 
perception is recognized as being influenced by the tendency to assume simi-
larity, whatever we choose to call it. But so is every oth(r accuracy score 
that has been introduced to replace it. And we have chosen to follow Bronfen-
brenner ~ ~.(6), who returned to th~ conventional score, concluding that 
r~rtua1ly any t)~e of accuracy score--including the conventional one--is like-
ly to reflect in substantial degree the operation of a genuine ability in social 
perception." (6, p. 91) Incidentally, as we Shall see later, the contaminating 
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correlations which form the h~sis of the criticism arc not nearly s·} high in 
our st.udy, a finding for ','{hich we hav3 no ready explanation. 
Although it iG not likely that a different mettou of rLeasuring accur'.cy 
would affect our fi:1a1 results, tl,ere might be sone advantages to having the 
subjects estimate the majority answer itself rather them what percentage would 
answer that way. One advantage would be in simplicity of scoring. A second 
advantage woulddlie in more direot comparability wi til 1o;lo1a Language Study 
scores. A third would be in the opportunity to utilize Gage and Cronbach's 
correction for assumed sirr:ilarity. The sacrifice in refiner:lcnt of measurerrerrt, 
which refinement might be spurious anYlfay, would probably be outweighed by the 
advantages. 
Some other pproblems were encountered in the use of our method. To get 
the predicted percentages, it vlill be rer::cmocred, ' .. Ie had the subjects repeat 
their answers to JOO of the Guilford-Zw.merrean Temperament Survey questions, 
and make their percentage estimates at this time. There was a one-week interva 
between the two a.d1Iilnistraticns of theFe 100 questions. \~e found that as many 
as 49, and an average of 25 of the 100 anSViers w.re chanced by e;::lch subject 
from one administr a tion to the next. Our immedia. te surmise was that the sub-
.i ects had changed their answers to agree with the maj ori ty answer or wi th what 
they thought was the majority answer. But perusal of a number of the answer 
sheets showed this was not tWI!i'. 'i'he subjects did not show an oV8r1'Ihelming 
tendency to change in anyone direction, either towards or away from the majori 
ty answer or their estimHte of it. This led us to do a correlation study with 
the entire population to see with what, if anything, this tendency to chenge 
answers was correlated. Our ne;v hypothesis was that since t.he changes did not 
1:1 
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follow a predictable pattern they were probably due largely to carelessness, 
inattention, and failure to approach the task seriously. This hypothesis was 
supported by a finding of significant negative correlations between the tenden-
cy to change answers and the trait scores f(''t'' Restraint-Seriousness end ThougJ'l"t 
fulness-Reflectiveness on the Guilford-Zimmerman Terr'perament Survey (r = -.23 
and -.38, both significant beyond the .01 level). The tendency to change 
answers was also negativ~ly correlated with intelligence as measured by the 
GCT/ARI score (-.18), with the Ascendance-Social Boldness score (-.19), and 
with the Masculinitl~eore (-.27). This pattern of scores gives us a picture 
of the sub.1ect whose answers were unstable as a happy-go-lucky, unreflective, 
dependent, and lee'S' tntelligent person. The correlation between the tendency 
to change answei$ and the SoCial Perception Assumed Similarity score is -.23, 
significant beyond the' .01 level. This is taken as further evidence that the 
changes were/not made as part of a conscious or unconscious effort to bring 
their own anSWers in line with the majority answers. The highest of all the 
correlations was a negative.· correlation between the tendency to change answers 
ana our Sotial Perception Real SimiJsrity score (-.Sh). 1~is is interpreted as 
a sign that atypical people tended to change their answers more often than the 
more typical ones did. None of the remaining correlations was significant. 
rinding so many changed answers raised, the question, of CO'lrse, as to 
whieh of the contradictory answers to accept as the subjects' true self-de scrip 
tion. We chose to accept the answer given under the standard adminj.stri,tion 
procedures, where no prediction was asked. SOmetir.~s this was the first 
adninistratlon,sor:;etimes the second. Use of a different nethodology j' 
puting the Social Percept ion Accuracy Score could have avoided these 
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problems. 
The Social Perception Assumed Similarity score consisteo merely of a. cOlmt 
of the percentage estimates which e: cEceded 50%. In other words, whenever a 
subjected estimated that more than half his peers agreed with his answers he 
was scored for "as~ng sim:i.lari ty '." This is a standnrd metho d of calculating 
this score. Now it might be argued, however, that an estimAte of 51% agreement 
is not a very stronrr assumption of similarity. So another ranking was done, 
taking 15% as the cut-off point, and scoring for assumed similarity only when 
the subject's estimate was this high or higher. This did not change the 
results appreciably and it introduced other problems, so the original method 
was retained. The argument that an estimation of 51% a.greement is a weak 
assumption of similarity could be countered by saying that scoring an estimate 
of 1b% as assuming dissimilarity is just as misleading. Of course tbere are 
other possible methods of scoring which might avoid both these problems, but 
we felt justified in utilizing the standard method. 
The Social Perception Real Similarity score consistl':!d of a count of how 
many of the sub1ect f s self-description responses agreed with the answer given 
by more than 50% of his peers. The same argu$ent was considered here, that 
51% is not a very clear majority. So another rankinE was made, using 15% as 
the cut-off point. But this created more problems than it solved, and the 
original standard method was again retained. The major problems with t~he 15% 
method centered around the fact that a 15% majority occurred on only 62 of the 
300 questions. So the Real SimiL-..rity score would be bAsed upon only one-fifth 
of the total test, the one-fifth on which the group sr"owed the least variation. 
Thus the range of Real Similarity scores was necessarily quite restricted. 
i !, 
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Also, the questions were not representative of the entire test. And since 
these 62 questions tlid not necessarily include ani' of the questions on which 
a subject's Asswned Sirdlarity score was based, some very strange and confusing 
relatLnships appeared. So, even with its faults, the standard practice of 
using jOt. as a cut-c,ff point is clearly preferable hEre. 
~'hat about the corrEllations between these scores 2nd the other scores in 
our experimentt We have already noted that the correlations between accuracy 
and real similarity, accuracy and ,"ssumed similarity, and between real a.nd 
assumed sirllilarity are all very low--rnuch lower than the corresponding correla-
tions on the word-associa tions study. We can probably attribute this fact in 
some measure to the difforences in methodology, but it is not possible to 
know the degree of this influence. On the woro-association study, high 
"assumed silrilarity" scores could result from carelessness and other factors 
as well as from a tendency to assume similari+.y. This is not as true on the 
social perception study. The method of measurement assures a better chance of 
validly measuring a conscious or unconscious tendency to aSSlune similarity. 
Improving the measurement in this way may have tended to reduce the correlatioll 
with real similarity and accuracy, But we must look for more fundamental 
explanations of these lower correlations, One interpretation is toot the 
accuracy score 1s measuring a skill which is relatively independent of the 
tendency to ass~~e similarity, This finding is different from those of compa-
rable stuoies reported in the literature, all of which have reported higher 
correlations vetkeen accuracy and real and assumed similarity. This, in fact, 
has resulted in the criticism based on the Circularity of the staterr,enti that 
"typical teople tem to be more accurate in their predictions," which tells us 
r 
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nothin~ about the skill itself. W'hy our own correlations arf lower than those 
found by others is not readily appa.rent. 
In seeking more knowledge about the skill itself, we found a few signifi-
cant correlations with some of the other measures ill OUf' l;xperiment. The 
highest of these correla~ions is between accuracy of social perception and the 
Ascend"nce t18cale score of the Guilford-iin1.li1erman Terr,pcrament Survey (r • .59). 
This score is described in the manual as a Irceasure of social boldness, the 
quality possessed by good leAders, people who en,jo;, persu(}ding other s, public 
speaking, etc. There is a lower, but significant (at the .05 level) correla-
tion between accuracy of social perception aCld intelligence HS measured by the 
ne'r/ARI (r= • 17). None of the other correlations with social perception is 
significant. This pattern of correlations agrf;es basically with what has been 
reported in the literature, although others have found more relation~hips with 
measures of' sociability, emotional stpbility, and t.he like. 
Another significant. correlation of ir:.terest to us is between our measure 
of assumed similarity in personality characterist1cf: and the Pel'son,",l Relations 
seale score on the Guilford-Zimmer~an Temperament Survey (r = .20). This 
score is described as a f:1easure of the abtllty to (,ct alog with others as a 
result of shovdng greater tolerance and a les5 critical attitude toward others. 
This fits our concept of the qualities which lead sub,jects to assume similarity 
The Social Perception Real SiJrdlari ty score shows the following signifi-
cant positive correlations with sca.le scores on th! Guilford-Zimmerman 'l'empera-
ment SUrvey: with General Activity: .37, with Restraint-Seriousness, .22, 
with A5cendancE~, .u6, with F}notional Stabilitl' .117, with Thoughtfulness, .55, 
with Person~l Relations-Cooperativeness, .19, with '.(asculini~l' .33. A 
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significant negative correlation was founct wi1,h Friendliress (r = -.27). 
This ovcr-all"'pattern of correlations~ all but ODe of "hieh arc ~;ignificant 
beyond the .01 love1, gives Cl genTal picture of the r,roi,-p itself, since 
si~'.il.arity to the grCI."p iscorrelated with those per!:;;Qnality cr3Nlctcristics. 
Table II, page lOS, iJrese:!t~ t.tie signific:mt correlations found betwEen 
our six basic measures ~nd the other parameters obtained. 
TABLE II 
COPULA TIONS AMONG OTHER SCORES 
Word-
Association 
Assumed 
Similarity 
General Activit,.. 
Restraint-Seriousness 
-.29 
As cendance 
Sociability 
'&IIot1onal stabil1 ty 
Objectivity 
Friendliness 
Thoughtfulness 
Personal Relations 
Masculinity 
OCT 
Tendency to change frOm 
ona admini stration 
to another 
Word- LLS Social 
Associ.- Scores Perception 
tion Real. .Assumed 
Similarity S:im::ilarity 
-.17 
.24 
.19 
-.21 
.20 
.... 20 
-.17 
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SOcial SOcial 
Percep Percep. 
Real Accuracy 
Simil. 
.37 
.22 
.45 .59 
.47 
-.27 
.SS 
.19 
.33 
.$4 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Th. Loyol. Lansuaa. Study i. a .adifi.d form of the Kent-Ro.anoff Word 
Associ.tion te.t in Which .ubj.ct. .re ask.d to pr.dict the ~.t coaaon free-
association. to e.ch of eiahty .tt.ulu. word.. Consider.ble r.s.arch about the 
Loyal. Lanluas. Study h •• left unan8Vered some fun .... nt.l que.tion •• bout it, 
such a. What 'kill or qu.lity i ..... ure. by it, wh.t personality and behav-
ioral ch.r.cteri.tic •• r. r.l.ted to it, etc. The mo.t proai.ina p.th to • 
theoretical und.r.tandina of the Loyola L.nauase Study appear., on 10aic.l 
ground •• to li. in the dir.ction of the field of soci.l perception, where con-
.iderabl. r •••• rch h.. .lr.ady inye.tiaated the .bility to pr.dict aroup re-
sponse to variou •• itu.tion.. Thi •• bility h ••• cquir.d • l.bel: !!n.itivitx 
££!!! leueraliaed other •• nd.n oper.tional definition: the ability to predict 
the typical re.pon.e of a liven ,roup of .ubject. to a s.rie. of que.tion •• 
The fact that thi. oper.tion.l definition so clo.ely de.cribea ~he Loyol. 
Lanauase Study baa led to the pre.ent iuve.tisation. It. parpo •• i. to ••• in 
wh.t way., if any, the Loyola Lana ... e Study can be .hoWD • .,iric.lly to b. r.-
lated to this conc.pt, ther.by provi4ina an answer to the mo.t fun .... nt.l 
que.tion about the Loyol. Lanauale Study: wh.t do.. it .... ur.? A •• cond pur-
po.. i. to look more clo.ely .t the Loyol. Lanau.le Study in the li.ht of wh.t 
1s known .bout .iail.r .... ur.. fro. the r •••• rch in .oci.l perception. This 
portion i. not directly .ependent upon the empiric.l rel.tion.hip. found in the 
W6 
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firet portion. 
In pur.uit of thee. .1.. we .et up six b.sic hypothe •• s to be teet.. ea-
,iric.l1y: 
Hypothe.i. 1. Th. Loyol. LanaU.I. Study score is actually .n accuracy 
,core, .... urinl the accur.cy with which an individual perc.i ... the len.r.1 
publiC (the .en.raliped other). It doe. this by .... urlol hi. ability to e.ti-
eat. wh.t words are .o.t fr.quently ... ociat.d to tho •• in the .t~lu. 1i.t. 
Thi. hypothe.i. va. DOt .upport.d by our fin.ina ••• inee no corre1.tion 
w.. found between the Loyola Lanau .. e Study .04 • .tandar ... a.ure of •• n.i-
tivit, ~ ~ lener.li ... oth.r (r • -.02). W. have .lr •• dy r .. ieved • n~.r 
of po •• ible interpr.tation. of this fin4ina, and we .r. nov pr.,.r.d to draw 
soma conclu.ion.. We .till r.lard the oriain.l b •• ic hypothe.i ... 10lio.l1y 
.nd th.or.tically v.li.. Th. Loyol. Lanaua,e Study i. in th.ory a .... ur. of 
80ci.l perc.ption. It. failure to correl.t. with other .... ur •• .u.t be .t-
tributed to .hortoa.1na. in our .... rtment •• hortcoaina. in the .. thodololY of 
the t.at it •• lf. aaj to the fact th.t the .bility to percei.e oth.ra i. prob-
ably not •• ener.l trait, .t le .. t not •• n.r.l .noush to .xt.n. to .uch .iver •• 
• r •••• 
If we wer. re,..tina our own expert.ant we woul. want to fin. • le.. ho-
moleneou. popul.tion. with ar •• ter di.,.r.ion in factor. which tend to influ-
.nce the.e aoore.. We woul. prob.bly .1.0 ch.nae the adainiatr.tion of the 
80ci.l perce,tion atudy to confora •• olo •• ly .s poa.ib1e to the Loyol. L.n-
I.... Study .. thod. for purposes of olo •• r oGapari.on. 
Our atudy has s.rved to point u, what ia conai •• red • ..Jor .hortoa.!na 
in the .. thodolOlY of the Loyol. Lanavaa. Study it •• lf. In .. kina aubj.cta to 
I .atiaat. the .oat c~n fr.e-asaooi.tion of oth.r •• the Loyola Lana .... Study 
l 
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eoCouraaea aubjectl to put down their own free-aa.ociationa, and hal no way of 
knowing to what extent they have done '0. In this .en.e, it not only .hare. the 
common f.ult of .... ure. of .ocial perception, it makes this fault worae by ig-
ooring it and aubtly foatering it. AI we have aeen, the taak g1ven the subject. 
i. an extremely difficult one, laraely becaule of the lack of opportunity to ob· 
.erve what they are heina a.ked to predict. Given no aids or guideline., the 
.ubjecta are forced to fall back on their own free-alaociations. In fact, the 
leas ability and .ativation each aubject haa to underatand and carry out the in-
structiona, the .ore he will tend to do thi.. AI a reault, the re.ponaes given 
on the Loyola Lana ... e Study are an adaixture of free-aasociationa and predic-
tion., oecurriaa in different proportion. with each .ubject. Under the.e condi-
tion., it 1. not .ur,riaina to find the reaponaes correlated more with the lub-
jecta' own free a •• oei.tiona than With, any, other .. a.urea of locial percep-
tion. 
The tendency for a aobject to ,ive hi. own free-aa.ociation. could perhapa 
be mlnilli.... and tile Loyola Lana" .. e Study laprowd aa a teat of .oeial per-
ceptton (if tilt. be couider" "atrabl.). by any of aeveral ehanaea in .. th-
odololY. A IlUlttple-choice fora woul ...... the anantaae of provtding the aub~ 
ject with aome pi.... lie co"ld then be a.ted to aeleet the .aat coaaon re-
.ponae or to e.ttaate the percentaae of .. r .... nt on each of aeveral reapouea, 
or to Uat them tn "ae.ncl1. order of poputarity. The ba.ic probl_ of "ob-
aervabtttty" woul. reaain, of courae, an. eubjecta would attll be tnfluenced by 
their own free-a.soeiation., but theae auidel would tand to direct their think-
inl towarda the .are ca..on re.pon... and would r.inforce the correct re.pona. 
.et. Another, r .. iaiou, combinlna the Loyola LanaUlle Study with a free-.. ao-
ciation t •• t, woul. have the advant .. e of quantifyina each a"bject'. tendency 
I 
I 
• i 
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to u •• hi. own fr •• a •• ociat10na. Her.tofor. this t.ndency haa sone unmea.ur. 
and .~ti .... it appear., unr.cosnl.ed. 
(It .. , be arsued by .oae that the Loyola Lanauas. Study wa. never intend-
.d to be a ..... 1'. of .ocial peroeption and that we h .... be.n .naaSed in the 
toppUns of .traw .. n. To thb we would r.pl, that the f_U, r •••• blanoe ta 
unai'takabl., what.ver the int.ntion of the author. of the t •• t, and that the 
r.latlon.hl, .. rit. further exploratlon.) 
So, in ~ry N.an1na our ba.ic hypothe.b. we •• t ... it that the e.-
pirical r ••• lt. of our .xperiMnt hay. fail.d to .upport it. However. our 
dee,.nlna ."r.tandina of the Loyola Lanpaa. Study in the Uaht of soolal 
perc.ption r ••• aroh 1.... u. to look for rea.on. for thls failure outside the 
natUN of the t •• t ita.lf. beeau.e ". ar. even more convinc.d that the Loyola 
Lanau ... Study belona. in that eat •• ory. It ..... t. audltabtltti •• ar. be.t 
under.tOCH! in that theor.tio.l fr_1IOr1l. and the mo.t ... ninaful r.fln ... nta 
... t.p1'O .... nt •• 1'. lik.ly to r •• ult fro. res •• roh in th.t ar ••• 
Hrpoth •• i.!!. Th. Lo,ola Lan..... Stud, .oore i. influenoed in ar.at 
d.ar •• by the "typtoalit," of the .ubj.et.- own fr •• -... ooi.tion •• nd b, th.ir 
t.ndenc, to a1.. the.. fl'.e-.. 8OO1at10n. a. th.ir ,r.diotiona of the ,rou, 1'.-
.pon... Thi ..... tronal, conf1~ by our fin41n,. of hiah po.itive corr.l.-
tiona betwe •• the Loyola Lanpaa. 8t'" .oora .nd our .......... iaUarlty" and 
r.al .ial1arit, .core. (I' • .48 and .50 .... ,.etively). Pro. thb ". conclude 
that ........ 1'. of the abilit, to prediet ,rou, r.spon •• , the Loyola Lanau ... 
Study 1. badl, cont .. lnate4 by th ••• t.ndencl •• , a. much if not mol' •• 0 than 
oth.r .tailar .... ur... It ataht a1.llo.t •• well be r.,a .... 4 .. a ..... ra of 
r.a1 .iailarit, 1t •• lf ( .. it probabl, hu be.n, traditionally). 
Btpotbt.i, Jll. Th. Loyola Lanauaa. Study .core i. influen •• d ln ar •• t 
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clearee by the .ubject. t "typlcaUty" or real .1_Uarity to Iroup norma in owr 
all per.onality characteri.tic.. Our flndinl' .how the Loyola Lanauaae Study 
to be influenc.d, but in relatively ... 11 _a.ure by this "typicality" 
(r • .19). We would conclude that the Loyola Lanau .. e Study can be properly 
relarded a. a mea.ure of "nor.al1ty" where there 18 a wide enouah d18per.ion 
alona that continuu.. but that it. lL.itation • .ake it a relatively poor choic 
DIOna .uure. of thi. type. There are more •• n.itive aea.ure. and there are 
ae .. ure. which provide .ore and more meaniasful information than the Loyola 
Lanpaae Study .... for th1. purpo.e. 
Htpoth •• t'!I. The tendency to ai~ free a •• ociation. which are the .... 
as tho .. stven .a.t ca.monly by one'. peer sroup 1. related to real s1_ilarlty 
to the Irotl, in per.onality characteri.tic. (aa aeasured by que.tton. on a 
.tandard per.onality que.tionnalre). rtndlna a nesative correlation here 
(r • -.1S), aven thoush it i8 not .isnificant, va. a particularly .urpri.ina 
one in that it not only failed to .ulle.t the hypothe.i., 1t auale.t. that a 
aesattve relatlon.hi, •• t.t.. Unle •• we bl ... th1. finding on defect. in the 
• ..,le, or in the methodology of the eaperiaent itaelf, _ are forced to con-
clude that the .. two type. of .~11arity are at best, unrelated, which would 
tend to becloucl aven further the aeuina of Loyola Lanauaae Stluciy .cores. If 
thi. 1. a true meuure of the relat10nahip, or the lack of one, then tho.e who 
reaard the Loyola Lanauaae Stucly .core. a. mea.ure. of "normality" are on 
.haky around, at be.t. We would hope to find this relation.hip rever.ed in a 
1arser and .are diver.e • ..,le, but we can only accept it a. it .tand. bere and 
conel .... that .. are even more puzzled about the Manina of Loyola Lanauae 
Study Icore •• 
Hypothe.i, I. The tendency of a .ubject to 11ve hi. own free-a •• oclation 
III 
to • aiven vor. ('.a-, on the Loyola tanauaa. Study) i. r.lat •• to the t.ndency 
to a •• u.. .t.il.rity to on.'. pe.r. by ,r •• ict1na .1r.ctly that ... jority 
waul. eare. with ht. in an"'rina .ue.tion •• bout th .... lve.. Th. fin.ina of 
no relation.hi, h.r. (r • .08) i. not •• urpri.1na on. 1n the liaht of what we 
have .lr.acly ... n aboy.. We c:hoo.e to conclucle fro. this that the Vor. As.o-
ciation " ..... SilaU.rity" Scor. 1. !!2! n.c •••• rily •••• ure of the ten.ency 
of e .ubjec:t lit.rally to •• ~ that other. ar. an ... rina the .... a. h •• 0 ••• 
V. have not.d that a r.latively lara. nuaber of free a •• oci.tion. .r. aiven a. 
,r .. iotion., Dut we attribute this to carel ••• n ••• , l.ck of int.re.t, inability 
to make any bett.r predietion, .te. 
Hzpothe,i'!I. Th. ability to ,re4ict how a .. jority of people will an-
... r .... tion. on a per.onality que.ttonneire (which .bility ba. be.n t.belt •• 
•• gaitiy1t7!2~ I.neratl,e. other) i. relate. to tbe .ubject' •• iaitarity to 
the aroup qIl".h ....... tion. and to hi. t.n4eney to ...... h. i •• t.Uar to tb. 
arou, in this r •• ,.ct. But they .re relat.d to a l •••• r d'aree than with the 
abUit, to ,retict VOl". "lOCiation.. Ourjfin~U.na. of no correlation betwe.n 
accuracy and 8tm11arlty (r • .10) an4 • low Dut .ignificant corr.lation betwe.n 
accuracy an4 ... u.e4 .t.ilarity (r • .19) t .... UI to concl. that our ••• ure 
of 18p!it1vitz !2 the lenerali.,. other i. t ••• c08t .. inate. DY th ••• r.lation-
.hi,. than i. the Loyola Lana-ae Stu4)'. Ita a .a.ure of this .en.iUvit)', 
then, it i. clo .. r to the ideal. It al.o aive. .oae .upport to th. conclu.ion 
that the •• naitivit)' it •• lf i. aore independent of .uch factor. a. re.l .iai-
tarity than what.ver i. beins .a.ur.d by Loyola Lanauaa. Stu4y .cor ••• 
Havins found •••• nti.11y neaati .. r •• ult. r'aar.ina our ba.io hypoth •• i. 
of a elo.. relation.hip. b.twe.n the Loyola Lanauaae Study .nd .a.ure. of 
.en.itivit! ~ the ,.n.rali •• 4 other. we .oucht r.a.on. for the failure 1n 
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various plac •• , inc Iud ina our r •••• rcb ... ian, tb ... a.ur •• us.d, tb. bypo-
thetical con.truct. involved, r.l.tion.bi,. witb oth.r meaaure. included in th. 
expert..nt and the ba.ic id.a it •• lf. W. concluded tbat our failure to find 
pOlitive corr.lation •• bould not be tak.n .t.,ly a •• videnc. of no relation.biD 
and that all the otb.r findina ••• rve to point up probl .... in th.ory aa veIl 
in _a.ur_nt of whatever factor. are involved. If we bave failecl in our loal 
of d.t.rainina onc. and for all wh.t i ... a.ured by tb. Loyal. Langu •• e Study. 
we bave c.rtainly .ucc..... in pointina out .. ny t.portant a.pect. of tbil 
Itudy b.retofor. not di.cue •••• 
What abovt IUlle.tion. for future re •• arcb? W. have alr.ady .ulleated 
.ome methodoloaical chanae. .nd cbanae. in r •• earcb ... iln ¥bicb miabt aake a 
mol'. meaninaful .tudy .~ilar to this one. But in ad.ition, ee •• ral other 
topici pr ••• nt th .... lve.: 
1. Our .aur. of loci.l perc.ption vu ba •• d upon the perlonaUty que.-
tionnaire rather tban on behavior it •• lf. We a.k •• the lubj.cta to pr.dict how 
otb.re would &n8W8r queltione about tb .... lve •• inltead of akina the. how 
other. would behav.. ~ we u •• d the.e an ... r., rather th.n behavior itealf, 
a. a crit.rion of their pre.ictive .ucc.... P.rhapI a etudy usina b.havior it-
.elf would pr",i" more .. uinaful re.ult •• 
2. We ...... aur •• only linear tr.nd.. I.e it not poaaible that there 
are non-lin.ar relationebipe amana aOM of the •• factora? Perhaps, for .xampl~ 
tb. most typioal and the moat atypical peopl. would both ahow good .ensitivity 
to other •• 
3. To fin. out mol'. about precltctina fre.-aaloeiation. of oth.r •• we 
.iaht ok for individual pre.tction.. POI' example, a subject might be aek.d to 
predict the free-a •• ociation. of hta be.t-known friend. or hi. be.t-lik.d and 
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leasted-liked aoqualntance.. Thi. might give us more insight into the proces. 
of "as.umed similarity" with the Loyola Lanauaae Study. 
r 
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APPENDIX I 
LOYOLA LANGUAGE STUDY FORM 
REVISED 
LOYOLA LANGUAGE STUDY 
Instrudions 
WHEN PEOPLE see or hear a word, they often think of another 
word. If you say the word stem, most people would think of 
flower. Some, but not the greatest number, might think of 
pipe, grass, stop, and so forth. 
This study wants to find out what word you think the 
greatest number of people would be most likely to think of 
when they see or hear each of the words on the next two pages. 
Please write next to each of the words the one word which 
you think the greatest number of people would be most likely 
to think of when they see or hear the word in the list. Take as 
much time as you need to think about the word which seems 
to you to "go along" with each printed word. Then choose the 
one word which you think the greatest number of people 
would be most likely to think of when they see or hear the 
given word. Write the one word which you choose beside the 
printed word. Do not skip any word. 
Remember, you are not asked to write down just any word 
that comes to your mind. You should write down the one word 
which you think the greatest number of people would be most 
likely to think of. 
Important: please fill out the information blank on page 4. 
Copyright 1954, by LOYOLA UNIVERSITY, CHICAGO 
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Beside 'each of the words printed below write the one word 
which you think the greatest number of people would be most 
likely to think of when they see or hear that word. 
soldier sour 
hungry king 
butterfly deep 
long sleep 
head black 
anger hammer 
afraid table 
. fruit thirsty 
dark quiet 
red hard 
loud blue 
bath sweet 
eating stomach 
joy working 
rough comfort 
heavy soft 
high short 
white beautiful 
command cold 
~_""" • .T ...... -;a. ..... a •• _""" ... __ _ ... ~_ - ... '~ .. _. 
3 
whiskey whistle 
yellow carpet 
window needle 
scissors hand 
foot thief 
doctor dream 
wish trouble 
house religion 
justice street 
river health 
sickness ocean 
mountain bed 
stove child 
girl tobacco 
salt woman 
man cabbage 
cheese citizen 
baby earth 
moon lion 
spider butter 
bread music 
Turn to page 4 
APPENDIX II 
FREE ASSOCIATION TEST FORK 
NAME 
--------------------------
BILLET NUIvlBER 
------------------
LIS FREE ASSOCIATION STUDY 
Instructions 
v~en people see or hear a word, 
they often think of another word. 
If you say the word stem, many 
people would think or-rlovrer. 
This study wants to find out 
what word you think of when 
you see each of the words on 
the next two pages. Please 
write next to each of the words 
the one word you think of when 
you seethe word in the list. 
Do not skip any words. 
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Busici" "acl' of th\.- 'words print-3d l)Glow, wri to 
the ~ ~ you think of when you sec that word. 
soldier 
sour 
hungry king 
butterfly deep 
long 
sleop 
head black 
angcr 
hammcr 
afraid 
table 
fruit 
thirsty 
dark quiet 
red 
h.:lrd 
loud blue 
bath 
svl1'eet 
eating 
stomach 
joy 
working 
rough 
comfort 
heavy 
soft 
high 
short 
white 
boautiful 
cornma"nd 
cold 
whiskey whistle 
yellov.' carpet 
window needle 
scissors hand 
foot 
thiof 
doctor dream 
wish 
trouble 
house 
religion 
justice 
street 
river 
hoalth 
sickness 
ocean 
mountain 
bed 
stove 
child 
girl 
tobacco 
salt 
woman 
man 
cabbage 
ehecsc 
citiz.c..n 
baby 
earth 
moon 
lion 
spider 
buttl)r 
APPENDIX III 
MOST COMMON FHEE ASSOCIATIONS GIVEN IN TFIS STUDY 
NAME 
--------------------------
BILLET NUlvIBER 
.------------------
LIS FREE ASSOCIATION STUDY 
Instructions 
Vlfuen people see or hear a word, 
they often think of another word. 
If YQu say the word stem, many 
people would think offIQTrer. 
This .. study wants to find out 
what word you think of when 
you see each of the words on 
the next two pages. Please 
write next to each of the words 
the one word you think of when 
you ~ ::lee the word in the list. 
Do not skip any words. 
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whistlo nl'lise whiskey dFiRk Bc;siCl ... '.:..aCl: of th" words printed b",low, writo 
the ~ word you think of whon you sco that word. yellow c 1'11('1' carpet rug 
soldier arm-J sour sweet window glass neodle thread 
hungry f ("len king queen scissors cut hand ar~ butterfly insect deep water foot ShC19 thief crl'll'lk 
long shot't 
sleap rest doctor nurse dream wish head face blacl< white wish dream. trouble PClice 
anger mad hammer nail house h('l1l'le religion Grd 
afraid scared table chair justice law stroet r('8.d fruit apple thirsty water river water hoalth gl'lrd dark n~g:g.t quiet nl'lise sickness ill 
ocean water 
red c I'Ilnr 
soft mountain hill sleep 
h.:trd 
bod loud nl'lise sJsy stove heat baby 
blue 
child we.ter 
bny 
bath SVfeet Sl'lur girl tobacco smnke 
c3.ting fl'lN:1 
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The Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey 
• 
DO NOT WRITI: IN T~IS BOOKLI:T 
• 
INSTRUCTIONS: In this booklet you will find a number of statements. Read each statement carefully. If 
the statement seems to be true, or if you agree with it, mark answer "Yes" on your dnswer sheet. If the statement 
is more false than true, or if you disagree with it, mark "No." If you cannot decide between "Yes" and "No," you 
may mark answer "?" BUT A VOID DOING THIS IF POSSIBLE. 
Be sure to answer every item. 
There are no "right" or "wrong" answers in the usual sense of a high score being necessarily the best. The 
purpose of this Survey will be served best if you describe yourself and state your opinions as accurately as 
possible. 
You may notice that many items are similar. Actually, no two items are exactly alike. 
Notice that the numbering of items on the answer sheet follows across the rows rather than down the 
columns. 
You may turn the page and begin with the items now unless the examiner tells you to wait. 
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2. You would rather plan an activity than take part in it ............................................ . 
3. You have more than once taken the lead in organizing a project or a group of some kind ........... . ~ 3 ' 
4. You like to entertain guests .................................................................. . 
5. Your interests change quickly from one thing to another ......................................... . 
6. When you eat a meal with others, you are usually one of the last to finish .......................... . 
7. You believe in the idea that we should "eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we die" ........... " 
B. When you find that something you have bought is defective, you hesitate to demand an exchange 
or a refund ................................................................................. . 
9. You find it easy to make new acquaintances .................................................. . 
10. You are sometimes bubbling over with energy and sometimes very sluggish ...................... . 
11. You are happiest when you get involved in some project that calls for rapid action ................. . 
12. Other people think of you as being very serious minded ........................................ . 
13. In being thrown by chance with a stranger, you wait for him to introduce himself .................. . 
14. You like to take part in many social activities .................................................. . 
15. You sometimes feel "just miserable" for no good reason at all ............. , .. , ................... . 
16. You are often so much "on the go" that sooner or later you may wear yourself out. ................ . 
17. You like parties you attend to be lively ....................................................... . 
lB. If you hold an opinion that is radically different from that expressed by a lecturer, you are likely 
to tell him about it either during or after the lecture ............................................. . 
19. It is difficult for you to chat about things in general with people ............. , .................... . 
20. You give little thought to your failures after they are past ........................................ . 
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21. You often wonder where others get all the excess energy they seem to have. , ................. ...... 21 
22. You are inclined to stop to think things over before you act. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22 
23. You avoid arguing over a price with a clerk or salesman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
24. You wou!d dislike very much to work alone in some isolated place. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24' 
25. You often find it difficult to go to sleep at night because you keep thinking of what happened 
during the day .................................•........................................... 25 
26. You find yourself hurrying to get places even when there is plenty of time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26 
27. You like work that requires considerable attention to details. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27 
2B. You are satisfied to let some one else take the lead in group activities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28 
29. You enjoy getting acquainted with people......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29 
30. It takes a lot to get you emotionally stirred up or excited. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
31. You work more slowly and deliberately than most people of your sex and age. ...... .. . ........... 31 
32. You are a carefree individual.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32 
33. When a person does not play fair you hesitate to say anything about it to him .......... , . . . . . . . . . . 33 
34. It bothers you to have people watch you at your work. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
35. You have usually been optimistic about your future. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35 
36. You like to have plenty of time to stop and rest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
37. You take life very seriously.................................................................. 37 
38. You enjoy applying' for a job in person. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38 
39. You would like to be a host or hostess for parties at a club. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39 
40. You often feel grouchy...................................................................... 40 
41. You are the kind of person who is "on the go" all the time ....................................... . 
42. You often crave excitement ..................................... ' ............................ . 
43. The thought of making a speech frightens you ................................................. . 
41 
42 
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44. You find it easy to start conversation with strangers ............................................ . 44 " 
45. You often feel guilty without a very good reason for it. ......................................... . 
46. People think you are a very energetic person .................................................. . 
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You find it difficult to ask people for money or other donations, even for a cause in which you 
are interested. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48 
You are so naturally friendly that people immediately feel at ease with you......................... 49 
You daydream a great deal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
You are quick in your actions.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
You have a habit of starting things and then losing interest in them. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 
When you were a child, many of your playmates naturally expected you to be the leader. . . . . . . . . . 53 
You sometimes avoid social contacts for fear of doing or saying the wrong thing. . . . . . . .. .......... 54 
You have frequent ups and downs in mood, sometimes with and sometimes without apparent cause.. 55 
You always seem to have plenty of vigor and vitality. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
It is difficult for you to understand people who get very concerned about things. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 57 
When a clerk in a store waits on others who should come after you, you call his attention to the fact. . 58 
You would be very unhappy if you were prevented from making numerous social contacts.. ........ 59 
There are times when your future looks very dark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
You sometimes wish that people would slow down a bit and give you a chance to catch up......... 61 
Many of your friends think you take your work too seriously. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
You hesita.te to walk into a meeting when you know that everyone's eyes will be upon you......... 63 
You limit your friendships mostly to members of your own sex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64 
You almost always feel well and strong. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
You seem to lack the drive necessary to get as much done as other people do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66 
You make decisions on the spur of the moment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67 
You are rather good at bluffing when you find yourself in difficulty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
After being introduced to someone, you just cannot think of things to say to make good 
conversation ................................................................................ 69 
You feel lonesome even when with other people .............................................. " 70 
You are able to work for unusually long hours without feeling tired. ... .... ....................... 71 
You often act on the first thought that comes into your head. . ......... ........ ... ........ ........ 72 
At the scene of an accident, you take an active part in helping out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 73 
You have difficulty in making new friends..................................................... 74 
Your mood often changes from happiness to sadness, or vice versa, without your knowing why. . . . . . 75 
You talk more slowly than most people .................... - ................................. " 76 
You like to play practical jokes upon others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 
You take the lead in putting life into a dull party. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 78 
You would like to belong to as many clubs and social organizations as possible..................... 79 
There are times when your mind seems to work very slowly and other times when it works 
very rapidly ......................................................................... 80 
You like to do things slowly and deliberately. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 81 
You are a happy-go-lucky individual................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
When you are served stale or inferior food in a restaurant, you say nothing about it. . . . . .. .......... 83 
You would rather apply for a job by writing a letter than by going through with a personal interview. . 84 
You are often in low spirits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 
You are inclined to rush from one activity to another without pausing enough for rest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 
You are so concerned about the future that you do not get as much fun out of the present as 
you might ............•..................................................................... 87 
When you are attracted to a person whom you have not met, you make an active attempt to qet 
acquainted even though it may be quite difficult.......... ..•.......... .....................•... 88 
You are inclined to limit your acquaintances to a select few. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • . • . . 89 
You seldom give your past mistakes a second thought. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 
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92. You often stop to analyze your thoughts and feelings ........................................... . 
93. You speak out in meetings to oppose those who you feel sure are wrong ......................•.... 
94. You are so shy it bothers you ........................ " ....................................... . 
95. You are sometimes bothered by having a useless thought come into your mind over and over ..... . 
96. You get things done in a hurry ............................................................... . 
97. It is difficult for you to understand how some people can be so unconcerned about the future .....•. 
9S. You like to sell things (that is, to act as a salesman) ............................................. . 
99. You are often the "life of the party" ........................................................... . 
100. You find daydreaming very enjoyable ........................................................ . 
101. At work or at play other people find it hard to keep. up with the pace you set. .................... . 
102. You can listen to a lecture without feeling restless ....................... , ................ , '" .. . 
103. You would rather work for a good boss than for yourself ........................................ . 
1 04. You can express yourself more easily in speech than in writing .................................. . 
105. You keep in fairly uniform spirits ............................................................. . 
106. You dislike to be hurried in your work ................................ '" ..................... . 
107. You sometimes find yourself "crossing bridges before you come to them" ........................ . 
lOS. You find it somewhat difficult to say "no" to a salesman who tries to sell you something you do not 
really want ................................................................................. . 
109. There are only a few friends with whom you can relax and have a good time. . . . . . . . . .. . ........ . 
11 O. You usually keep cheerful in spite of trouble .................................................. . 
Ill. People sometimes tell you to "slow down" or "take it easy" ..................................... . 
112. You are one of those who drink or smoke more than they know they should ...................... . 
113. When you think you recognize someone you see in a public place, you a sk him whether you 
have met him before ........................................................................ . 
114. You prefer to work alone ................................................................... . 
115. Disappointments affect you so little that you seldom think about them twice ...................... . 
116. You are slow and deliberate in movement ..................................................... . 
117. You like wild enthusiasm, sometimes to a point bordering on rowdyism, at a football 
or baseball game ........................................................................... . 
118. You feel self-conscious in the presence of important people ..................................... . 
119. People think of you as being a very social type of person ...................................... .. 
120. You have often lost sleep over your worries ......................... " ........................ . 
121. You can tum out a large amount of work in a short time ......................................... . 
122. You keep at a task until it is done, even after nearly everyone else has gi ven up ................. . 
123. You can think of a good excuse when you need one ............................................ . 
124. Other people say that it is difficult to get to know you well ...................................... . 
125. Your daydreams are often about things that can never come true ................................. . 
126. You often run upstairs taking two steps at a time ............................................... . 
127. You seldom let your responsibilities interfere with your having a good time ..................... . 
128. You would like to take on important responsibilities such as organizing a new business ............ . 
129. You have hesitated to make or to accept "dates" because of shyness ............................. . 
130. Your mood is very easily influenced by people around you ..................................... . 
131. Others are often amazed by the amount of work you tum out. .................................. . 
132. You generally feel as though you haven't a care in the world .................................... . 
133. You find it difficult to get rid of a salesman to whom you do not care to listen or 
give your time ............................................................................. . 
134. You are a listener rather than a talker in social conversations ........................•............ 
135. You almost always feel that life is very much worth living ...........................•............ 
..,....-, ",' 11 "3v7·. .. uwell"''' yuu LU nave to wall at a ctossmg for a long fraiMi traih to pass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
1
]3°7 ~ You usually say what you feel like saying at the moment ............ , .......................... . 
, 138. You like to speak in public ................................................................. " 138 139. You like to be with people' ................................................................... 139 140. You generally keep cool and think clearly in exciting situations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 140 141. Other people regard you as a lively individual. ............... '" ................. " . " ........ 141 142. When you get angry, if you let yourself go you feel better ....................................... 142 143. You seek to avoid all trouble with other people ............................................... " 143 144. People seem to enjoy being with you .. " ............ " ................ , ....... '" .. , .......... 144 145. You sometimes feel listless and tired for no good reason ........................................ " 145 146. It is hard to understand why many people are so slow and get so little done ....................... 146 147. You are fond of betting on horse races and games, whether you can afford it or not. .. , ........... 147 148. If someone you know has been spreading untrue and bad stories about you, you see him as soon as possible and have a talk about it... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 148 149. Shyness keeps you from being as popular as you should be. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 149 150. You are generally free from worry about possible misfortunes ... , ................................ 150 151. You nearly always receive all the credit that is coming to you for things you do ................... 151 152. You would like to tell certain people a thing or two. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 152 153. You would rather spend an evening reading at home than to attend a large party ................. 153 154. You would change a lot of things about human nature if you could have your way about it. ..... '" " 154 155. You would like to go hunting with a rifle for wild game ...... , ............... , ........ , .... , ... ,. 155 156. In group activities you get your full share of everything. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 156 157. In most cases it is important to get what you want even if you have to fight to get it. ............. ,. 157 158. You often try to analyze the motives of others ...................... " ................ , ........ " 158 159. Most public office holders generally put public interests ahead of their own ...................... 159 160. The sight of blood frightens you .......... o' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 160 161. People talk about you behind your back. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 161 162. Money is important mostly because it gives its owner power. '" ...................... , .......... 162 163. It is easy for you to act naturally wherever you are ................... " .............. , .......... 163 164. Most people are stupid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 164 165. You feel deeply sorry for a bird with a broken wing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 165 166. Other people often blame you for things you didn't do .......... '" ................... , .......... 166 167. You hate to lose in a contest. ................................................................. 167 168. You like a job that requires attention to many details ..................................... '" ...• 168 169. Most people fulfill their duties even when not being watched ........•........ , ., ............. , ... 169 170. You can look at snakes without shuddering.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 170 17J. You often become bored when the subject of conversation shifts away from your own experience. hobbies. or interests ......................................................................... 171 172. You hate to lose an argument even when the issue is not very important. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 172 173. You are usually too busy to spend time in reflective thought. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 173 174. Most people know what to do without being told ................................................. 174 175. When a parent, teacher, or boss scolds you. you feel like weeping. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 175 176. You are touchy about some things........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 176 177. You know someone whom you would particularly like to see "put in his (or her) place" ........... " 177 178. You are more interested in athletics than in intellectual things .................................. " 178 179. Most people are paid as well as they should be for what they contribute to society ................ " 179 180. The idea of finding a bug or a worm crawling on you makes you shudder ......................... " 180 181. You often feel that one of the main characters in a movie or a play is like you .... '" ............. 181 182. You hesitate to tell people to mind their own business ........................................... 182 
184. ~~;;,:;~-;;;;;,:r.;;: ~.;,; ;:;;;:.: -;;;-;:; ~:d~f ·;;;'~;;~~';'~~t. : .. : ..................... : : : : : : :: ; 8~1 .. 
185. You would rather study mathematics and science than literature and music ................. " ..... 185 " 
186. You get into scrapes which you did not seek to stir up ........................................ '" 186 " 
r 
187. You resent having friends or members of your family give you orders ............................ 187 
188. You are philosophically inclined, that is, inclined to philosophize about things .......•............. ISS 
189. Most people keep to the "straight and narrow path" only because of the fear of being caught. ... ; .. IS9 
190. You especially dislike to get your hands dirty or greasy ......................................... . 
191. You are inclined to think about yourself much of the time .................. " ........... " " " '" 
0, 190 
191 
192. You have frequently felt like telling "nosey" people to mind their own business .................. . 192 
193. You are frequently "lost in thought" .......................................................... . 193 
194. Far too many people try to take as much as they can and give as little as possible back to sOciety ... . 194 
195. You like to read true stories about love and romance ........................................... . 195 
196. You get over a humilating experience very quickly ............................................. . 196 
197. In group undertakings you almost always feel that your own plans are best. ..................... . 197 
• 198. You like to discuss the more serious questions of life with your friends ........................... . 198 
199. Most people today try to do an honest day's work for a day's pay ................................. . 199 
200. You pay little attention to styles in clothing .................................................... . 200 
201. Almost everything that happens seems to have some relationship to you .......................... . 201 
202. When people become bossy or domineering, you want to do the opposi te of everything they 
tell you to do .............................................................................. . 202 
203. You often would like to know the underlying reasons behind the actions of other people .......... . 203 
204. There are far too many useless laws which hamper an individual's personal freedom ............ . 204· 
205. You would rather be a forest ranger than a dress designer ....................................... . 205 
206. Certain people deliberately say or do things to annoy you ....................................... . zag " 
207. Some people become so rude that you feel the urge to "sit on them" or to "tell them off" ........... . 201 
208. You sometimes have a peculiar feeling that you are not your old self .............................. . 208 
209. Most people who get ahead today do so because they have "pull" ............................... . 209 
210. The sound of foul language disgusts you ...................................................... . 210 
211. There are many kinds of work that you would not think of doing because they are not good 
enough for you.................................................... . ....................... . 211 
212. You get into fights or arguments in defense of your friends or members of your family .. " .. " ...... . 212 
213. You enjoy thinking out complicated problems ................................................. . 213 
214. Most people learn quickly to aVQid making the same mistake twice ............... '" .... " ...... . 214 
215. You are only mildly disturbed when you see or hear of animals being treated cruelly .............. . 215 
216. People offend you without knowing it because you hide your feelings from them ................ . 216 
217. You get a lot of satisfaction from making other people do as you want them to .................. . 211 
218. You often take time out just to meditate about things ........................................... . 218 
219. You have received about all the rewards in life that you deserve .......... " . " ... '" ............ . 219 
220. You would rather be an interior decorator than an architectural engineer .......................... . 220 
221. You have felt that certain persons are secretly trying to get the better of you . ..................... . 221 
222. You are likely to talk back to a policeman or other person in authority over you if you feel like it ... . 222 
223. You find it very interesting to watch people to see what they will do ....•......................... 223 
224. The number of "two-faced" individuals you have known is actually very small .................... . 224 
225. You feel very badly if someone does not approve of what you are wearing ........................ . 225 
226. You very often seek the advice of other people ................................................ . 226 
227. When someone is not playing fair, you like to see him beaten at his own game .................... . 221 
228. You are constantly alert to ways of improving yourself ......................................... . 228 
;'( 
229 };~: 229. Most groups of people behave like a bunch of sheep, that is, they blindly follow a leader; .......... . 
nL 232. 
233. 
234. 
235. 
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240. 
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244. 
245. 
24.6. 
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25l. 
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270. 
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272. 
273. 
l 
It is difficult to hurt your feelings ....................................................... ' ..... . 
Anyone trying to take away any of your lawful rights will have a real fight on his hands 
with you personally ........................................................................ . 
You are inclined to steer clear of complicated problems that call for thinking ...................... . 
In general, people higher up tend to assume their share of the dirty work, not leaving it for 
others to do ................................................................................ . 
The sight of ragged or soiled fingernails is repulsive to you ..................................... . 
There have been times when you have been bothered by the idea that someone is reading 
your thoughts ............................................................................. . 
It pays to "tum the other cheek" rather than to start a fight. ...................................... . 
You try to sense what people are thinking about as they talk to you ................. , ............ . 
You have had your share of good luck .................................. , ..... , ... , ........... . 
You feel deeply sorry for a mistreated horse .................................................. . 
You have been seriously slighted more than once .............................................. . 
When you resent the actions of anyone, you promptly tell him so ................................ . 
After a critical moment is over, you usually think of something you should have done 
but didn't do ......................................................................... ······· 
If you want a thing done right, you must do it yourself .......................................... . 
You can handle a loaded gun without feeling at all jittery ........................................ . 
Other people too often take the credit for things you yourself have done .......................... . 
You know or have known someone personally whom you would like to see behind prison bars .... . 
You are much concerned over the morals of your generation .................................... . 
Large business corporations are a good thing ................................................. . 
You cry rather easily ..................................................................... ··· 
When things go wrong, it upsets you very little .......•.........•.....•......................... 
You see to it that people do not take advantage of you .......................................... . 
You are inclined to ponder over your past. ............•.................................•...... 
Some people pay more attention to your comings and goings than they should .................. . 
The sight of large bugs and spiders gives you a "creepy" feeling .....•........................... 
You often feel that a speaker is talking about you personally .................................... . 
You are unhappy unless things in an organization go pretty much as you want them to ......... . 
You enjoy analyzing your own thoughts and feelings ........................................... . 
Most people use politeness to cover up what is really "cut-throat" competition .................... . 
You would rather be a building contractor than a nurse .................................... ······ 
You have days in which it seems that everything goes wrong .................................... . 
You feel the urge to stir up some excitement when things become dull ............................ . 
You would rather put plans into action than to spend time working them out. . . . . . . . . ............. . 
The educational system in this country is all right in most ways .........•......................... 
You feel sorry for a fish that is caught on a hook ..............................................•.. 
You often unburden your troubles to others .................................................... . 
You would like to have enough money or power in order to impress people who think they are 
better than you are ......................................................................... . 
You frequently find yourself in a meditative state ............................................... . 
People today have just about as many chances for success as in your parents' day ................ . 
You feel strongly against kissing a friend of your own sex and age ............................... . 
You are too sensitive for your own good ...................................................•... 
You have often found it necessary to fight for what you believe to be right ......................•.. 
You often watch others to see what effects your words or actions have upon them ................. . 
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270 
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You are willing to take a chance alone in a situation where the outcome is doubtful ... " ........... ~ 
People have criticized you unjustly to others ................................................. " 276' 
The opinions of most people are worthless ................................................... " 277 ' 
278. You are inclined to be introspective, that is, to analyze yourself ..................... , ............ . 
279. Almost anyone, even though poor, can get a square deal in courts of law ........................ . 
280. You would rather be a miner than a florist ................................................... , _. 
281. It is difficult for you to become interested in the problems of others when you have so many 
278 
279 
280 
of your own ................................................................................ 281 
282. It bothers you to have other people tell you what you should do ................................ " 282 
283. You often wonder about why human life exists and what its future is ............................ " 283 
284. Some people deliberately make things hard for you . .......................................... " 284 
285. Odors of perspiration disgust you ........................................................... " 285 
286. Criticism disturbs you very little ............................................................ " 286 
287. It bothers you to see someone else bungling a job that you know perfectly well how to manage ... 287 
288. You are inclined to live in the present, leaving the past and the future out of your thoughts ........ " 288 
289. Most people will tell a lie now and then in order to get ahead .................................. '" 289 
290. The sight of an unshaven man disgusts you. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 290 
291. When you lose something you often begin to suspect someone of either having taken it or 
having misplaced it................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 291' 
292. There are some people whose actions seem continually to irritate you. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 292 
293. You like to have time to be alone with your thoughts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 293 
294. There are entirely too many employees who deserve higher pay than their bosses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 294 
295. You like love scenes in a movie or play. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 295 
296. There are times when it seems that everyone is against you. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200' 
297. If anyone steps ahead of you in line, he is likely to hear from you about it. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2f51 
298. You often wonder why people behave as they do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 298 
299. Nearly all people try to do the fight thing when given a chance ................................... 299 
300. When you become emotional you come to the point of tears ..................................... . 300\ 
'" 
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.l.JJ . .I.J.l..JJ'J 1 j'j UI'!lt1.t!.,h 
---------------------
Instructions DJ..TE 
------------------------------
In this study yom'~ro given 100 questioYls to ,:mSNer Yes or No. (Llthough 
there is a space or.. the anSliier sheet to Ir£lrY (?), this space is not to be 
used. You must choose cither Yes or No.) 
After you have marked your c:mSV:.-er shoet Yes or No, ,lri-t,e beside your 
ansvvc;r tho percentage of male HCS students you think would answer the 
same QS you did. For example, a question might road: "You have vcry 
few headaches." Suppose you answcr "Yes". Then estimate what percentage 
of your fellow male HCS students would also anffi.,cr Yes. If you think 
all of them wC'uld, 1iITi te 100%. If you think nono of them would, wri to 
0%. If you think they we, uld split somewhere in between, wri to some 
percentage between 0% and 100%. If you nnswcr ~ to a question, then 
estimate what percentage would also answer No. A.lwc:ys write thu 
percentage you estimate would answer the question the sarno as you did. 
However, you must not use 50% for your estimate. If you think it is 
an even split, choose some percent:>..ge ncar the middle, but de not 
choose exactly 50%. 
You will notice that the quastions &re not in strict numerical order. 
They are in groups of five, skipping ttm between groups. This [:8ans 
that on the; [lnswcr sheet you go across the first line, then skip two 
lin~s to the; arrow, go across that line, then skip two m0re lines, etc. 
This will not be as hard DS it sounds, bocause th·...; answer sheets ar(; marked 
in this mo.nner for your ce,nvenienco. 
Remomber, you must not usc the (?) in the an~{cr sheet. Answer 
Y(;S or No, whichever is more correct for you. f-nd fljr your estim[lt0 
of what percentage of male HCS students would <lnsy,(:r th(~ sarrie [lS you did, 
you may use any p~rcentage between 0% and 100%, except for exactly 50%. 
I j 
l~ 
r , £:. 3. 4. 
5. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
3t,. 
35. 
h6. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
6l. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
Bo. 
-. 
. , 
~ ' •. 
lOU wou~a'ra~her plan nn aC~1v1~y ~nan ~aKe par~ 1n 1~. 
You have more than once taken the lead in organizing a project 
or a group of fPme kind. 
You like to entcrtainguests. 
Your interests change quickly from one thing to another. 
You are often so J:J.uch "on the go" that sooner Dr later you may 
wear yourself out. 
You like parties you attend to be liyely. 
If you hold an opinion that is radicclly different from thnt 
expressed by a lecturer, you are likely to tell him about it 
either during or ['..fter the lecture. 
It is difficalt. for you to chat ,:-,bout things in general with people. 
You give little thought to your failur0s after they are past. 
You work more .S!. owly and deliberately than most people of your 
sex and age. 
You are a carefree individual. 
-When a person docs not play fair- you l'wsitr.t8 to say anything about it 
to him. 
It bothers you to have people watch you at your worl~, 
You hnve usually been optirdstic about your future. 
People think yuu. a'.t'c tt VI:.:<';r cn(;l~tctic pOIl<lUn. 
You som0times make quick dccisicm'? ~,that you lator :wish yDU hnifi't nado. 
You find it djfftcult tn ask fe_,r Hkmcy cr othe;r donatiLns, even for 
a cause in "Which you erc int6reste:.d. 
You are:. so naturally friendly that people imrncdiatoly feel at ease with 
you. 
.·~)U daydream a great deal. 
You. 60me\ -l'X"J r.l:,h that. lJeople \"{ould rlow dovm a bit ane. givE;;. you a 
chance to c2~ch up. 
Many of your friends thin:.c YO·>.A, ~c,k...; your work too seriously. 
You hesitato to walk into a meE-ting v,hen you know that everyone '5 
eyes ~~ll be upon you. 
You limit your friendships most~y to mombers of your own sex. 
You almost always feel well and strong. 
You talk m:)!'C slowly than most people. 
You like to plny prnctical jokc..s upon (thors. 
You take the lend in putting life into ~ dull pnrty. 
You would l:\tke to belong to as many clubs and s.:.cial urgo.ni:bati(JDS 
ns possible. 
There are 1i mes when your mind SCf::ms to work very s1. owly and other 
times when it works very rapidly. 
-
•• iJ.. ... ,~;'{' .. j". +.: .t.:,..i·~ ~.".;; 
.. ~, 1. : _. _'I~ t::C . . . ' .. ', -•.. ~'. U!l~'-·~·:.!.:'~!t";~; ~o : .. ~ . f"·" 
.:"::' .~. !.~.: ,r"'~" 
........ -J.,,: .. 1. ~ :', ., . 
-94. You are S0 shy it bothors ym. 
95. You are s.;metirres bothered by havinG a uscless the'.lE;;ht 
rome int0 yeu mind OV0r andover. 
106. You dislike to be; hurried in your work. 
107. You sl11!Y!8times find yourself "crossing bridges before you come to thE::m". 
108. You find it somcwhilt difficult to sC.y "no" to a salesman who tries 
to sell you s:)m2-:~hin§, ycm do not rcc:lly want. 
109. There arc only a f8W f;:ic:!1CS vvi+,h whom you can rcl.'1X Bnd have a 
goou tire. 
110. 
12;1.. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
12.5. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
140. 
156. 
151. 
1.58. 
159. 
160. 
171. 
172. 
173. 
17h. 
17.5. 
186. 
187. 
188. 
189. 
190. 
You US,l;-.~\'7 keop ch( crful in0p::_-~,e of trouble. 
You can turn out aln.rge amount of work in ashort time. 
Yon keep o.t c. task until it is done, cv"n C'.fter nearly everyone 
vJse hu::: [c}.ven up. 
Y::"J. C:lD think of a l,ooc~ excuse vlhen you need one. 
Ot,{lCr puoplc sa;',r th;'l.t it is diffJ.c:ult to got to knew you well. 
Your dc.ydrcams nrc of:kn aD:mt things that CDD ncv(;r come truc. 
It irritntE:.s you to have to wnit at n crossing fer :l lone frcicht 
train to pass. 
You usually sny what you feel likE:: saying at the moment. 
You like to speak in public. 
You like to be with ppople. 
You generally keep cool nnd think clG[~rly in excitin[. situc'.tions. 
In gtoup activities you get your full shar3 of everything. 
In most cases it is impo:,tant to get what. you want even if you 
hmre to fight to get it. 
You often try to analyze the motives of others. 
Most pu":llic offic0 holders generally put public intc;rcsts Dbead 
of their O1m. 
TIle s~ght of blood frightens yw • 
You often become bored when the subject of conversation shifts 
away fron: your mm experience, hobbies, or intGrcsts. 
You hate to lose an argument even when the issue is not very 
importnnt. 
You are usunlly too busy to spt..:nd time in ruflective thought. 
Most people know wh8.t to do without being told. 
When a parent, teacher, or boss scolds you, you feel like wcepin5. 
You get into scrapes which you did not seck to stir up. 
You resent having friends or membors of your family 6ive you orders. 
You arc philosophically inclined, that is, inclined to phiiliosophize 
about things. 
Most people keep to the straight and narrow path only because of 
the fear of being caught. 
You especially dislike to L(;t your hands dirty or Greasy. 
--
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205. 
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231. 
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246. 
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276. 
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278. 
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293. 
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295. 
U,L evOrything they te..L..L you 'to dO. 
You often would like to know the underlying reasons behind the actions i;; 
of other people. 
'!here are far too many useless laws w"hich hamper an individual's 
porsonal freedom. 
You would rather be a forest ranger than a dross designer. 
Peop18 offend you without knowing it because you hide your feelings 
from them. 
You get a lot of satisfnction from mn.king other people do as you 
want them to. 
You often take time out just to meditate about things. 
You have received about all the rewards in life that you deserve. 
You would rather be an intorior decorator than an architEctural 
engineer. 
It is difficult to hurt your feelinGs. 
Anyone trying to take away any of your lawful rights will have a 
real fight on his hands. 
You are inclined to steer clear of complicated problems that call 
for thinking. 
In general, people higher up tend to assume their share of the 
dirty YfOrk, not leaving it for others tc l~O. 
The sight of ragged or soil~d fingernails is repulsivL to you~ 
Other people; too often take the crcc1i t for things you yours8lf 
have done. 
You know or have known someone personally whor.l you would like to 
see behind prison bars. 
You are much concerned over the morals cf your generation. 
Large business corporations are a good thing. 
You cry rather uasily. 
You have days in i¥hich it seems thQt everything goes vITong. 
You feel the ur~€. to stir up some excitement when things become dull. 
You would rather put plnns into action than to spend time working 
them out. 
The educationnl system in this country is 11 right in most ways. 
You feel serry for a fish that is caught on a hook. 
People have criticazed you unjustly to others. 
The opinions of most people are worthless. 
You are inclined to be introspective, that is to analyze yourself. 
tlmost aQYone, even though poor, cnn lot a square deal in courts of law. 
You would rather be a miner than a florist. 
Vl1hen you lose S) mething you often begin to suspect someone of either 
having taken it or having misplaced it. 
There are some people whose actions seem continu<llly to irrit,~.tc you. 
You like to have time to be alone with your thoughts. 
There are entirely too many pmployees who deserve higher pay than their 
You like love scenes in a movie or play. bosses. 
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RAW samms AND RANKS FOR worm-ASSOCIATION STUDY 
Column 1 Word-Association AS&Jmed Similarity Score 
Column 2 Word-Association Assumed Similarity Rank 
Column 3 Word-Association Real Similarity Score 
Column 4 Word-Association Real Similarity Rank 
Colurr.n' Loyola Language study Score 
Column 6 Loyola Language Study Rank 
(The ranks should be understood as having a decimal between the last 
two digits.) 
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COD E 1 2 
.3 4 5 6 129 
001 14 130~ 1 8 1 125 15 1255 
002 lS 1290 1 6 1195 35 140 
003 40 270 2S 6c;5 30 390 
004 26 lOCO 22 8bO 22 895 
005 36 500 19 1 100 26 610 
006 24 1 075 1 S 1230 13 1315 
007 42 170 24 785 24 745 
008 33 680 26 565 22 895 
009 35 575 1 6 1195 23 80S 
010 28 920 20 1035 28 490 
01 1 32 735 1 6 1195 16 1220 
012 24 1075 1 3 1265 31 330 
013 16 1280 12 1295 29 445 
014 22 1 15S 20 1035 19 11 05 
015 20 1210 1 3 1265 15 1255 
016 32 735 22 880 14 1280 
017 21 1 185 25 665 30 390 
018 43 130 31 300 24 745 
019 37 435 31 300 34 190 
020 31 770 30 360 28 490 
021 32 735 31 300 29 445 
022 26 1 000 19 1 100 37 75 
023 1 7 1270 1 7 1155 21 985 
024 38 380 26 565 35 140 
02S 30 810 1 5 1230 26 610 
CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 130 
026 25 1 030 28 460 31 330 
027 1.:3 1250 25 685 22 895 
028 22 1155 23 820 22 895 
029 18 1250 1 6 1195 20 1050 
030 12 1325 8 1340 22 895 
031 29 665 22 880 21 985 
032 28 920 20 1035 31 330 
033 20 1210 28 460 13 1315 
034 37 435 33 195 27 540 
035 33 680 20 1035 1 7 11 80 
036 41 220 24 785 23 805 
037 1 1 1345 3 1370 1 7 11 80 
038 25 1 030 26 565 36 1 00 
039 18 1250 1 3 1265 16 1220 
040 1.9 1230 9 1330 12 1355 
041 40 270 43 15 35 140 
042 24 1 075 34 135 1 7 1180 
0·43 27 965 22 880 16 1220 
044 41 220 35 95 34 190 
045 41 220 25 665 32 270 
046 1 1 1345 5 1360 18 1145 
047 36 500 26 565 34 190 
'I 
" 
048 41 220 34 135 34 190 li
ll 
I 
049 36 500 1 7 1155 21 985 
,Ii 
Iii 050 30 810 22 880 31 330 Iii II 
I!ii 
!~ 
CODE 1 2 ~ 4 ;; 6 131 
-' 
051 30 610 21 955 ·1 7 11 80 
052 24 1 075 1 7 1155 12 1355 
053 33 680 31 300 40 30 
054 27 965 20 1035 22 895 
055 22 1 155 1 3 1265 21 985 
0~6 35 575 28 460 25 685 
057 S4 1 0 39 50 31 330 
058 38 380 42 35 33 230 
059 43 130 25 685 22 895 
060 35 575 25 685 21 985 
061 36 500 35 95 30 390 
062 20 1210 1 5 1230 23 805 
063 23 1 120 30 360 23 805 
064 24 1 075 26 565 25 685 
065 36 500 25 685 36 1 00 
066 29 865 20 1035 19 11 05 
067 40 270 25 685 25 685 
068 9 1360 1 0 1315 18 1145 
069 29 865 30 360 27 540 
070 39 320 20 1035 25 685 
071 42 1 70 28 460 21 985 
072 51 20 34 135 29 445 
073 40 270 27 5IS 31 330 
074 33 680 23 820 20 1050 
075 47 65 37 65 25 685 
CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 132 
076 22 1155 1 7 1155 27 540 
077 30 810 28 460 30 390 
078 49 45 30 360 32 270 
079 27 965 31 300 1 7 1180 
080 14 1305 1 9 1100 1 1 1370 
081 37 435 20 1035 29 445 
082 28 920 23 820 22 895 
083 24 1 075 18 1125 19 11 05 
084 45 95 24 765 26 610 
085 31 770 25 685 22 895 
086 38 380 22 880 21 985 
087 28 920 29 405 19 11 05 
088 35 575 21 955 20 1050 
089 38 380 22 860 27 540 
090 37 435 37 65 29 445 
091 47 65 32 255 26 610 
092 38 380 33 195 36 1 00 
093 44 11 0 34 135 39 45 
094 36 500 22 880 25 685 
095 39 320 25 685 19 11 05 
096 27 965 21 955 31 330 
097 29 865 21 955 13 1315 
098 34 625 26 565 24 745 
099 21 1185 25 685 15 1255 
1 00 33 680 24 785 20 1050 
CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 133 
101 39 320 30 360 20 1050 
1 02 42 170 30 360 27 540 
103 36 500 26 565 26 610 
1 04 49 45 26 565 27 540 
105 23 1120 20 1 03;:') 19 11 OS 
1 06 35 S75 28 460 3d 60 
107 43 130 33 ISS 39 4S 
1 08 36 500 25 685 35 140 
1 09 35 57S 3S 95 44 1 0 
110 40 270 33 195 33 230 
111 42 1 70 25 6k5 30 390 
112 29 CJ65 21 9S.'j 32 270 
1 1 .3 31 770 27 515 27 S40 
1 1 4 36 SOO 29 405 23 80S 
115 25 1 030 22 800 13 131S 
1 16 SO 30 43 IS 42 20 
1 1 7 34 625 28 460 29 445 
118 4S 95 25 685 2S 685 
1 19 41 220 30 360 26 610 
120 46 80 42 35 34 1 90 
1 21 .38 380 33 195 33 230 
1 c?2 28 920 20 103S 24 74S 
'/
1 
123 26 1 000 33 1 S5 23 80S 
II 
I 
1,' 
680 255 25 685 
II 
124 33 32 Ili'l 
12S 42 1 70 33 19S 37 75 
II 
III1II I'll 
II I,,! 
I'i 
"I!" 
CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 134 
126 39 320 32 255 35 140 
127 23 1 120 1 2 1295 13 1315 
128 4 1370 1 0 1315 28 490 
129 12 1325 7 1350 2_:;;; 80.5 
130 34 625 28 460 23 805 
131 32 735 2S 685 26 610 
132 29 865 21 955 15 1 r?S5 
133 38 380 33 195 32 270 
134 30 810 25 685 21 985 
135 34 625 35 95 32 270 
136 39 320 28 460 22 B95 
137 33 680 3 rJ 255 13 1315 
!i 
:1 
III I,' 
It ~ 
APp'~'mI:: x 
EAW scm;::::: A:D Rft.NKS FOE SOCIAL PERCEPTIOi-J STUDY 
Column 1 Socia,l Perception Assu:ned Similarity Score 
Column 2 Social Perception Assumed Similarity Rank 
Column 3 Social Perception Real Similarity Score 
Column 4 SociAl Perception Rel:LJ Similarity Rank 
Column 5 Socii}l Perception Accuracy Score 
Colunm 6 Social Perception Accuracy Rank 
(The ranks should be underf;tood as having a decimal between the last 
two digits.) 
(The Social Perception Accuracy Score 1s a "difference" score, hence 
the Social Perception Accuracy Rank as shown here 1s actunlly an 
Inaccuracy Rank, and was reversed for the computation of the 
correlations. 
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CODE 1 2 3 L 5 6 136 
001 3S 1335 194 760 2991:;3 19CJ 
002 93 250 212 260 2993 200 
003 69 935 197 700 2566 .580 
004 94 230 226 30 1820 1270 
005 Bl 595 23c~ 1 0 c-.' 1 9c_ 980 
006 54 1 1 HO 218 1230 27£1: 7 420 
007 4S J 270 211 290 346(; 70 
008 98 130 1 75 1185 2261 890 
009 75 805 221 115 2121 1070 
010 92 260 202 605 2630 .520 
01 1 95 195 163 1200 2154 103U 
012 75 80S 214 245 1980 1190 
013 56 1160 219 16_':5 3110 130 
014 79 680 201 630 2251 910 
015 61 1085 223 90 2769 400 
016 89 390 203 585 2738 440 
017 80 645 226 60 2590 540 
01B 84 440 210 335 21 78 1000 
019 100 40 209 370 2358 800 
020 65 1010 223 90 2584 S50 
021 98 130 20E! 410 3353 80 
022 25 1360 193 795 2879 315 
023 27 1350 196 725 3549 SO 
024 77 740 204 560 2892 300 
025 77 740 192 830 2435 690 
CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 131 
026 68 960 1 61 1295 1854 124Q 
027 49 1250 208 L/.l0 2647 .490 
028 39 1310 199 675 2644 510 
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